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Qualicum A Lethal Weapon V Bryloukis, SchH 1, TR2, CDX
ARC Versatility, RAE, CS, OB1, BH, HIT SchH Tracking
Riggs is sired by "Elvis" #1 2003 & 2004 V1, Sieger, Multi
BIS/BISS, Multi ARC Select Am/Can Ch Keerocka's
Entertainer BH,CD, RN,HIC, CGC, TDI, Top Producer 2003 &
2004 and "Rave" BISS, BOSS,Multi AOM, USRC Select, ARC
Select'03, Top Ten Bitch '03.
Riggs is an amazing working dog, ball crazy, compact,
powerful, always up for any job. Riggs is a bit too smart with a
great work ethic, although this has not always been the case. I
have owned Rottweilers since the 1980's but I have never
owned a dog with such high drive and dominance. I live in
Colorado and participated at our local obedience classes
getting ready for our CD with Kathy Howse. I quickly learned
that Riggs although well socialized with his tempermant and
dominance I needed to take his training to the next level! Riggs
at home was wonderful but had an uncanny knack for finding
the stranger in the room that was afraid of dogs or Rottweilers
and did his best to confirm that fear. Luckily, the dog world is
small and I was able to meet Mark Chaffin through a friend.
Mark has been training dogs for 35 years and is the head
trainer for the High Plains Schutzhund Club in Colorado,
along with his wife Ann Marie.
It was great, Mark was not in the least intimidated by Riggs. I
never dreamed I would be doing Schutzhund, after all why
would you teach a dog with dominance issues to bite? This is
when I learned the control needed for Schutzhund and
teaching my dog obedience in drive. I am grateful to Mark and
Ann for the training and assistance they gave me. Thanks to
this club and team of people I learned the new training
techniques needed for such a strong willed boy. I now have a
polite and well behaved Rottweiler that I can take everywhere.
Our new favorite training venue is agility. Riggs loves working
in agility, with Trainer, Denise Coyne of Skyline Kennels, and
her reward based training program.
Although we are not ready to trial, we have a great time training
together and will continue to compete in Schutzhund and
multiple AKC venues.
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The Retrieve In Schutzhund
Performance ...The Scary Subject
By USRC Judge Andreas Mueller of Zauberberg K9 Academy
kliffv1@gmail.com

www.zauberberg.com
The retrieve in
Schutzhund
performance is
almost 50% of the
total score! Without
a retrieve (flat and
jumps), the dog will
fail.
I want to share with
you a new and
exciting method that
I have used
successfully and that
I detail on my online
training website at
www.Zauberberg.com

The retrieve exercise
is one of the most - if
not the most
complex exercise a
dog will have to
Andreas & Kliff vom Schwaiger
perform. The
Rathaus, SchH 3, AD, BH, Ztp
complexity also gives
a lot of possibility to
lose points in different parts of the exercise. Does any of the
following sound familiar?
You will always hear judges say, should wait until the signal is
given (leaving basic position early), should pick up the
dumbbell more direct (over-shoots before he picks it up),
should return faster to the handler, should hold the dumbbell
calmer - or firmer, should sit straighter in front, should give
the dumbbell up more willingly; last but not least, he should
show a faster and more correct finish... etc. We have heard it
all. Not to mention the touching of the hurdle, or not even
jumping with the dumbbell in his mouth. So, how is this
accomplished?

initially, dragging to the dumbbell, picking it up slowly and
fearfully, crawling back to the handler, maybe then dropping it in
front of him? Have we seen the trainers that then try to give a
happy impression, then playing ball - but the dog did not believe
him anymore?
Something must have gone wrong. The trainer forgot that
everything he did initially connected with the dumbbell has been
negative in the dog's mind. How could you have positive actions,
after all you have been able to see and feel in connection with
the retrieve object has been negative and painful?
No way……….Time to learn something new:
The challenge is to make all appearances of the dumbbell as
positive as possible without letting bad behavior (chewing,
dropping, shaking, loose grips) even occur. Let's say, we should
try to make the appearance of the dumbbell the least negative
as possible! - because there is no reliable performance without
showing which behavior has negative - and which one has
positive consequences!
Before you start teaching the retrieve, you need to have the dog
conditioned to understand that the click or a "YES" takes a
"snapshot" of the behavior that we want him to be reinforced for.
He also needs to be conditioned that a restraint on the collar, for
example, is not something he should necessarily fight against,
or feel depressed about.

The Take:
As this article is about training the retrieve, let's focus on the
main part first, the "take"- or taking the dumbbell. The other
components of any retrieve exercise should be trained to
perfection separately, before the chains of these different
behaviors are linked together.
It is very common to wait with teaching the retrieve until last.
The reason for that is that the force retrieve is still very
popular as it was thought of decades ago. The argument for
this "method" is that it is most reliable.
BUT, do you think that a forced retrieve, done in traditional
ways (choke him until he takes it) is truly most reliable and
effective to have the dog fulfill all required increments of the
Rule Book? - Being fast, being enthusiastic, being correct,
and look happy about what he is doing?
Have we not seen the dogs who have only been forced

Conditioning "The Grip":
Often enough, we discover that a dog has an objection to having
his mouth touched, opened, or let alone an object inserted into
his mouth!
This is something some show handlers emphasis on a little
puppy as they do not want to have a challenge later on, showing
the teeth to the judge in the show ring.
Those who raise a puppy more for working performance
purposes, should emphasis the mouth touching and lip pulling
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just as much - if not even more. Especially if they purchased
a puppy for working purposes. We would assume that this
puppy has been selected for a maybe more driven, stronger,
even more confident temperament. Those puppies could
some times even be more of a challenge to accept the
interaction with their mouths, lips and teeth. That's right your
working dog most likely is going to be more of a challenge!

takes to not let the dog shake his head rejecting the hand with
the glove holding around his bottom jaw. As the struggle goes
on, him trying to get rid of the hand, watch and feel very
carefully to be able to detect the moment that he gives in and
stops fighting. At that exact moment, take your hand out of his
mouth immediately and present food with your other hand (the
hand with no glove)

Let's get Started:
Start by holding the dog by the buckle collar with your left
hand.

From the very beginning, we will make sure that any contact
with the mouth is positive and accompanied by food. That
means that every piece of treat is sort of inserted in the dog's
mouth. The hand touching the mouth and the food getting in
there are happening at the very same moment. The first step
is more of a lure/bribe situation that normally does not create
any challenges.

It is here where I like to introduce the cue "OUT". Behavior of
releasing the object (glove hand) is very predictable! So just put
the cue on top of the behavior for introduction. After a few
repetitions, he will understand that accepting the glove in his
mouth, will lead to him getting rid of it!
Thus, he will go through the process more and more willingly.
Repeat the process for a few session and prolong the duration
that he holds on to the hand second by second before you take
it out. You might observe after a few repetitions that he is
clamping down a little bit - of course, the first sign of holding with
The next step should be that the contact is separated from
the food, but immediately followed by feeding.
Touch the dogs ' mouth with your fingers, and then present
the food. The contact should be very brief and should be
extended in time every repetition.
The second step is a sequence, putting your hand into the
mouth for a short moment and then feeding right afterwards.
During the second step, put a glove on your hand. Is your
dog too interested in the strange object, the glove, wanting to
sniff it? - then start with step one, feed him with the glove on
your hand.
Once he accepts your hand with the glove on it being in his
mouth, shape the hand around the bottom jaw from the inside
of his mouth. Place a grip with your hand as firm as what it
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more strength needs to be rewarded immediately by taking
out the glove and feed.
I have seen dogs during this process starting to NOT wanting
to let go anymore. Presentation of food could then produce a
release. You can also force your hand out of is mouth easier
than you could an object.
About extending the duration:

glove hand needs to be brought into his sight.
If the glove hand is being brought in sight and then the stimulus
is turned on, the appearance of the glove hand will trigger
undesirable discomfort in connection with the appearance of the
glove hand, as it is followed by the electric stimulation.
The sequence of (i) stimulation turns on, (ii) glove hand appears
and (iii) glove hand in mouth= stimulation turns off will make it
understood by the dog that (i) he has a problem, (ii) the glove
hand appears and (iii) grabbing the glove hand = problem
solved
Make sure that the release of the glove is marked or permitted
by saying the cue "OUT".
In case of the dog not wanting to release, I recommend to show
food. The process being that the food is shown, and at the time
he releases (again behavior is predictable), the cue "OUT".
After a few repetitions, the dog will start to anticipate the
appearance of the glove hand. Thus, his behavior of taking the
glove hand in his mouth is pretty much predictable!

Keep in mind that the duration is NOT going to be improved if
you do NOT count your seconds starting all over again in
case he starts trying to get rid of the hand in his mouth.
If you are targeting 4 seconds of holding and he is starting to
be restless with his grip on the count of three. Do not take
your hand out. Once he is calm again, you will have to start
counting from zero again. To be clear about it, restless grip
starting on count of two, then another hold to the count of
two, equals holding of two counts- not four!

Switch to the Dumbbell:
It is at this time that I suggest to switch from the glove hand to
the dumbbell. It is necessary to hang on to the dumbbell when
the dog has it in his mouth. In case he releases it early, the
process of turning electrical stimulation ON and have him find
the way of turning it back OFF is quicker. Besides, with your
hand attached for now, it is a much more familiar scenario, very
close to the hand with the glove.

The dog has now already been introduced to slight negative
reinforcement as there was discomfort (restraint, handling the
mouth and the whole dog) that stopped when the behavior of
holding the hand with the glove was performed. It is time now
to introduce some negative reinforcement in form of electric
stimulation.
It is very important to watch the sequence of events:
.
Hold the dog by the buckle collar and the remote with the
same hand. Press the button (very low setting, perhaps half
or #1) on continuous, holding down. Now bring the hand with
the glove in sight and approach the dog's mouth. As soon as
he makes an attempt to open his mouth and grab, let him do
so. At the same time, the electrical stimulus MUST turn OFF.
A counter behavior on his part such as turning his head away
should be blocked as good as possible by restraining him
calmly with the hand controlling hand controlling the buckle
collar. The hand with the glove might have to be put into his
mouth rather than him grabbing it.
As soon as the hand is in his mouth ,mouth, the electric
stimulation is turned OFF. Even if he does not grab it- but he
accepts it. If he tries to "spit" it out, let him do so and turn the
E-collar back ON at the exact same moment that the hand
leaves his mouth. Keep it turned ON until you manage to put
the hand back into his mouth. The timing of turning off the
electrical stimulation at the exact moment the gloves is going
back into his mouth is crucial.
In order to produce the least amount of opposition, the
sequence of events is a very sensitive matter.
Again:
The electric stimulation needs to be turned on - then the

After the dog shows the same predictability of behavior with the
dumbbell, it is time that we add a cue to the behavior. The
process of adding a cue to a behavior is a whole different
chapter in its own and will not be extensively explained here.
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The time frame between the first cue and the second one
combined with the stimulation has to be as short as possible.
Thus, the dog has a chance to understand the first cue as an
announcement that the second one is coming and learns that
the second one is unconditionally combined with the stimulation.
If too much time lapses between the first and the second
"Brings", chances are that he will understand that only the
second one is the one to respond to.
Note: On older dogs, I recommend to use an oversized welding
glove, that allows a PVC pipe to be inserted in the index finger
part of the glove!
The "take" is the main part of the retrieve exercise. All other
parts need to be trained to perfection separately. If any part
requires any negative reinforcement, keep in mind that this will
possibly have punishing effect on the link of the chain that just
had been performed before- it will destroy your chain!
For example, the dog has difficulties to turn around to come to
you after picking up the dumbbell. If you now negatively
reinforce the turn AFTER he picked up the dumbbell, he will
understand that picking up the dumbbell is followed by a
negative consequence! Negative consequences make behavior
less likely to reoccur. So don't wonder if he - after that does not
want to pick it up anymore.

A cue is attached to a behavior by giving it first at the same
moment that behavior is in the process of being started, it is
predictable.
With regard to the behavior we have taught through this
article, the moment for giving the cue "Brings", would be the
moment that the dog shows that he will in fact take the
dumbbell in his mouth.
The sequence being while dog is being held by the buckle
collar: 1) dumbbell brought in sight, and kept in sight. He
wants to grab it! 2) momentary electric stimulation and
"brings" at the same time as a negative reinforcement he
sure will turn off quickly (as his behavior is predictable!!) 3)
grabs the dumbbell, turned the stimulation off almost
automatically. After repetitions, the momentary electric
stimulation needs to be weaned off by giving it only 3 out of 5
times. If, on repetition with no stimulation, the dog does not
make the attempt, immediately repeat the cue "Brings" and
turn on continuous stimulation until he grabs it.

Conclusion:
Again, the challenge was to make all appearances of the
dumbbell as positive as possible without letting bad behavior
such as chewing, dropping, shaking, loose grips even occur. By
following the above Zauberberg Retrieve Technique the
appearance of the dumbbell becomes the least negative as
possible!
Good luck with the retrieve and let's keep those scores high and
those judges astounded! For more on the Zauberberg Retrieve
Technique
please see out
online training
website for
detailed video
coverage and
forums
discussions to
increase
performance and
reliability of your
dog in your dog
sport
competitions.
For videos on retrieve visit

www.zauberberg.com
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Working Rottweilers in Canada
By Chuck Ross
barton-ross@rogers.com
If you ask any
knowledgeable
Rottweiler breeder
about the history of
the breed, you will
likely be told that the
early Rottweiler was
developed from
Roman drover dogs.
According to this
version of history,
these drover dogs
would drive livestock
and guard the camps
for the Romans as
they conquered
Europe. Reportedly,
centuries later, when
Chuck Ross &
livestock owners
Axel vom Weissennord
returned from selling
their stock at market,
the money from the sale would be tied to the neck of a
Rottweiler as a decisive deterrent from any would-be
robbers. While this early history of the breed is
considered unproven, it is widely accepted that the
Germans were instrumental in saving the Rottweiler from
extinction. Indeed, it was Germany where the first breed
standard was developed. Today, Germany is considered
the homeland of the modern-day Rottweiler.
Regardless of the accuracy of the history of the
Rottweiler, the breed is a powerhouse in the working
group. Today, the breed is still used as police dogs and
also as military dogs, especially by the Austrian Army.
Since this type of working ability requires a dog with
superior physical makeup and temperament, it is no
wonder that the Rottweiler is a common competitor in
many strenuous sporting competitions used to assess
the working ability of a dog, such as Schutzhund (SchH)
and Ring Sport.

bite by using objects as barriers, or by trying to quickly
move out of the way once the dog is leaping for the grip.
This evading of the decoy frequently results in dogs not
getting a full grip on the bite suit. In Schutzhund, there is a
traditional courage test. Mondio Ring does not have a
traditional courage test like the one you would see in
Schutzhund or KNPV.
There are some things I wish Schutzhund would
incorporate from Ring Sport, such as food refusal and
environmental stresses. Food refusal is something that
would take a lot of work to teach to a food hound like a
Rottweiler. You would be surprised at the number of
Schutzhund titled dogs that can be held off with an
environmental distraction such as an umbrella, plastic bag,
chair or something similar. In my opinion, the KNPV
program is the hardest of all the protection sports.
However, there is no KNPV program in Canada. KNPV, like
the other Ring Sports, is more geared towards the Malinois,
though there have been a few Rottweilers titling in Ring
Sport. Even though I think some sports are better then
others; there are still things I like and dislike about each
dog sport. I have not titled a dog in Ring Sport, but do
believe I am better at reading a dog after my brief period of
working and decoying in Ring Sport.
The most important thing anyone can do prior to making a
puppy purchase or selecting a stud is to watch the dog go
for his/her ZTP (Breed Suitability Test) or Körung
(Advanced Breed Suitability Test). Körung can also be
written as Koerung; spelling it as Korung is not correct. You
may not be able to go to Germany to see a dog compete at
a working event prior to using it as a stud or making a litter
choice. An alternative option is to purchase videos of ADRK
(General German Rottweiler Club) Körung events.

I have trialed and titled four different Rottweilers: Lars
Von Bickesheim, Wasko Vom Hause Anin, Opaia Vom
Kümmelsee and Axel Vom Weissennord.
I also did Ring Sport for a couple of years, but did not
title a dog in Ring Sport. The various types of Ring Sport
are KNPV, Belgian Ring, French Ring and Mondio Ring.
One of the main differences between Ring Sport and
Schutzhund is that there is no tracking in Ring Sport like
there is in Schutzhund. In Ring Sport, protection work is
done on a bite suit instead of a firm padded sleeve, such
as is used in Schutzhund. Ring Sport also has no rest
periods for the dogs between the obedience routine and
protection routine. The higher jumps in Ring Sport are
also a difficult obstacle for heavier breeds to overcome.
In Schutzhund, the emphasis is placed on achieving a
full grip on the protection sleeve. In Ring Sport, the
decoy tries to evade the dog and prevent it from getting a

Axel vom Weissennord giving Alberto Prato’s leg a hug.
Everyone needs a hug once in awhile.
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The Körung
is the most
important title
a Rottweiler
can achieve.
Sadly, many
people that
import
puppies or
use German
studs attach
no relevance
to a Körung
title. The ZTP
and Körung
titles are both
important,
but even
more
Opaia vom Kuemmelsee during one of her
important are
first bite sessions.
the ratings
these dogs
achieve while doing the ZTP or Körung. The first time I
watched a Körung was a major eye opener. I found
many of the popular and frequently talked-about dogs
were disappointing to watch work. A male Rottweiler
must have a SchH III plus other qualifications in order to
do a Körung. A female Rottweiler must have a SchH I
plus other qualifications to attempt a Körung. Even
though all of the dogs at the various Körung events were
Schutzhund titled, many were not impressive to watch
work and some even failed the working portion. A
Körung is typically held at a different location from where
the dog usually trains, and many times the dogs have not
been worked on the helpers (people that take bites from
dogs in Schutzhund) that work the dogs at the Körung,
although this is not always the case. There are also
larger crowds at these Körung events than what the
handlers and dogs are accustomed to experiencing at
their normal club. The external stimuli can be too much
for some dogs at a large event such as a Körung. These
larger crowds, along with the pressure of trying to
achieve this prestigious title, frequently causes the
handler to be nervous. The dogs pick up on their handler
being nervous and this in turn can cause the dog to react
differently then normal. There is no substitute for
watching, either in person or on video, an event such as
a ZTP or Körung.
The ADRK has stud dog books that give the ZTP ratings
and Körung ratings of all dogs that did a ZTP and Körung
for that particular year. These same stud books also give
Schutzhund scores and litter results for the respective
year. These stud books are another great tool to use
when researching a prospective stud.
A ZTP is not as easy to do in Canada as in Europe. We
live in the second largest country on the planet while
having a relatively small population. Schutzhund clubs
are few and usually far between. In order to find a
Schutzhund club near you, go to DVG America, German
Shepherd Schutzhund Club of Canada or United States
Rottweiler Club (USRC) websites and look up clubs:
http://www.dvgamerica.com/
http://www.gsscc.ca
http://www.usrconline.org/
Schutzhund was a title earned in Germany and North
America, while IPO was the international version of
Schutzhund. IPO is the title you generally see on dogs

from other European countries. There used to be slight
differences in the rules between Schutzhund and IPO, but
now the rules are the same. A few years ago, the name
Schutzhund was changed to Versatility Test for Working
Dogs (VPG). This name was changed for political reasons,
as Schutzhund translated into "Protection Dog." When
looking at older dogs' pedigrees, you will see SchH,
followed by a Roman numeral one (SchH I), Roman
numeral two (SchH II), or Roman numeral three (SchH III).
Now, instead of SchH I, SchH II or SchH III, you will see
VPG I, VPG II or VPG III.
IPO is the
international
version of
Schutzhund.
IPO titles
were
separate, with
slightly
different rules
from
Schutzhund.
IPO still exists
today as the
international
version of
VPG.
Why train a
Axel vom Weissennord
Rottweiler in
VPG instead
of Ring Sport or with a startup organization such as K9 Pro
Sports? VPG has been around for generations, giving it the
track record that many other venues do not have. Some of
the other working dog venues or organizations that started
up in North America have not really amounted to anything
for various reasons. Some of these organizations thought
they could offer something superior to VPG. These venues
did not have the credibility and professionalism that you get
from competing in VPG. Many of these organizations do not
have the consistency in their routines. For instance, if a dog
has a VPG I title then many people know what is involved in
getting that title. We therefore have a good idea of what the
dog is capable of doing. You cannot give similar credibility
to a dog that titled in a startup and relatively unknown
organization. The judges from these unknown organizations
did not have to go through the same qualifications and
apprentice programs that a VPG judge undergoes. I do give
credibility to Ring Sport (some versions more then others)
and a fairly new dog sport called PSA. You will probably
have an easier time finding a VPG club then some of those
other type of clubs. Ring Sport is more geared towards a
smaller prey drive oriented dog. PSA is relatively new and
still not known that well. If you have any interest at all in
competing in some of the other protection dog sports, then I
recommend you start in VPG. Our Rottweiler breed
suitability test is based on VPG, so you are better off
starting out at a VPG club. Once you achieve some initial
titles such as a BH, ZTP (ADRK Breed Suitability Test) and
VPG I then you can try the other sports such as PSA or
personal protection competitions. Starting and titling in VPG
will give your dog the credibility it may not get in some of
these other organizations. If you were to start out in one of
the Ring Sports, then the odds are that you would have less
of a chance of achieving a title. There are few Rottweilers
with a Ring Sport title. It would be harder to get your dog
ready for a ZTP or BST (Breed Suitability Test) if you
started out training in Ring Sport.
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In Germany, all Rottweilers must have a ZTP prior to
being bred. Prior to doing a ZTP, the dog must have a
BH (Traffic Sure and Companion Dog) title along with
certified hip and elbow clearance. The ZTP involves
having various measurements (height, length, chest
depth, chest circumference, head length, and muzzle
length) taken and recorded. The teeth are checked to
see if the bite is correct, the eyes are checked with an
eye chart held beside the dog to check the shade of
the eyes, and the dog is weighed. The dog is then put
on a stand where the judge gives a verbal
conformation critique that the spectators can hear.
This conformation critique is very similar to what you
would hear at a Sieger Show (German style show).
After the conformation critique, the dog must do a
short obedience routine. This obedience routine
consists of heeling, during which time a starter pistol is
fired to determine if the dog is sensitive to gun fire and
loud noises. The dog also must heel through a group
of people and sit in the middle of the group. While the
dog is sitting, the group moves in really close and
crowds the dog. The judge will also shake a canister that
has a handful of rocks inside the canister. This canister
is another way to check the dog for nerve issues. The
ADRK changed the protection routine for the ZTP a few
years ago. The Rottweiler Club of Canada and the
United States Rottweiler Club are both still using the old
ADRK routine.
The old routine
consists of an
"attack on
handler" and a
"courage test."
For the attack on
handler portion,
the handler
holds the dog by
the collar and
walks with the
Opaia vom Kuemmelsee, VPG 1, BH, Ztp
dog towards a
blind where the
helper is hiding. As the handler/dog team approaches
the blind, the helper comes out of the blind and charges
towards the dog and handler. The handler immediately
releases the dog and stands stationary while the dog
defends the handler by gripping the protection sleeve of
the helper. The helper then drives (steps into the dog
and keeps stepping in the same direction while the dog
maintains a grip on the sleeve) the dog and applies two
hits with a leather-padded plastic stick. The helper
continues to drive the dog for a few paces after the stick
hits. When the helper stops moving the dog is to "out," or
release the sleeve, with or without a command from the
handler. The dog must guard the handler after the "out."
The judge then signals the handler to pick up his/her
dog. The handler then puts a leash on the dog and heels
down the field to a spot designated by the judge. While
this is going on, the helper goes and hides behind a
blind. On instruction from the judge, the handler removes
the leash from the dog and holds the dog by the collar.
The dog is in a sitting position. On instruction from the
judge, the helper comes out of the blind and moves
towards the center of the field. Once in the center of the
field, the helper turns toward the handler/dog team and
charges toward the team. The handler then sends the
dog to stop the attacking helper. The handler must
remain in place. Once the dog grips the sleeve, the
helper drives the dog about five paces. There are no

stick hits this time, but the helper threatens to hit with the
stick. The dog must maintain a grip on the sleeve until the
helper stops moving. Once the helper stops moving the dog
must out, with or without command from the handler. The
dog must guard the
helper after the "out."
The judge then
instructs the handler
to pick up the dog.
The handler puts the
dog on a leash and
heels to the judge for
a critique.
The new ZTP routine
that the ADRK uses is
basically a VPG I
protection routine.
Opaia Vom Kuemmelsee working on a bite
There is no "attack on
suit for the first time
handler" like in the
old routine that is still
used by the RCC and USRC; instead there is an escape
bite exercise. The new routine requires much more control
than the old routine required. I believe the old ZTP routine
to be a better test for breed suitability though, because the
"attack on handler" put a lot of pressure on the dogs. It was
an area that many dogs had a problem passing. A dog had
to be brave in order to handle the sudden attack from a
relatively close distance. Many dogs failed this portion
because they did not have the heart to hang in there during
the sudden threat.
The ZTP form has also changed a few times in recent
years. This makes it harder for people that read limited
German to translate. The form used for the old routine
assessed the dogs' "Willingness/Readiness to Engage,"
"Endurance," "Ability to Calm Down," "Manageability,"
"Ability to Take" and "Grip." This is the form that is still used
by the Rottweiler Club of Canada. The ZTP (BST in some
organizations) along with the Körung or Advanced Breed
Suitability Test, is the best way to evaluate a dog and bitch
for breeding purposes. After all, this is the reason these
tests were developed. It is mandatory in Germany for a dog
to have a ZTP prior to being bred. These tests are the
reason Germany generally breeds a superior Rottweiler
compared to what other countries are producing.
It is best to train the dog yourself, as it will increase your
bond with the dog and help you to better understand the
dog. If you cannot train or title your dog yourself, then
consider the option of having someone else train and title
your dog. It is better to have the dog trained and titled by
someone else than to not have it trained or titled at all.
Don't get all
wrapped up
with what other
people have
done or are
doing with their
dog.
Remember to
have fun while
training your
dog.
Opaia Vom Kuemmelsee offspring
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Interview on Photography
Mario P. Montes-Klaver
Interviewed by Jane Mitchelmore
munanis@planet.nl

www.munanis.nl

Please tell us about yourself.
My name is Mario Montes Klaver. I'm 40 years old, and
work in the biggest hospital in The Netherlands at the
administration of one of the outpatient clinics. My birth
country is Spain, and we have always had animals at
home. I have been involved with dogs of my own since I
was 14 years old. My first real dog was a white German
Shepherd Dog, and this dog was the one who triggered
everything for me. After this dog, I had some other
GSDs, but while reading dog magazines, I came across
the Rottweiler. It was described as "this big black dog,
very hard, very difficult to train and not suitable for
everyone." That made me curious and I set my mind to
getting one in the future.
When I was 18, my family moved to The Netherlands
and we could not bring our two GSDs with us. We left
them with good people; but, as you could understand I
was devastated. I told my parents, "with my first salary I
will buy a Rottweiler." Four months after arriving in The
Netherlands, I bought my first Rottweiler.
When I started breeding Rottweilers, I made my goal to
breed dogs who could be as good as German dogs. That
is why all my breeding dogs passed the German ZTP,
and why I also trial and show my dogs in Germany, the
country where, in my opinion, they have the best breed
test for our breed, and where the working abilities are still
easy to find in the dogs.
At this moment I'm the president of our training club,
where I am also trainer and helper, so it is a busy job.

through. I achieved only BH and AD with him since he
ruptured his knee ligament at the age of 3, and after that I
did not want to push him too much. Nevertheless, he lived
to be 11 years old and was always a great dog to be with.
My second dog was Sledge van het Meerveld, a son of
Djerbo van't Straotje. He was the one who really introduced
me to the Rottweiler world. Sledge did very well in both
sport and in the show ring. He was V1 rated and passed
IPO3, BH, G&G 1 (obedience degree) and AD five times in
his life. He was the father of my first breeding female.
Sadly, he died too soon at the age of 8.
The third was Vlo van de Vrundenhoeve, a daughter of
Sledge who was linebred on Djerbo. I imported her from
Belgium. She was the mother of the Munani's A litter.
Having that litter took so much of her that we decided not to
breed her any more. In working, her achievements were
BH, IPO2, and passing the
Dutch mental test. She was a
very sweet dog. She was
trained by my ex.

Please tell us about your past and present dogs.
I'll start with only my Rotts; I have had Rottweilers since
1987. My first Rottweiler was Renko van de Brandhoeve.
With him, I started in the dog sport IPO, something I had
been dreaming about since I was a little kid. I learned a
lot with this dog; he was a real Rottweiler through and

I had my fourth Rottweiler for
only two months since he died
at the age of four months. He
was a very promising dog out
of Maik vom Oberhausener
Norden and a Pascha
Hegestrauch daughter; his
name was Scully van het
Meerveld.
Out of the next litter of that
Pascha daughter, I did get a new puppy from the breeder.
His father was Hutch vom Hause Birk. This dog was Dingo
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van het Meerveld, perhaps the dog that had amazed me
the most. He was not the strongest dog I have had, but
this dog has done everything I asked from him. He
obtained IPO3, BH, AD, Dutch mental test, ZTP (in
Germany) and became Dutch Klubsieger (above
everyone's expectations, including mine). But the thing
that touched me the most is that I had trialed him while
he was very ill. A tumor had eaten all of the bones inside
his nose, but he did not show it until he was very ill.

Out of my first litter, I kept two pups: Munani's Amboss
and Akki. The A litter of my kennel was out of Jenecks
Sam and Vlo (our female); there were eight puppies in
this litter. The male I kept, Amboss, was a dream of a
dog. He was big and strong, with super bone and was a
super working dog. With him, I achieved my first big
results. He was the first foreign dog passing the German
ZTP and the second passing the German Körung. He
also passed BH in both Germany and the Netherlands,
IPO3, VPG3 and AD. Sadly, he passed away last May
when I was visiting your country. His sister Akki is still in
my house. I never have bred her because her hips and
elbows are not good. Nevertheless, she has also passed
her BH and IPO 3.

has whelped three litters and her children are already doing
well on the working and showing fields.
I kept a daughter
and
granddaughter
out of Vaye,
Munani's Bessy,
IPO3 BH ZTP
Dutch Mental
Test, and
Munani's Dutch
Diva BH, but
both are now
with my
ex-girlfriend who
also breeds
Rottweilers.
And last but not
least, my new
little friend Nino
vom Carrabba
Haus. He is a gift from my friend Vince Carrabba who sent
him to me to patch me up after my having a very rough
year. Nino is developing very well. He is a happy dog who
wants to do everything for me. I just started working with
him and it looks very promising: watch out for him this year
in the big Rottweiler events in Europe.
Please tell us about the club you train with.
I still train at the same club where I started back in 1989,
the Rottweilerwerkgroep Amsterdam (Rottweiler Working
Group of Amsterdam). When I started, it was not so big, but
through the years it has grown to be one of the biggest
clubs in the Netherlands. In addition to IPO training, we
also give normal obedience and puppy training, and once
or twice a year we also train for the Dutch mental test.
Many people with Rotties with behavior problems also
come to us for help, and many of them are very happy with
the way we have helped them.
We try to organize many events with Rottweilers, like
seminars and meetings with other clubs, and we try to invite
other helpers and trainers to learn from each other. You
could find many of our members at many big Rottweiler
events.
We also started with the first Rottweiler breed trial of the
Netherlands besides the Rottweiler
Club's own National. Our trial is the Piet Hein Bokaal, and it
has become a very important trial in Europe. We have had
participants from Germany, Belgium and Denmark, and this
year will be the 14th time it will be held.

Perhaps my best dog ever is Ter Waele Vaye, a
once-in-a-lifetime dog. She has everything I could wish
for in a dog. She is all fire on the working field, a beauty
in the show ring and a super sweet dog at home. My
best friend Kiene Zandbergen gave me the opportunity to
pick her in the litter and I believe she is my best mate
ever. Her results are super: multi V1, many times BOB,
Dutch Klubsiegerin, Dutch and international champion,
IPO3, VPG3, Dutch Mental Test, ZTP in Germany and
Gekört. . As soon as she passes a working trial in
Belgium, she will be Belgium champion as well. She was
second place at the Dutch IPO championships and a
participant at the IFR working championship. This year
we are training for her lifetime Körung in Germany and
trying to qualify for the IFR working championship in
September. In between all of these trials and shows, she
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How did you get
introduced to the
Rottweiler?
The first time I heard about
the Rottweiler was back in
1978. My nephew told me he
wanted a Rottweiler, and I
told him that I did not know
what kind of dog it was.
When he showed me a
picture, me and my brother
started to laugh and told him
that the dog looked like a
seal, I'm sorry. Well, like I
told you at the beginning, a
few years later I started
reading about the Rottweiler in a Spanish dog magazine
and there it started. And I tell you there is not a breed
you can compare with our beloved Rottweiler. I have had
GSDs, American Staffordshire Terriers and Bull Terriers,
but none of them have the charisma of our breed.

1990. But I think I started in 1988 at the Dutch clubshow.

How does the working Rottweiler differ from other
breeds?
I have to be honest with you, I have never worked with
other breeds in IPO myself, but I think that the Rottweiler
matures more slowly and perhaps it is a little more
stubborn than the Malinois or the GSD. But as soon as
they are ready, they are as good as every other breed. I
think many
Rottweiler handlers are too soon satisfied with the way
their dogs work. In my opinion a Rottweiler can be as
fast and correct as any other dog. But the way a lot of us
train (including myself) is not good enough. We have to
keep looking for the right way to train our dog and it
could be different on every dog

What are some of your
favorite moments as a
photographer?
Shooting at the finals of the
Klubsieger in Germany, the
ambience is so intense and you
can see that in the dogs. They
show the best and I have got
some of my best pictures
during this event. During big
working events, I have also
gotten many super photographs during retrieving, hold and
bark and the courage test.

What are the keys to a dog
and handler's success?
To know what you want to
achieve with your dog, and
you should see there is
always a way to get there.
And don't be too proud to
ask for help on your way to
it, but also help other people
in getting there also. The
Rottweiler World is a small
one; we all face the same
problems, so it is always
better to help each other than to fight.
What are the biggest mistakes novice handlers
make?
I think the biggest mistakes novice handlers make is
going too fast and too hard on the dogs. They don't think
about the way to train their dog, and try to do the same
as experienced handlers without knowing what they are
doing. But experienced handlers also make mistakes,
because they have what I call club blindness. You have
to go to other clubs and people to keep learning. Even
an experienced helper can learn from a novice.

What type of camera and lenses do you use?
At this moment I work with a Canon EOS 20D, and the lens
is a Canon zoom lens EF 75-300 1:4-5.6 III USM. But in the
future I want to buy another zoom lens, because this one is
not good enough for the real action pictures
What do you do to capture the essence of the moment
in a photo?
Before I make a picture of a dog, I start looking at the dog
or another animal and try to find what makes him special.
Then in the case of a dog, I make a series of pictures, let
them play a bit, make some more pictures and again play,
and then a third photoshoot. Mostly the best pictures are
made at the third shoot. The dogs are by then all pumped
up and you get to see their real spirit.
And from a working picture is very difficult to tell, but when I
make the photo I get the feeling "this is a super one" and
nine out of ten times, it is.

How do you feel after you know you have that perfect
shot?
This feeling is hard to describe, but it great. That is why I
was devastated when the machine where I keep my
photographs fell on the ground, and I lost almost 30,000
photographs, among them the best I have ever made. At
this moment, some people are trying to restore it, but it
does not look good so far.
What is the toughest shot to take?
Here are some examples of some tough shots:
* A perfect picture of a dog gaiting from the side
* Hold and bark with the mouth open and showing teeth
* Running towards you
* The perfect courage test picture
I have made all of them once, but lost them with the 30,000
others.

How long have you been taking photos?
For about 20 years now, first with a very simple camera.

How do you adjust for
bright light, or almost
dark, as a dog show
goes throughout the
day?
I work with the ISO and
the aperture, but to be
honest sometimes I forget,
and they still come out
fine.

When did you start taking pictures of dogs?
For this question, I have being looking at my old pictures,
and the first decent picture I could find was made in

What is your favourite kind of photo shoot?
One where you get to see the spirit of the dog. It does not
matter if it showing or working.
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Colonial Rottweiler Club
Herding Trials
December 6-7, 2008

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

adelgard@comcast.net
I attended my first Rottweiler Herding test held by the
Colonial Rottweiler Club (CRC) back in the 1980s. I took
three male Rottweilers to the test, two of which were
rescue Rottweilers. Two out of the three dogs passed the
test.

Most of us reading this magazine know that Rottweilers
were once commonly used to herd livestock.
Unfortunately, this trait is lost on most of the general
public. I teach dog obedience classes and the majority of
my students, including my advanced handlers, fail to
realize that the noble Rottweiler is up to the task.
A couple of years ago, we held a herding instinct test at
which some of the workers just happened to be my
obedience students. They owned different herding
breeds other than Rottweilers. They confided they were
concerned for their livestock's welfare with the
Rottweilers. Fortunately they were pleasantly surprised
at how well-trained and mannerly the Rottweilers were.
Back in December 2007, the CRC herding trial found two
of my somewhat new-to-the-breed students celebrating
their 40th wedding anniversary by putting herding titles
on their Rottweilers.
This year's
and last
year's CRC
Herding
trials were
both held on
Amanda
Nickle's
farm.
Amanda has
dedicated
her place to herding. She told me once that the stock
exists only to train and work herding dogs. Her place is
located in Birdsboro, PA, just outside of Reading, PA. It
is a well-maintained and efficient operation.

By Frank Nelson
www.colonialrottclub.org

The weather
for this year's
trial was very
cold, even
for
December.
Everyone
was bundled
up in layers
of clothing.
They ran the
cattle first,
sheep second and ducks last. We broke for lunch, which
was provided by the CRC with the help of their trial
secretary Coleen Haan. Coleen is a dedicated herding
person if I've ever met one. Her husband, Tom, also
participates in the herding venue.
We had a dusting of snow overnight for Sunday's runs. The
temperatures rose,
but the wind picked
up, making for a
miserable day for
those watching. The
dogs didn't seem to
mind the weather at
all. Other breeds
participated in the
trial, but the
Rottweilers seemed
to take the trial very
seriously.
Please visit the CRC website for results of this trial.
www.colonialrottclub.org
2009 COLONIAL ROTTWEILER CLUB SPECIALTY
April 26 (Setup) through April 30, 2009
Lancaster Host Resort & Other Venues, Lancaster, PA
Obedience & Rally Trial Dates are April 27-28, 2009
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ADRK Klubsiegerzuchtschau Duisburg 2008
Photos by Mario Montes-Klaver

L-R: ADRK Judges: Frank Hedtke, Uwe Petermann,
Edgar Hellmann, Werner Walter

Akifa Oniks Kurazh
AIK vom Hause Milsped

Arzadons Larimbo

Alonso vom Lauberg

Ambassador von Shambala

Baron von der Bodebruke
Arzadons Tayson

Astor von Junipera

Ayleen vom Eifelstern

Baddie Doll Aus Dem Land der Musketiere

Josy von den Hassberghohen
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ADRK Klubsiegerzuchtschau Duisburg 2008
Photos by Mario Montes-Klaver

Canal vom Hause Bouhfour
Bea of Silver Fild

Chippsy Earl Antonius

Daisy von der Scherau

Deacon of Voyager Rotts

Burning des Princes d Aragone

Citar Aus dem Land der
Musketiere

Danjo von der Tonberger

Ellen vom Hause Neubrand

Coral della Val di Noto

Dante Crni Lotos

Gringo vom Oberpfalzer Wald
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ADRK Klubsiegerzuchtschau Duisburg 2008
Photos by Mario Montes-Klaver

Munanis@planet.nl

Hasko von der Burg Weibertreu
Eza van het Bergereng

Hasso from Hause Rotvis

Herbie vom Gruntenblick

Ivett vom Hause Neubrand

Filou vom Rauberweg

Harry Potter van het
Leesterheide

Indios dell Antico Guerriero

Henry von de Hassberghohen

Jarro von Tengen

Isy vom Schwaiger Wappen

Jill von der Crossener Ranch

Karl vom Hause Neubrand
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ADRK Klubsiegerzuchtschau Duisburg 2008
Photos by Mario Montes-Klaver

Jolo vom Kummelsee

Mikado vom Kummelsee

Nesta of Nicolas Lion

Resi vom Hause Neubrand

Leroy van Haysherak

Munanis@planet.nl

Mac von der Teufelsbrucke

Pummel von Kalenborn

Phyton Crni Lotos

Rico II Earl Antonius

Markos Ti En Men

Odin vom Bickesheim

Pit vom Hirtenplatz

Shuma from Hause Rotvis
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ADRK Klubsiegerzuchtschau Duisburg 2008
Photos by Mario Montes-Klaver

Roki Crni Lotos

Welldan Diva from Hause
Rotvis

Munanis@planet.nl

Utz vom Hause Anin

Unke vom Hause Anin

Uzar of Little Crazy Crew

Xedor vom Kummelsee

Wenn del Norte

Balou von der Maxi Rott
Vico vom Kressbach

Akifa Oniks Kurazh

Josy von den Hassberghohen
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Tips For The Trial Helper
By Marty Leggett
raserei1@yahoo.com
For the past twenty years, I have been active in the sport of Schutzhund. During that time I’ve served as a trial helper for many different
clubs and events. It has been my good fortune to have had the opportunity to work with a full spectrum of handlers, dogs and judges.
Through these experiences, I have compiled some general guidelines that are primarily targeted towards new helpers as an overview for
club level trial helper work, so that the helper may become a more useful tool for the judge to evaluate the dogs performance.

Hold and Bark
- Stand stationary, steady and solid, but be engaged with the dog internally. Mesmerize the dog.
- Stand stiff enough not to be pushed over or pulled out of the blind.
- Turn the bite bar down to reduce the potential of the dog bumping or gripping the sleeve.
- Immediately upon the dog's arrival to the blind, engage, read and react internally to the dog.
- When working a very strong dog, you may need to stand hard and “own” your space, opposed to a more inviting demeanor for a dog
with less drive.
- As the dog begins its barking, adjust your internal intensity to draw the dog to a full hold and bark mindset.
- When you find the correct zone in the dog, stay there, especially as the handler approaches, as some dogs will become unsettled at
this point.

Call Out
- As the handler commands the dog back to the basic position, shut off your internal drive.
- Stay motionless and dormant, as the absence of stimuli allows the handler's command to be more easily completed by the dog.
- On the command of the handler to leave the blind, exit in a direct and calm subordinate manner, allowing the handler to be the alpha
figure and increasing the handler's potential control of the dog.
- As you reach the start mark for the escape, immediately position yourself, look at the route you will run and then look at the judge and
be ready for the signal the go.

Escape
- Position the sleeve arm in such a way that it replicates the hand in the pocket and maintain this steady target from start to grip.
- On high drive, hard to control dogs be careful not to telegraph the escape, likewise less driven dogs might need to know you're going.
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On the judge's signal, flip the switch and go, escape fast, but not beyond your ability to be controlled and consistent. High speed at
impact transfers to sustained momentum after the dog has gripped. Speed can showcase high-end temperaments but also exposes
the lesser and slower dog.
As you escape, watch the dog onto the sleeve. A steady target gives the dog the best opportunity to grip full.
At the moment the dog has gripped, accelerate and lift the sleeve above the hip and hold firmly to your side. Do not allow the sleeve
to be pulled behind you and cause a loss of momentum or place the sleeve too far in front where there is a potential of falling over the
dog.
Maintain your balance, speed, power, and consistency through out the exercise.
Listen for the judge's command to stop unless there is a prearranged stopping point.
Be careful of your footing as you decelerate for the out.
Do not drop the stick.
If you fall, first protect the dog, then immediately get up and complete the escape.

Lock Up and Out
- As you stop, turn into the dog and lock up. This allows you to immediately place the dog directly in front of you in a clear and definite
out position.
- At the same time twist the bite bar downward, stand firm and turn off the prey drive in the sleeve.
- Stand strong enough the dog doesn't dislodge you from the "out position".
- If necessary, support sleeve with "stick hand" with dogs that are reluctant to out.
- Keep the stick down and out of sight during the out phase.
- Be aware of the judge's location and listen for them.
- After the dog outs, be immediately positioned and poised for the re-attack.

Re-attack and Drive
- Wait approximately 3-5 seconds after the dog outs to attack unless instructed by the judge to
wait for a signal to begin.
- Read the dog and time the attack to maximize the dog's grip, especially with dogs that jump during the guarding phase.
- Attack by moving into the dog with the stick up and over the dog and the sleeve level and centered to the dog.
- Watch the dog as it grips and get all that you can because full grips transfer your energy more efficiently which makes the dog easier
to drive.
- Avoid stepping on the dog’s feet.
- Maintain consistent momentum, balance and intensity throughout the drive.
- Drive the dog in a straight line, in a direction that presents the dog's grip to the judge.
- Firm, rhythmic stick action helps maintain overall momentum of the drive and creates the proper level of threat to the dog.
- Stick hits should be firm and fair, correctly placed and in a manner that does not break the momentum of the drive. Both stick hits
should be equally applied and heavy enough to be heard. Be aware of what part of the stick is in contact with the dog as the end of
the stick applies much more stimuli than the middle.
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Continue driving the dog to the correct point or be listening for the judge's signal if pre-instructed to do so.
At the end of the drive come to a clearly defined out position as before, facing the handler. this provides a direct route for the handler
to approach the dog.
After the out, focus on the dog shifting fully into the guarding phase until the handler arrives and turns the dog off.
If the dog comes off the sleeve during the drive or under the stick hits, regain your balance and composure. Present the sleeve level
and in front of you, with the stick up and with the same level of threat, go directly at the dog, giving the dog a fair opportunity to reengage and continue the drive.
If the dog does not re-grip the sleeve, continue to press the dog with a fair consistent threat, listening intently for the judges signal to
stop.
Immediately, on the judge’s signal, stop the threat.
It is customary to give the dog a grip at this point. To help insure the confidence and future success of the dog.

Back Transport, Attack and Side Transport
- Turn your drive off as the handler commands the dog to turn off.
- On the handlers command to " turn around and move out" make a clean separation with the dog, and as you turn, re-set your sleeve
and stick so that you are immediately ready to attack and begin to move out.
- Walk at a normal "heeling" speed in a controlled and deliberate manner.
- Make slightly rounded corners, so not to over stimulate the dog while turning.
- If a dog becomes out of control and approaches you during the transport continue on and listen as the judge instructs the handler to
regain control.
- Watch the judge for the signal to attack.
- On cue from the judge turn into your sleeve present it level and square with the stick up and go directly at dog.
- Stay controlled and consistent, but go at the dog. It's only a few steps forward, and this is an area that soft and incorrect helper work
is easily seen.
- Present a good target and make a soft catch and transition seamlessly into the drive.
- As before, drive in a straight line allowing the judge a view of the grip.
- Maintain consistent stick action and threat without the stick hits.
- At the end of the drive lock up solidly, facing the handler in the same clearly perceived "out" position.
- After the out your focus shifts to the guarding phase until the handler takes control.
- Again, shut off the internal drive as the handler take control, and surrender the stick when asked.
- During the side transport be obedient to the handler's directions, and work together to maintain control.
- At times, handlers at club level trials can be extremely nervous, forget what to do and need to be reminded of what comes next in the
routine.

Courage Test
- When you get to the "call out" blind compose yourself. If you have worked the front half, take a short moment to catch your breath and
re-set your mind for a courage test.
- As you exit the blind be mentally prepared, focused and confident. Conserve your energy and adrenaline.
- While you move toward the center of the field, read and connect with the dog. Ideally the dog is focused on you, but be ready and quick
to make attraction during the pursuit if necessary.
- When you turn to attack accelerate to cover as much ground as possible before the dog is released, this provides the proper level of
threat and helps to minimize the overall distance between the handler and dog.
- When the dog is released by the handler, present the sleeve as a clear, steady and level target with rhythmic threatening stick gestures
while you continue running and covering ground. Maintain your balance, body control and composure.
- As the dog sets up and launches for the grip, raise the stick while maintaining a steady target and allow the dog to commit into the
sleeve.
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Rotate in the direction that the dog's energy takes you.
At the beginning of your rotation absorb the energy of the impact.
While you continue to turn, begin to set and seal the dog's grip.
Rotate the dog on through while keeping the neck and back straight. Hold the sleeve firm and nearly level as you turn. The
energy and weight of the dog transfers at this point.
As the energy diminishes, set the dog down squarely and immediately transition into a drive without stick hits, allowing the
judge a view of the dog's grip.
Maintain a consistent level of intensity, stamina, balance, stick action and threat throughout the drive.
As with all of the "lock up and outs", transition from the drives to the lock up position should be smooth, direct and complete,
facing the handler, without allowing the dog out of position.
If the dog is reluctant to out, stand very strong with a stiff, dead sleeve arm. Do not allow yourself to be dislodged and
become active prey.
After the out and guard has been shown, re-attack in the same manner described above.
At the end, the focus again returns to barking and mesmerized guarding until the handler arrives.
As the handler assumes control, turn off the internal drive and with direction from the handler perform the side transport.
Less experienced and especially first time
helpers at club level trials should understand
that "soft, safe catches" are most important.
Do not "jam" the dog! If necessary, simply
slow to a "stop catch". Safely catch and land
the dog first, then proceed into the drive.
In conclusion, when you get the
opportunities to work trials, do all that you
can, as there is no substitute for experience.
At the club level you will see a wide variety
of handlers and dogs. Each one of them will
teach you something and make you a better
helper. Be sure to clear your mind and
control your nerves. When you take the field,
constantly read the dog and handler, listen
to the judge, and be aware and focused
through each segment of the routine. Your
ability to provide safe, fair, quality helper
work is appreciated by everyone involved in

the sport.
And one last thought,
I was told years ago, that if you do your work correctly, both the judge
and the spectators will see the dog and not you.
Happy Training. Marty Leggett

Cameron Leggett & Gesi, SchH 3, FH

Editor’s Note:
Gesi was the first Rottweiler to achieve USRC
Universal Siegerin title.
When she trialed at
SchH Nationals, Marty had difficulty figuring
out how to transport her trophies as she came
away with all but a couple. Gesi scored 99 on
her FH.
Gesi was owner/handled/trained to
her titles. Thanks so much Marty for sharing
your knowledge in writing for the magazine
about training and the breed. Marty’s next
article will be on “Tips for Training Helper”.
Jane Mitchelmore, Editor
Marty Leggett & Gesi, SchH 3, FH
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Preparation, Nightmares,
And Inner Peace...
...The First Trial
By Kara Bailey
www.vomblaurasen.com/Jager_vom_Blaurasen.htm

In the month
before my first trial
I was obsessed
with training. Five
minutes here, ten
minutes there: I
wanted to make
absolutely sure that
my dog was ready
for the big day.
Attention? Check.
Sit out of motion?
Check. Sharp right
turns? Kind of.
The weather was
getting cooler, and
Kane was
performing better
than ever. We still
had some
exercises to sharpen up, but for the most part I was feeling
really optimistic about our upcoming BH (November 1, 2008).
Even though we were working hard and I was confident,
about 3 weeks before the trial Kane decided that the long
down was not that big of a deal, and if he wanted to get up
and come to me during the process, he was going to do it.
This had me more concerned than anything. His long down
had always been one constant that I could rely on, then it got
sloppy. I practiced the long down anywhere and everywhere.
Wherever we went, we did a long down or two (or three). I
practiced at training, I practiced at home, I practiced at the
park, I practiced at my breeder's house when we went to visit
(you get the idea). After feeling so confident, I was petrified
that something would go terribly wrong during that exercise,
and we would fail.
For myself, I spent any spare moment during work studying
the pattern, reciting it in my head, and studying practice BH
tests off of the Internet. I did not want to be a person who got
out on the field and forgot what I was supposed to be doing.
My students turned into teachers; I recited the pattern to them
and had them quiz me over the test questions, and they either
passed me or failed me. At training while other people were
out on the field, I'd lay in the grass with my eyes closed and
do the pattern in my head (some people may have thought I
was napping, but I honestly was not!). When Cynthia or Gerry
did their BH routine, I would watch and count along with them.
I had it all under control. I knew that we had both trained
hard, and by then we either had it or we didn't. I was still a bit
concerned about the long down, but I knew I could not let that
overwhelm me. If I was not confident, Kane would feel it. I
pushed all of my negative thoughts away and started looking

Baileykara1@insightbb.com
forward to obtaining my dog's first working title. The judge for
our trial was going to be USA judge Nikki Banfield. From
speaking to others I learned that she was a tough but very fair
judge. That was what I wanted, a real assessment of our
performance. I was still nervous though; I actually had a dream
that I showed up early for the trial, but I forgot my dog at home!
I was really glad to wake up and realize that was just a dream
(or nightmare).
The day before the trial, I packed up (dog included), and we hit
the road down to Scottsville where we would be staying that
night. I spoke to Christina, Kane's breeder, over the phone, and
she had many encouraging words for us and reminded me that
she would be there the next day to cheer us on; she has always
been our number one fan. Some members of our club got
together and had dinner in Bowling Green with the judge that
night, and it was just a really nice night out to let loose and have
fun before the big day. I was very nervous; I did not eat much at
dinner. I just sat and soaked up everyone's company and
listened to the stories they told. I was glad that I met Ms.
Banfield the night before and saw her as a real person, not just
the person who was going to decide if we were “good enough”
the next day.
Before we left, Dave Barmore came up to me and told me that
we were going to be fine, I had a nice dog, and that we had
worked hard. I do not know how other people feel, but I know
that those words of encouragement meant a lot to me. I
sometimes am so caught up in my own dog and training that I
forget to encourage and praise those around me. Ever since
then, I have made a concentrated effort to say something nice to
my fellow club members after they come off of the field; they
work hard, and no matter how experienced they are,
compliments are always nice to hear. After we got back to the
hotel, I got some more encouraging words from Dr. Don Cates,
another member of our club, and then it was time for bed.
Believe it or not, I was content, not nervous, and fell asleep
immediately.
Falling asleep content was no problem, waking up in the same
condition was the tricky part. When I woke up on Saturday
morning, my mental state was light years away from where it
had been the night before. I had a million thoughts racing
through my head when I woke up. What if I forgot the pattern?
What if Kane was slow on the recall? What if we failed the long
down? While watching the morning news, I saw that it was
going to be a pretty warm day for very early November. That
was a bit disheartening for me as I knew Kane worked better in
cool weather. I hoped the heat would hold off until after our
pattern was completed (wishful thinking). Nevertheless, it was
the big day, and it was time to sink or swim.
Southern Kentucky is absolutely breathtaking in the fall.
Adolphus, Kentucky, where our club is located, is no different.
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Driving to the club I passed all the trees with changing leaves,
horse farms, cattle farms: rural America at its very finest. It
was calming and familiar; I was at peace. Then I arrived at
the club. There were cars (and trucks) as far as the eye
could see. What? Who were all of these people, and where
did they come from? I had attended a trial in the past as an
observer and there were about 10-12 people there. Not this
trial, there were no less than 25 people there. I was mortified
at the thought of all of these people watching me during my
first trial. For someone like me who has dreams of one day
having a dog to compete with on a national level, I realized
that I needed to get over myself and regain all of that
confidence and inner peace that I had just experienced 5
minutes earlier because a national event will have much more
than 25 spectators!
Luckily, when I got to the shelter I realized that I had at least
met and was semi-acquainted with most of the people there.
It seemed that another Malinois club from Georgia had come
up to watch the trial and train afterwards. I had met most of
them earlier in the year when they had trained with us one
Sunday. A little of my confidence was restored. It was also
comforting when my cheering section of Christina and her
daughter Gabrielle arrived. Kane was certainly happy to see
his granny, and so was I.
The first step that day was to take my test. I got a lot of jeers
from the other club members about being a teacher and
having to take a test, but I knew I had studied and was
prepared...unlike some of my own students on test days. Ms.
Banfield then graded my test, and I got 100% (whew), so it
was on to the next step: performing our obedience pattern
and then the long down. Okay, the nerves started to creep up
again in full force. More than anything, I wanted to make
those who had worked with us, cheered for us, taught us,
admonished us, and been there for us proud. It probably was
not the best way to be thinking, as this was our moment and
Kane and I had worked very hard to get there, but those were
my honest thoughts, and I did not want to let anyone down
that day. At the last minute, a new fear crept up into my head.
This would be the first time that I had ever done the pattern or
been onto the field for obedience without Kane's training
collar. Would he know the difference and exploit the fact that
he knew I could not and would not correct him? Only time
would tell.
The warmer weather
had reared its ugly
head early, but I had
a new club
sweatshirt that I was
excited to wear, so I
put it on right before
we went out. You
would think that I
would have been
smarter than that,
knowing I was
nervous and would
sweat, but fashion
ruled that day. We checked in with the judge and the other
two teams and then headed off the field to wait our turn. I
realized that Kane was a bit slow with his sit, and in my head I
blamed it on the collar. When it was finally our turn to get out
there, I was just happy to finally be able to get it over with. I
do not mean to sound like it was a hassle or no big deal, but a
lot of my blood, sweat, and tears had gone into training Kane,
and I was ready for the payoff.
Our pattern went well. At one point, I found myself looking
down at the dog and had to mentally shake myself and
straighten up and look ahead. If you read my last article, you
would know that attention is very important to me. During the

trial it was no different; I was still obsessed with knowing
whether I had Kane's focus. On leash everything went pretty
well as far as I could tell. When we got into the group exercise,
Ms. Banfield said, “Kara, are you breathing?” I had to laugh and
say, “I think so!” I have to say that in that moment I was taken
out of my own focus and when I felt Kane lag, I did encourage
him verbally. I wanted to smack myself. As we were leaving the
group for the second time, I believe it was Joey Leigh (from the
club in Georgia) that whispered to me, “It's okay, you won't fail
for talking a little bit during your BH.”
I thought that our off-leash exercises went okay. I know that he
lagged in places, which was frustrating, but I did not think that
would ruin us. I could still feel that Kane's sits when I stopped
were not quick and that worried me. In my head I was still
blaming it on the fact that he was in his fur saver and not his
pinch collar, but to be honest, I now realize that I just did not
train that very well, and I have since tried to really sharpen that
up. His recall was quick (for him), and overall I was happy.
Then came the real test that I had stressed about for weeks: the
long down.
After putting my dog into position and putting him in a down, I
walked to my spot and just prayed that he would not move. I
was glad that I could stand still for a while because the
sweatshirt was not a great idea, and I was sweating profusely.
Don was standing at his truck about 300 yards away, and I
crossed my arms and just looked at him, hoping he would give
me some indication of whether Kane was still where he was
supposed to be. He did not look at me once! Oh, the agony.
When the person on the field doing their obedience (Gerry, who
is also our helper) did the “Hier” command, I held my breath and
thought, “Oh, please Kane do not go running to your buddy
Gerry.” When I was given the command to go and get my dog, I
turned around and saw that he was still in his spot, so I was
happy.
That was the last pattern so we all headed to the shelter to get
our critiques. I listened to the others and heard many
“excellents” and “very goods” coming out of Ms. Banfield's
mouth. I really wanted at least one excellent in my critique.
When it came time for her to give us our results, she said that
Kane's attention was “very good”, and I was elated.
Unfortunately that was our only very good. Everything else was
good, and I did get some knocked off for my verbal
encouragement in the group. Then we got to the long down. It
seems that Kane did not actually stay in place during the entire
exercise. Being the male that he is, I learned that he hiked his
leg and licked himself during part of the exercise. What could I
do but laugh? Ultimately we received a satisfactory on the long
down. I was disappointed; I had hoped that we would do better,
but we did pass that portion and were allowed to participate in
the traffic safety part.
Traffic safety was not something that we had spent a lot of time
on, but I was not concerned about it. Kane had been exposed
to cars, bikes, people, groups, and other dogs, so I thought it
would go well. He once again did well, and we were finally told
that we had passed our BH. I felt a huge weight lifted off of my
shoulders; we did it.
Overall, it was a good day, and I was happy with our
performance and relieved to finally have my first trial under my
belt. I think everyone that I wanted to make proud was not
disappointed. Now that the BH is over, the real fun is beginning.
Retrieves, recalls, send aways, more tracks, and a lot of
protection! I cannot say when we will be ready for the next step
in our journey, but I can say that I will be better prepared.
Everything that I was unhappy about during the BH, I now have
time to sharpen for the next trial. If you find yourself in Southern
Kentucky on trial day, stop by and watch; this time I will be glad
to see you instead of being scared.
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South Africa Grand Victor Show
Bredell, Johannesburg, South Africa
July 29-30, 2008
By Neil Perkins

FCI Judge Hetje Hamsma (The Netherlands)

Photos by Samantha de Beer

neil.perkins@bwhouse.co.za
The South
African Sieger
show was held
on 29-30
November, 2008
in Bredell,
Johannesburg.
Better known
locally as the
Grand Victor
Show, this event
is hosted on a
rotational basis
between the four
regional
Rottweiler clubs
Chavani-G-Beau-Jangels in South Africa.
CC, Junior Grand Victrix, RBIS
These four clubs
unite under the
auspices of the Rottweiler Breed Council of KUSA, essentially
a subcommittee of our national all-breed authority, the Kennel
Union of Southern Africa. This Council monitors the breeding
and development of Rottweilers and institutes breeding
controls and regulations.
The Rottweiler Working and
Breeding Association
scheduled the hosting of the
SA Sieger show for July 2008
and they originally invited
Gabriella Wodak from Austria
to officiate. Unfortunately, due
to a riding accident, she was
unable to attend and the
show was postponed as a
result. The RWBA was then
able to secure Hetje
Harmsma from the
Netherlands on short notice
Zabo vom Kressbach,
and gained approval from
CC, Grand Victor, BIS
KUSA for a different show
date in November. The new
date was not ideal due to it
being at the height of our summer, but the organizers made
an extra effort to provide shade and cooling facilities for the
dogs in the ring. This proved very necessary, as both days
were extremely hot and sunny.
Ultimately, the Grand Victor was well supported with exhibits
from all over South Africa and a catalog entry of 110
Rottweilers. The National Sieger show in any country is a
barometer of the state of the breed and the more elevated
entry from previous years is a good sign for the Rottweiler in
this part of the world. Also noticeable was the influence of
imports in the main winners. This reflects the great effort

breeders are making to secure
well-known bloodlines for their
breeding programs.
Zabo v Kressbach, from
Ambassador v Shambala and
Priska v Kressbach, was
crowned National Sieger and
BIS. This young dog displays
the dryness and pleasing head
form that is typical of
CH Elle Bijou, Grand Victrix
Ambassador descendants. The
SA Siegerin winner was the
six-year-old champion, Elle Bijou. Sired by Spanish import Yago
de Breogan, the judge commented on her excellent physical
condition and she was recognized from a very competitive
Champion bitch class. Villate Josh was awarded Youth Sieger
and shared a rare double victory with his mother, the Siegerin
winner. Josh is a motivated Rottweiler with good ring presence
and movement. The Youth Siegerin and RBIS, Chavani G-Beau
Jangels, is a compact and deeply pigmented daughter of
Marshal v Calibra.
The Best Puppy winner
was Von Marlu Deeca, a
promising daughter of
Henk v Gruntenblick,
who is a litter brother to
the famous Herbie v
Gruntenblick.

Von Marlu Deeca - Best Puppy

After judging the main
show, various novelty
classes were held. Best
Head was awarded to
Legion Gibson, a thick
and strongly built son of
the Danish multi
champion, Arzadon
Tayson. Best Gait was

awarded to St
Michni Lavender
Blue of von
Hagemann.
Craffenheim
Franceska and
her offspring with
a German import,
Disco v
Bamberger Tal,
won the Progeny
Group.

Villate Josh Junior Grand Victor
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Nationale D ‘Elevage de L’ UFR
Lyon, France

December 6-7, 2008

FCI Judges: Mr. Zangerl (Switzerland), Mrs. Makomaski (France), Mrs. Class (France)
By Mrs. Makomaski
Results - www.ufr.rottweiler.free.fr
-

L-R: BOB Utson with handler, Mrs. Makomaski, Mrs. Class, Mr. Zangerl,
Best female Sakura with handler

FCI Judge Mrs. Maryla Makomaski (far left)

-

Born in Poland (French nationality)
PROFESSION: Veterinary, specialist in surgery
Former chief assistant on the Faculty Veterinary in OlsztynPoland
KYNOLOGIC CV: FCI judge since 2001
Judge in apprentice for Nizinny
Member of the Committee France Nizinny Club and member
of the Committee and Judges’ Commission UFR
Member of the Rottweiler Club France and ADRK since 1983
Since 1984 breeder under the kennel name Vom Raubritter
Member of an education group in Varsovie (France)

- 1993 Translated in Polish “I teach My Dog,” a book written by
Dr. Philippe de Wailly
- 1996–2000 Published articles about dog conformation in
newspapers in Poland
- 2003–2007 Member of the dog club Hurepoix and handler for
2 Rottweilers in RCI (IPO) program
http://membres.lycos.fr/raubritter
Only two months after the formation of the new Rottweiler Club
France (UFR), this club organized the Nationale d’ Elevage.
This event took place on the first weekend of December. The
show was hosted at a local club in Ville sous Anjou (near Lyon).
Almost 150 Rottweilers, all from France, were entered. The
weather was good and the people enjoyed this event. In most of
the classes, there were a large number of dogs and thus, a big
competition.
Invited judges were Mr. Zangerl from Switzerland, who judged
the males; Mrs. Makomaski, who judged the females, and Mrs.
Class judged the youth classes.

L-R: Utson CACS & BOB with owner/breeder Eric Fayolle & Mr.
Zangerl

Burning des Princes D Aragone Res
CACS with owner

Utson von Quellen der Deome
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IFR World Championship Show
Buenos Aires, Argentina October 16-19, 2008
Judges: Deiter Hoffman (President IFR), Dirk Vandecasteele (Vice-President IFR)
Edgar Helmann (ADRK), Bianka Micsic Kasun (Croatia), Julio Salinas (Argentina)
vinicio@ciudad.com.ar

Results - www.acrr.org.ar

On 16–19 October, 2008 in
Buenos Aires, the IFR World
Championship of structure and
beauty, the first American Cup,
and the international seminar
“Quo Vadis” took place for the
first time in our country,
Argentina. As the president of
the organizing club, the
Rottweiler Breeder’s
Association (ACRR), I would like to thank all of the
competitors and friends who traveled from many different
parts of the world, including Chile, Bolivia, Uruguay, Perú,
Colombia, Ecuador, Brasil, USA, México, Venezuela,
Paraguay, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Germany and
Finland. I hope I have not forgotten any of them. We had the
honour of being judged by Mr. Dieter Hoffman (President of
the IFR – Germany), Mr. Dirk Vandecasteele (Vice President
of the IFR and President of the specialist Belgian club Belgium) and Mr. Edgar Helmann (Chief of breeding of ADRK
– Germany) regarding the IFR; and Mrs. Bianka Micsic Kasun
(Croatian specialist judge) and Mr. Julio Salinas (Argentinean
specialist judge) as judges for the American Cup. All of these
judges brought with them their own personal style and a high
quality of judging.

L-R: Edgar Hellmann, Dirk Vandecasteele, Dieter Hoffmann

L-R: Dieter Hoffmann, Bianka Micsic Kasun, Ursel Hoffmann,
Edgar Helmann, V. Italo di Paola, Dirk Vandecasteele
In order to describe all the activities chronologically, I am
going to begin with the seminar on Thursday, October 16. At
least one hundred people, including breeders, judges,
competitors and Rottweiler friends, enjoyed a moment full of
knowledge and information. It was a very profitable
experience.
On Friday, October 17, the “so expected” field competitions
began. We were expecting lots of spectators and competitors
for that day, and so it was. It overcame our expectations,
since according to the catalogue, there were going to be just
307 participants.

The purpose of this first American Cup is to gather people from
all over the continent in order to carry on different tasks, good
for the specialist clubs and for the breed itself. That’s why the
American Cup will take place every two years in the different
countries of this region. The next one will be in Ecuador in 2010,
and we’re sure it will be a success.
On Saturday and Sunday, October 18–19, the IFR World Show
took place, achieving all expectations, not only for the
participants, but also for the audience and media that attended
this amazing show. We enjoyed seeing many Rottweilers who
were well-prepared both in discipline and physical conditioning,
which led to a correct and dynamic view of the breed. There
were some very important categories, such as champions and
working class, both male and female, that compete all over the
world with an extremely high level of phenotypical quality and
optimal conditions for the ring.
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With regards to the youngest categories, we can point out the
hard work and effort of the breeders of the region, since the
youngsters were interesting and promising specimens. It was
very exciting to be part of these competitions, full of foreign dogs
that have acquired many awards worldwide, such as ADRK
KS’06, and so many others.

BOB & World Champion 2008 Djuke vom Vilstalerland

We also witnessed a very significant moment in the main ring,
where the parade of three Rottweilers used for social work took
place. We saw a female that works with blind people, an adult
male recovered from the neglect of his former owners that now
works in a zoo therapy program with ill kids, and a male who is
working with security forces in airport explosives detection. It
was a time full of excitement and joy.
We enjoyed this show a lot, especially because of the
camaraderie among all of the competitors, the spirit of solidarity
and healthy competition, the respect, and the overflowing joy of
the people who were able to be there.

Best Female & World Champion 2008
Doris Jumbo von BR Olivio

I would like to thank my friends Dieter Hoffmann and his wife
Ursel, and Dirk Vandecasteele and his wife Kathleen, who as
the highest authorities of the IFR have supported me and have
had absolute confidence in me for the organization of this
prestigious event. I would also like to thank my friend and
teacher Ms. Carla Lensi, Ms. Jaana Laitila and her husband, my
fellow Steering Committee, the leaders and friends from South
America, the FCA, and Royal Canin. Thanks also go especially
to my mother and father who have taught me respect for the
word and the value of ethics and honesty and willingness to
work as a means to achieve goals. Finally, I would like to thank
my wife Ale and my son Tomas, who not only make me the
happiest man on earth every single day of my life, but also let
me handle this show, accompanying me unconditionally.
Thank you, everyone, for being part of this show!
Lic.Vinicio Italo Di Paolo, President off the ACRR
http://www.acrr.org.ar, vinicio@ciudad.com.ar
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Newbies’ News:
Choosing a Breed:
Are You Right for the Rottweiler?
By Warren Johnson
vonwarterr@cox.net
Newbies' News: This section of TTRM is dedicated to the
continuing elementary education of those who are new to the
Rottweiler breed.

Far left Gir von Hause Milsped
and next Gil von Hause Milsped
Warren Johnson and Terri Johnson have been married for
almost twenty years. They have two teenage sons named
Cole Johnson and Jesse Johnson. Warren is the founder and
Pastor of the Gospel Light Baptist Church in his native home
of Baton Rouge, Louisiana. He serves as president of the
USRC’s Praterstrasse Working Rottweilers. Warren and Terri
bought their first Rottweiler in the spring of 1991 and have
been in love with the breed ever since. The three great loves
of Warren’s life are first, his Savior Jesus Christ, second, his
family, and third, Rottweilers. The Johnson family operates
the Von Warterr Rottweiler Kennel, named after the first parts
of Warren and Terri. The kennel name is pronounced
War–Tear (as in “rip”). You can learn more about the
Johnsons and their beautiful dogs by visiting their website at
www.vonwarterr.net

You have decided that you want to purchase a Rottweiler
puppy. Where do you begin the process? I suggest you
start by taking a step back to reconsider whether a
Rottweiler is really the right dog for you. The Rottweiler is
a great breed of dog. In fact, I think they are the best
breed. They have brought a great deal of joy to my life
through the years. I absolutely love them, but I must say
that they are not for everyone.
The Rottweiler is incredibly attractive, so it is
understandable that you have been drawn to the breed.
Before you rush out and buy a Rottweiler puppy though,
stop and think long and hard about the responsibilities
involved. That cute little bundle of fur with its sweet
puppy breath is going to grow into an 80-120 pound dog
that is going to live for 10 to 14 years. Owning a
Rottweiler is a long-term commitment that comes with
many demands, possible sacrifices and financial
obligations that are often not adequately pondered
beforehand.

www.vonwarterr.net
Too many of these
beloved dogs end up
in unsuitable homes
where they grow to
be problem dogs, or
are placed in animal
shelters where they
are often eventually
euthanized. This is
the sad result when
impulsive buyers
meet irresponsible
breeders. I highly
recommend the
Rottweiler, but only
for the right homes. I
do not say that
because they are
vicious, as some
L-R: Cole, Warren, Terri, Jesse &
ignorant people
USRC PRW 2007 Best Male
would have everyone
Puppy, UCI Int’l Youth & Adult
believe, or because
Champion, Willi von Warterr
they make bad family
companions. I say it
simply because every breed has unique characteristics and
special requirements that need to be taken into
consideration when choosing which breed is best for your
lifestyle. So, before you ask which Rottweiler puppy is right
for you, ask yourself if you are right for the Rottweiler.
Rottweilers require and deserve a threefold investment on
the part of their prospective masters. They necessitate
investment of your time, money and energy. I recommend
that you ask and answer honestly some hard questions
before making your final decision to buy a Rottweiler puppy.
Is your present lifestyle well-suited for owning a
Rottweiler puppy?
Rottweiler puppies take time and training and without those
things, they can become trouble. Does your schedule afford
you the needed opportunity to train, love, and care for a
puppy? Don't get a puppy if your life demands are going to
require the puppy to spend an unreasonable portion of his
waking hours alone and locked in a crate or kennel run.
This is not fair to the puppy. Remember that a bored
Rottweiler becomes a destructive Rottweiler. They not only
become destructive of your property, but they can also
become destructive to themselves by constant licking or
even chewing on their limbs. Then, when they do finally get
out of their "prison," they are so excited to be free and with
company that they act in ways that are annoying and less
than enjoyable. If you don't have the time to dedicate to
meeting a Rottweiler puppy's basic needs for
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and vet bills due to inherited health issues and
temperament problems that could more than likely have
been avoided by buying a well-bred puppy with proven
genetics from proven parents.
Do you have the health and personality type that will
contribute to the development of a well-balanced
Rottweiler?
The Rottweiler is a working dog by nature, and as such,
they require regular physical and mental exercise. Healthy
puppies are full of energy. With your proper guidance, they
will release that energy in a constructive and acceptable
manner. Without your good leadership, they will release it in
an unacceptable and potentially destructive manner. How
they release their energy daily is up to you, but release it
they will.

Warren Johnson & Astra von Hause Milsped
companionship and exercise, that doesn't make you a
bad person. However, it does make you the wrong
person to own this breed. Get a hermit crab instead!
Can you afford the ongoing expense that is involved
with responsible dog ownership?
The initial cost of a quality Rottweiler puppy will range
from $1,000-$3,000. If that price sounds outrageous to
you, then you probably have not carefully calculated the
annual cost of caring for a purebred dog. Let me say
emphatically that it is expensive. After bringing your
puppy home at eight weeks of age, there is still a series
of 2-3 more sets of puppy vaccines that are usually
administered. Of course, each time you return to the vet
for the next scheduled set of puppy shots, you are also
typically charged for an office visit and a routine exam.
There is the monthly cost of heartworm preventatives as
well as flea and tick preventatives. There is the cost of
worming for internal parasites on a regular basis. It all
adds up. Crates, collars, toys, leashes, bedding, treats,
shampoos: all of these needed items costs you money.
Responsible dog ownership is expensive but it is an
investment of love. One of the most costly expenditures
that you need to count on is that of feeding a healthy
diet. In my opinion this is a must if you want to enjoy a
long and healthy relationship with your canine
companion. Please forget the grocery store dog foods
with all of the additives and fillers. Then there is the cost
of our breed's recommended health certifications. I'm not
even going to get into the cost of club training, traveling,
trialing and showing your dog. This can take a significant
amount of money, but the costs of these activities are
considered to be dollars well spent by true enthusiasts.
I am well aware that you can purchase a Rottweiler
puppy for a few hundred dollars. The classified section of
your local newspaper is filled with such ads.
Nevertheless, I would strongly advise you not to go the
cheaper route of a backyard breeder. Though the initial
purchase price might be much lower, there is a high
probability that you will pay much more in training bills

Because of this breed's size and strength, it is imperative
that they be brought under control. That does not mean
they require harsh treatment or severe discipline. On the
contrary, Rottweilers, like all breeds, respond well to
positive training methods. However, along with beauty and
power, they can also possess a stubborn streak. They will
try to push the limits to discover where the boundaries are
and therefore they need a firm but fair master. Training and
discipline should be characterized by the three "tents." You
will be successful at helping your dog mature into a
well-balanced representative of the breed if you will be
consistent, persistent and insistent.
Because of the temperament and power of this breed, they
usually do best with owners who have the physical health
and the mental resolve to maintain the upper hand in the
handler-to-dog relationship. If you are easily intimidated, or
lack the will to patiently work with your dog until the desired
behavior is achieved, then this is probably not the ideal
breed for you. Rottweilers MUST be obedience trained!
Their strong minds and muscles must learn to work with
and for you, not against you. So are you the type of person
in body, mind and will that can channel the energies of this
working dog?
Have my thought-provoking questions discouraged you
from wanting to own a Rottweiler? If yes, then I am glad.
Nobody should get a Rottweiler unless they are completely
convinced that they are right for the breed and the breed is
right for them. If after reading this information you are
undeterred in your desire to own one of these magnificent
creatures, then that is good also. Welcome to the fancy!
You are sure to have a wonderful time with "Man's best
friend!"
If the Rottweiler is to be your breed of choice, then the next
important step is the choosing of your future puppy's
breeder. This is a vitally important decision and one we will
discuss in our next article, "Choosing a Breeder: Who
Really Cares About Preserving the Breed?"

Look for these future articles in upcoming TTRM
issues:
Choosing a Litter: What Is In the Genes?
Choosing a Puppy: Which One is Right for Me?
Preparing for a Puppy: Anticipating the Arrival
Picking Up Your Puppy: Making a Good Transition
Introducing Your Puppy: Confidence with Change
Choosing a Vet: Are They All the Same?
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USRC SC Regional Sieger Show
Clifton, Texas

Judge: USRC Judge Lucy Ang

November 15-16, 2008
By Praterstrasse Working Rottweiler Club President Warren Johnson

vonwarterr@cox.net

www.pwr-rottweilers.com

The 2008 South Central Regional Sieger Show and BST was
hosted by the Praterstrasse Working Rottweiler Club in
Clifton, Texas on November 15 and 16. The judging
assignment was accepted by Ms. Lucy Ang of Livingston,
California. There were 73 entries and three dogs for the BST.
The South Central region was well-represented with dogs
being entered from Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas. Kansas was the only state in
our region who did not have a participant, but we hope to
attract them next year. We were also thrilled to have
competitors from outside our region representing the states of
Minnesota, Ohio and Tennessee. It was our second time to
use Clifton Park for our show site and it proved once again to
be an excellent location for this annual event.
Saturday morning
belonged to the
puppy classes.
Following tradition,
all the males were
presented first and
then all the
females. The male
puppies exhibited
at this show were
very impressive.
Every male in the
three puppy
classes received a
rating of “Very
Lucy Ang, Warren Johnson & Sieger
Promising.” The
Nik von Hasan Hause
judge commented
at the conclusion
of the last class’ evaluation how much she liked these young
representatives of the breed and looked forward to seeing
how they would further develop as they continue to mature.
So keep your eyes on these baby boys, because we might
have some future Siegers!

L-R: Jennason’s Cajun Brie & Ava von House Milsped

SCRS BEST MALE PUPPY, it was intense. You could feel the
tension in the air as each exhibitor hoped their puppy would be
selected. All three males presented themselves very nicely, but
Gir’s Kas von Warterr struck a pose that stole the hearts of
those in attendance. It seemed that every eye was focused on
him. Then when the judge brought the trophy his way, the crowd
began to cheer and applaud.
The female puppy classes also had some high-quality
representatives of the breed. The 6-9 month females was the
weakest of the classes with some of them receiving the rating of
“Promising.” All of the puppies in the other two classes received
a rating of “Very Promising.”
Saturday afternoon was reserved for showing the youth classes.
There were some nice males in the youth classes but the top
male in each of the two classes definitely stood out from the rest
in their conformation and presentation. It made the spectators
anxious to see which of the two class winners would be awarded
the honor of Youth Sieger when they were brought back into the
ring later to compete against one another. The anticipation
would build because we would have to wait until after the youth
females until the judge would give us her answer.
Pavel Kosovan and Nason Dumont both had their young males
well-conditioned and both dogs had excellent presentation in the
ring, but on this day the judge selected Pavel’s Kiser Iron Lion
as the 2008 SCRS Youth Sieger! Perhaps the only one in the
ring more impressive than these two dogs all day was Pavel’s
young son, who continues to do a great job with his handling
skills in the ring. It is great to see young people involved with our
breed.

Best Puppy Female
Kayara Haus Leena Von Voraussehen

Best Puppy Male
Gir’s Kas von Warterr

Later in the afternoon when these three class winners were
brought back into the ring for Lucy Ang to select the 2008

Next up was the youth female classes. The 12-18 month class
would be won by River City’s First Diva bred/owned/handled by
newbie Leroy Cantu in his, and her, very first show. Leroy had
his young bitch in great condition and her focus was superb.
Then in the 18-24 month class Tommye Parker had a pair of
sisters, Lonecreek’s Elli v Vollenhaus and Lonecreek’s Elsa v
Vollenhaus, who separated themselves from the rest of the
class, taking V1 and V2 honors.
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When these two
females returned
to the ring for
Judge Lucy Ang
to select the
2008 SCRS
Youth Siegerin,
she chose
Lonecreek’s Elli v
Vollenhaus,
explaining that
both dogs were
excellent but that
of the two, she
had better mouth
pigment and a
little better
topline in the
movement.
Nason Dumont & Ayk from House Rotwis

Sunday was
dedicated to the
adult classes. First to exhibit were the males. We started with
the Open class, followed by the Champion Class and then the
Working Class. Of course when the working dogs entered the
ring, Lucy Ang took time to explain to all of the spectators that
these dogs represented the complete Rottweiler. She
communicated to everyone in attendance that these dogs had
proven their working ability by earning the necessary titles
required to enter the Working Class. She further commented
to the audience that the dogs in the ring on this particular day
were also very beautiful and possessed wonderful breed type.
When judging the working class, Lucy originally has Gir von
Hause Milsped placed in her 1st position and Nik von Hasan
Haus placed in her 2nd position. However in the final
placement she had the dogs exchange places. She explained
that both dogs were very beautiful and typey, but Gir needed
to show better control in the ring toward the other dogs, and
because of that she would place Nik above Gir on this day!
Nik von Hasan Haus would also go on to win the coveted
2008 SCRS Sieger title.
Now it was time for the Adult Female classes. Again we would
begin with the Open class and then progress with the
Champion and Working classes. There were some beautiful
bitches in all three classes, but in each class there was one
female that seemed to clearly be the best representative of
the breed standard. In this case, all three of them were
imports and all three have consistently won in the shows that
they have entered since arriving in the USA.
Lucy awarded the Select Adult Female title to Ava von Hause
Milsped over Oli Od Dragicevica stating that both bitches
were excellent, but the one thing that separated the two in her
mind was that Ava’s topline remained a little firmer in the
movement. Nevertheless. she critiqued both females as
having a “free far reaching gait, very good coming and going”.
First Place Kennel Group went to Lonecreek Rottweilers
owned by Tommye Parker in Bedias, Texas. Tommye had 4
dogs from her breedings that she exhibited in this show and
all four placed in the numbers with a “V” rating!
First Place Brood Bitch went to Nicki vom Goldenen Vlies
SchH III, AD, BH, gek. Bis 16.09.03 LBST bred by Herbert
Schutz and owned by Mary Ann Herring of Valley Mills,
Texas. Two of Nicki’s sons would pass their BST later in the
day! One of her daughters would also serve as the demo dog
for the BST…that is, after she earned her SchH3 the day
before!

First Place Stud Dog went to Multi V1 Gir von Hause Milsped
BH, IPO 1, AD, BST, OFA Hips “Excellent”, Elbows “Normal”
and Heart “Normal” (Black Od Dragicevica X Beta von Siki
Rottweiler) bred by Dusko Pejovic and owned by Warren
Johnson of Von Warterr Rottweilers in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Gir von Hause Milsped had 3 males and 3 females shown in the
puppy classes and they all received a rating of “Very Promising”
with three VP1’s, two VP2’s and a VP4. His offspring also took
SG3 in both the youth male and female classes. When
examining Gir’s progeny in the stud dog class, Lucy said it is
obvious that the dog is producing his large typey head along
with dark eyes, dark mouth pigment and strong bone. She
commented that though his sons and daughters were young,
there was consistency in their type.
There were three dogs for the BST. Two of the dogs were bred
and owned by Mary Ann Herring. They are co-owned and were
handled for their BST by Cherry Bransdorf. Both dogs passed.
They are Nestroy aus dem Blumental BH Reg. #U1986, OFA
Hips: RO-68805E70M-VPI, Elbows: RO-EL6536M70-VPI, DOB
3.22.02 (Tim voom Weissen Schwan X Nicki vom Goldenen
Vlies) and Fox vom Muhlental BH, Reg. # U1443, OFA Hips:
RO-68682G58M-PI, Elbows: RO-EL6466M58-PI, DOB 2.15.03
(Vico von der Flugschneise X Nicki vom Goldenen Vlies). The
third dog also passed his BST and is Spirits Aegis von Ikon BH,
Reg. #WS08452304, OFA Hips: RO-66977F24M-PI, DOB
3.29.04 (Yngo van het Dornedal X Nighthawk’s Risky Business)
bred by Carol Beasley/Betsey and Steve Milligan; owned and
handled by Peter Whalen.
The helper for the BST work was Mr. Chris Bettin. Chris
received his instructions from the judge and followed them
perfectly, working each dog safely and with consistency. Chris is
the president of the DFW Working Dogs in Dallas, Texas. He
has worked several local club trials, two regional championships
and the 2007 USRC National Schutzhund Championship. In
addition to doing helper work, Chris has taken his own dog to
SchH3 and IPO3. PWR highly recommends Chris Bettin for
anyone in need of a helper for their trial.
The demo team for the BST was Mr. Juan Gato and his bitch,
Noblesse aus dem Blumental BH, BST, SchH3 who trialed to
earn her SchH3 title the day before achieving high score over all
of the GSDs.
All three BST dogs stood calm and confident for their
measurements and critiques. They then went on to do the group
and gunshot evaluation. They were all three perfect with no
reaction to the gun. Then it was on to the field and blinds where
all three males turned in superb performances. The grips were
full and solid. The outs were timely and clean. The guards were
tight. The hits on the long bites were strong. The response to
the stick hits was an increase in aggression. The end result was
that all three dogs passed and were deemed breedable.
Afterwards came the highlight of the entire event. The judge got
everyone’s attention and told us that these were three of the
best BSTs that she had judged in a while.
Throughout the show, the competitors exemplified great
sportsmanship. The classes frequently ended with all
competitors offering congratulations to the handler of the top
winning dog. It was a wholesome environment and experience
that was appropriate for family enjoyment. The conformation
part of the event ended with the sounds of many people saying
they would be back next year.
Lucy Ang did a wonderful job with her judging assignment. She
was consistent in her placements, thorough in her critiques,
patient with handlers, pleasant in her demeanor and excellent in
her teaching. The officers and members of the Praterstrasse
Working Rottweiler Club highly recommend her to any and all
clubs that are considering scheduling an event.
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Spirits Aegis von Ikon, BST, BH
Helper: Chris Bettin

Fox vom Muhlental - long bite

9-12 Puppy Male - VP1
Lucas vom Stolzerschutz

Redwood Krest Xanti

Stud Dog Class

Ayk from House Rotwis with owner Nason Dumont

Best Male Puppy Gir’s Kas von Warterr

River Citys First Diva
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L-R: Siegerin - Gloria Iron Lion, SchH 1, BST & Sieger - Nik von Hasan Hause, SchH 1, BST

L-R: Youth Siegerin Lonecreek’s Elli v Vollenhaus & Youth Sieger Kiser Iron Lion

Helper: Chris Bettin

Select Male - Spirit’s Aegis vom Ikon

John Rasmussen - Cook Extraordinaire

L-R: Von Boaz’s GilCrniLotosismyDadI’md’Artgnan &
CH Brother Hiram Abif von Helken

L-R: Juan Gato & Warren Johnson

Oli Od Dragicevica
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Interview With Helper
Patrick Davis
By USRC Judge Lucy Ang

Photos: Ivan Huang

patrickdavis1477@comcast.net
Patrick Davis is a USA Certified Helper who has
performed helper work for two USRC events hosted by
the Bay Area Rottweiler Klub (BARK). He was the BST
helper for the 2002 BARK event, which included five
entries. He was most recently the helper for the
Northwest Regional Sieger Show and BST and Protection
Tournament hosted by BARK on October 26, 2008. This
included three BST entries and eight protection
tournament entries, all Rottweilers. The pictures featured
in this article are all from that event, taken by BARK
member Ivan Huang.
Patrick has been in Schutzhund since 1995. His first dog
was a German Shepherd bitch from show lines that he
trained to a BH level, but never titled. His second dog
was another GSD, Dino, who he trained and titled all the
way to SchH3. He competed with Dino as a SchH1 at the
AWDF Championship and was second highest SchH1,
and also a member of the 1st Place Team. He competed
with him at the 2003 USA Nationals as a SchH3. He next
competed with a German Shepherd bitch, Uma, who he
trained to SchH2. He competed with her as a SchH1 in
2006 at the USA SW Regional and North American
Schutzhund Championships.
His current dog is a male Malinois, Enzo, who he trained
by himself to be certified as a police K9. They also
recently earned their SchH1 with very good scores.
Patrick is a Deputy Sheriff for the Madera County
Sheriff's Department and Enzo is his K9 partner. Patrick
is involved in training for his Department's K9 Unit of five

Windevilles Drummer Boy
dogs, and is also a member of the SWAT Team.
As a Schutzhund helper, Patrick has performed at two USA
Northwest Regional Schutzhund Championships and three
national events: 2007 USA HOT Tournament, 2008 USA
National Sieger Show (alternate), and the 2008 Malinois
Nationals. He's also done
helper work at many club level
trials.
Q: How did you start doing
helper work?
A: I actually started with
working with Rottweilers. I
was working with Ramona
Winfrey and Sam McKenzie
and their dogs. Sam's dog,
Gideon, earned his SchH3
and competed at several
USRC Nationals.
Nightshadow Major Impact
Q: What's unique about
working Rottweilers as
opposed to other breeds?
A: With Rottweilers, you have to be very specific and clear in
your training. You must have a good foundation and you
must expose them to everything. Socialization is very
important.

Nightshdadow Major Impact, SchH 3, BST

Q: What do you like about Rottweilers as a helper?
A: I like their power. As a front-half helper, I like a dog that
really wants to stop you. It's impressive when a dog catches
you on the escape and drops his weight and really stops
you.
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Cleo vom Neuenschoss, SchH 3, BST

Q: So are you
mostly a
front-half
helper?
A: I started as a
back-half
helper, but now
I mostly get
chosen as the
front-half helper.
I think it's
because of my
speed on the
escape and the
ability to drive
the dogs well. I
like both front
and back
halves. You see
different things
in the dogs in
both.

Q: So what do you see in the dogs during the various
parts of the routine?
A: In the blind, you see if the dog is really there for the
man or for the equipment. This is where you first see
where a dog starts to shut down if there is a problem with
the nerves or the training. On the escape, you see the
intensity of the pursuit and really wanting to stop the
helper. The long bite is where you can see speed and
intensity. Nothing is better than being hit by a dog that
feels explosive, like a freight train.
Q: Do you think that a lot of Rottweilers slow up too
much and don't really power through on the long
bite?
A: Rottweilers think. If a dog is setting up to get the
optimum grip, that's okay. That's not necessarily bad. The
fast dogs don't always get the best grip. But of course,
the perfect long bite is fast and with a perfect grip.

National, and was very impressed with his training. Dean
Calderon also had some very nice Rotties.
Q: Do you know of any Rottweilers being used as police
K9s?
A: My Department had two previously, before I was there,
and I heard they were phenomenal.
Q: Do you know where they came from, and if they were
locally bred?
A: They were purchased in Europe from a canine vendor,
but came without paperwork.
Q: Who have been your mentors in the sport?
A: I want to thank Ramona Winfrey, who introduced me to
the sport and also introduced me to Dean Calderon, who
taught me a lot. Dean introduced me to T Floyd and Gary
Park. Gary helped me a lot in becoming a helper. I also
learned a lot from David Deleissegues from conversations
and watching him help his club dogs get to a higher level of
competition. Marlene Ferguson has helped me with tracking.
I'm sure there are lots of others I should thank. I want to
thank all the people I've trained with over the years:
everyone who has opened up their club to me and trusted
me to work their dogs. Mostly, I want to thank my family for
understanding and supporting me: My wife, Mina, and my
three kids.
Q: Are any of your family members involved in
Schutzhund?
A: My wife likes to watch, but doesn't actually train. My two
sons (17 and 13) are more interested in playing video
games and hanging out with their friends. My 6-year-old
daughter is the most interested in the dogs. She likes to
help me with feeding, etc. I think if any of my kids were to
get into Schutzhund, it would be my daughter.
Q: What do you think of Rottweilers in general?
A: I like the breed. I owned one once, before I was into
Schutzhund.

Q: What have you observed about Rottweilers and
their handlers in your years in Schutzhund?
A: A lot of Rottweiler owners are more concerned with
conformation than working. I think you should go back to
some of the old working lines to get a more balanced
dog.
Q: I agree that in recent years the trend seems to be
having bigger-boned, more substantial dogs. In the
past, dogs could be medium-built and be V-rated in
conformation and also compete in Schutzhund.
A: A large dog is going to run out of gas faster than a
medium-sized dog, especially if they're not exercised to
be in good condition. Coming out to training once or twice
a week is not enough exercise for a working dog.
Exercise is very important.
Q: Which Rottweilers that you've seen or worked
have impressed you, and why?
A: I really loved Marlene Ferguson's dog, Ruby, for her
tracking. She was the most methodical tracking dog I've
seen. Sam McKenzie's dog, Gideon, had really nice
obedience, and was an interesting dog to work. I
remember seeing Dave D's dog, Hark, work at a

Imo vom Riegelhaus, SchH 1, BST & Marlene Ferguson
Q: Would you ever consider working a Rottweiler?
A: Yes. I like a challenge.
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The Directed Jumping Portion of the
Utility Directed Jumping Exercise
By Marilyn Clayton
trainingmydog@shaw.ca
Marilyn has instructed
obedience classes (all levels)
in Victoria, BC, Canada since
1982. She bred Rough Collies,
under the Woodruff prefix and
has titled dogs in
conformation, obedience,
tracking, herding, rally,
agility, and draft work. All her
collies have been conformation
champions except her first
collie, Can. O.T.Ch. Glencoe
Marilyn Clayton & Zephyr
Ceilidh’s Candy, Am.CD, who
was purchased as a pet. All
have been trained through utility; and a few ranked in
Canada’s top 5 in obedience for the breed. Marilyn competes
in both Canada and the United States. Marilyn works for
Forestry Canada as a Canopy Oribatid mite expert coauthoring numerous species descriptions and other miteoriented scientific papers with international experts.
Last issue we discussed the "Go Back!" portion of the directed
jumping exercise. This issue, we will discuss the directed
jumping portion: how to train it, how to put the pieces together,
and how to proof the exercise.
Remember, you can teach all parts of the directed jumping
exercise simultaneously, but do not put them together until the
dog understands, and is comfortable doing, each of the
individual pieces.
When teaching the directed jumping portion, begin with one
jump-the jump you and your dog feel most comfortable with.
Set the bar low, so the
dog does not consider
going under it, and so
you can step over it. With
your dog on leash, leave
him on a sit/stay far
enough back from the
jump so he can make the
jump easily. Step over
the bar, turn to face your
dog and tap the bar (to
get your dog to focus on
it) and back up (to give
your dog landing space)
as you encourage him to
jump (positions #1 for
both dog and handler).
When your dog jumps,
praise. The leash is there
only to ensure that your dog does not try to go around the
jump. As with the high jump, do not pull or jerk the dog over.
Use a treat to entice him over if needed, and be sure you do
not get the leash tangled in the upright. When your dog
understands what is expected of him and is enjoying it, take
him off leash and repeat. Remember to praise for all progress

and really pour on the praise
for work well done. With the
average dog, this is probably
accomplished in one or two short
sessions.
Now label the action. I use
"Over" for the High Jump and
"Bar" for the Bar Jump. Use
whatever term works for you,
but it is best to have one
name for the High and
another name for the Bar
jump. Why? If your dog
misses your signal due to
inattention, your verbal
should tell the dog which
jump to take.

Marilyn Clayton & Zephyr

Now that the dog is comfortable (and hopefully enjoying) jumping
the jump because you are rewarding all success, the goal is to
slowly start increasing the distance between your dog and the
jump and between yourself and the jump (a couple of steps at a
time straight back) until your dog is at one end of your training
ring and you are at the other end with the jump half way between
the two of you (positions #2 for dog and handler). This is
foundation work, so the slower you go, the faster you will
succeed.
Next, start increasing your (the handler's) lateral distance. Leave
your dog at one end of the ring (dog position #2: directly in front
of the jump, at least 10-15 feet away from it) and walk to the
other side of the ring so the jump is halfway between you and
your dog (handler position #2). Take one side-step toward the
centre of your ring. Let's say the centre of the ring is to your right,
so take a side-step to your right. You are now ever so slightly off
centre from your dog. Look at the jump, then look at your dog and
put your left arm straight out to your left (so the palm of your hand
is facing toward your dog and so your hand is level with your
shoulder) and simultaneously lean to your left while giving your
command to jump. When your dog understand this (i.e., correctly
executes three consecutive reps of three jumps per rep), stop
leaning and just put your arm out as you give the command.
Once that is successful (three successful consecutive reps of
three jumps per rep), repeat the exercise by taking two side-steps
toward the centre, then three, then four until you are at the spot
you will eventually be standing for the go-back exercise (position
#3).
If, at any time during this process, it looks like your dog is
considering going around the jump, it is up to you to move
laterally (not forward), FAST, in order to put the jump between
the two of you so your dog's focus returns to the jump and he
succeeds. If the dog goes around the jump instead of over it, it is
your fault. You have advanced too quickly. Back up in your
training … and keep it positive! Blaming the dog and shouting
"No!" is not motivating for your dog and will set you back. Some
handlers believe in creating a "hot spot" for their dogs at the
jumps-in other words, they make it uncomfortable for their dogs
should they go around a jump. This can work for some dogs, but
does not produce a confident, happy worker.
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The next step is to start moving your dog laterally (one
sideways step at a time) until he is opposite you (position #4).
In other words, both you and the dog are where you would be
after a perfect "go back" (if both jumps were present).
At this point, I like to do some proofing with the one jump. I do
this by continuing to move the dog laterally (along the back
wall of the ring, one side-step at a time) until he is left in the
place that, if both jumps were present, he'd be sitting in front of
the wrong jump (position #5). This takes time, so remember to
advance only when you are successful (for three consecutive
reps of three successful jumps), and to back up in your training
when that success rate falls. If your dogs starts going around
the jump, you are moving laterally too quickly. Back up in your
training. The last thing is to slowly increase the jump height
until it is at full height for your dog.
Now, using the same jump, move the jump to the other side of
your ring and repeat the entire process by side-stepping to the
left. This should go fairly quickly.
Next, repeat the entire process with the other jump (you are
still using only one jump). Keep in mind that this is foundation
work, so the slower you go, the faster you will progress.
You are now ready to put the two jumps together. Start with the
jumps further apart than they would be in a trial situation.
Remember, you are setting up for success.
Leave your dog significantly closer (laterally) to the jump you
want him to take (closer to position #2 than #4) and when you
are at your place at the other end of the ring (position #3), look
to the jump you want your dog to take. You can start by turning
your head, but you want to eliminate the head movement as
quickly as possible and use only your eyes to look at the jump.
Then look back to your dog and give your signal and command
to take the desired jump. If you have solid foundation work, you
should not have to lean, but if your dog needs it at the
beginning, feel free to lean your body (or even take a lateral
step) toward the jump you want him to take. Be ready to move
FAST laterally should it look like he might consider going
through the gap between the two jumps. It is better for you to
move in order to help him succeed than not move and have
him miss the jump. And remember to praise when he is
successful. At this early stage of training, I mark the jump, with
a "yes," to enforce that he has chosen correctly.
Then slowly move your dog laterally (one side-step at a time,
as we did when training with one jump) until he is halfway
between the two jumps (position #4) and uncertain of which
jump you are going to indicate. If he does take the wrong jump,
just say something like "Oh-oh, nice try" and calmly take your
dog back to the spot he was in. When you are back in position,
remind him to watch and very obviously look at the jump you
want him to take. Look back at your dog (with soft eyes, not
angry or threatening eyes) and this time be ready to move
laterally to help your dog succeed as you give the signal and
verbal command. Give lots of praise when he succeeds, to
bring his confidence back up. If your dog continually takes the
wrong jump, you need to take a critical look at your signal.
Without your dog, stand in front of a mirror and give your arm
signal. How clear is it? Are you throwing the signal too fast?
While you are bringing your arm up from your side, are you
momentarily pointing to the other jump? This happens more
often than you might imagine. You want your signal to be
smooth, obvious to the dog, and executed in a way that the
proper jump is very clearly indicated. The best way to do this is
to bring the arm straight out from your side with an open hand,
palm toward the dog.
As you move your dog laterally, and once he understands the
exercise, slowly bring the jumps together to where they would
normally be in a trial.

Mix up the sequence of jumps. For example, don't always
indicate the bar first and then the high jump or visa versa-ask for
the bar, then two high jumps, then two bar jumps- don't allow
your dog to become pattern trained. Also remember to put the
bar to the right on some days and to the left on other days. One
day put your dog on one side of the ring, another day leave him
on the other side. Mix things up-it keeps it fun for your dog and
keeps you honest. You also want to slowly move your dog (one
side-step at a time) in both directions, until he can take either
jump from any position along the back of the ring to the point that
you can leave him in front of the wrong jump and have him take
the correct one (this is proofing).
Now it is time to put the "go-back" together with the directed
jumping. Always put your treat/touch plate directly between the
two jumps and back against the ring gate or wall. Place the treat;
send your dog, and have him stop and turn to face you before he
gets to the treat. You may have to follow the first few times to
ensure he does so. If you do, treat him after he has turned and
sat facing you, then go back to your place at the other end of the
ring and give him the command to take one of the jumps. When
he comes to you, give him a treat. Send him again; stop him
before he gets to his treat and have him turn and sit, then send
him over the jump of your choice and when he gets to you (after
successfully jumping the correct jump of course), give him a treat.
Send him out a third time, but this time release him as he gets to
the food ("OK" is my release word) and command "get it" and let
him get the food; then sit him, if you want, and indicate a jump. I
always work in threes like this because it teaches the dog that
even though he doesn't get the treat on the first two go-backs, he
does get it the third time. This is transferable (at least in Canada
and in Utility A in the US) to the ring. You do your two go-backs
and then instead of sending him for a third time, you leave the
ring and reward, at which time he's forgotten about the treat he
was expecting at the end of the ring.
Once he understands that the treat is always there and he is
stopping and turning to face you as he sits, then randomly treat
from your hand but always have the treat out there for the
go-back (even though at the end of your training it may not be
visible-remember reducing visibility from last issue). And
remember to always let him get the treat at the end of the ring on
your last "go back."
If your dog is taking a jump on the "Go Back!" send him from
between the two jumps and as he understands what is being
asked, slowly move backward (one or two steps at a time) until
you are sending him from position #3.
To proof this exercise, be sure your dog can take the correct
jump regardless of where he is in the ring. You need focus for
this exercise, so proof that, too-throw a toy before indicating the
jump you want him to take and ensure he takes it (rather than
going for the toy) and without any yelling and definitely without
the word "No!" from you. If you want to mark an incorrect
response, use some other word, like "Oh-oh," but reserve "No!"
for serious offenses like eyeballing another dog, growling, etc.
And of course, train in different locations, working up from quiet
locations to ones with more and more distractions. Also work on
your "watch me" exercises with the jumps set up so you can walk
anywhere and have your dogs eyes stay on you. This is
invaluable when it comes to both directed jumping and the signal
exercise. Another exercise to keep working is your fronts-work
them separately, but please continue to work them.
In trial situations, if your dog becomes distracted when you give
your arm signal and you can physically do so, hold the signal until
the dog looks at you again. You are going to lose a good number
of points, but at least in Canada, it could mean the difference
between a pass and a fail. Check to see what the rules and
regulations are for the organization under which you are trialing.
And remember the old adage: Train, don't complain.
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Chiropratic Medicine for the
Working Dog

By Dr. Heather Matheson (Courtenay, BC, Canada)
250-338-2316

www.treeoflifevet.ca

I am a 1995 graduate of the Western College of Veterinary
Medicine and an associate veterinarian at Tree of Life
Veterinary Care in Courtenay B.C., Canada. The focus of
Tree of Life is integrated medicine, including Western
Medicine, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Acupuncture,
Chiropractic Medicine, Herbal Medicine and Homeopathy.
As a Veterinarian, working dogs are among my favourite
patients. Typically, they are well-balanced mentally as they
have a job, an outlet and a purpose. Working dogs tend to
have a close bond with their humans who are knowledgeable
and are able to offer very specific details regarding care,
movement and problem areas. Finally, working dogs tend to
be well-trained and are used to listening to the leader of the
pack. What more could I ask for? All of these things make it
so much easier to do my job and do it well.
I compare working dogs to top human athletes. The goal of
the "health team" is to keep the athlete in top mental and
physical condition. Human athletes use a variety of tools to
stay in peak physical shape, including physiotherapy,
massage, nutrition, chiropractics, acupuncture, Western
medicine and many others I haven't mentioned. If integrated
health care works for people, why not for our K-9 athletes?

column: every vertebrae should move easily against the next.
The term subluxation is applied to a joint or vertebrae that is
"stuck" and unable to move freely. Subluxations (stuck
vertebrae) then cause increased muscle tension locally,
sensitivity to pressure, limited and painful motions and changes
in posture. Change in posture will eventually lead to a change in
gait and muscle changes. Muscles and nerves have a memory,
and over time, chronic subluxations will cause nerve impulses to
fire with minimal stimulation. Basically, nerves and muscles
become tight and hypersensitive.

Assessing spinal movement

Next time you watch a dog work, whether it be in agility,
tracking, flyball or Schutzhund, watch the stressors that are
placed on different parts of the body. Issues with the lower
back and hindquarters arise going over the wall or 'A' frame.
The shoulders and front legs take the brunt when landing
from a jump or from the wall or going through weaves. Both
the neck and shoulders come into play when biting the
sleeve. Just like with people, repetitive movements cause
problems and weakness in specific areas.
The premise behind Chiropractic Medicine is that the body
has an innate intelligence. Above all, the body has the means
and wants to heal itself and maintain a state of health. Every
joint in the body should move freely. This includes the spinal

Cervica (neck) adjustment
Keep in mind that nerves originating in the spinal cord go to the
limbs and internal organs. There is a reciprocal effect between
the organs and the spine. For example, a dog with chronic lower
back subluxations over time may experience issues of
incontinence or bladder problems. The opposite is also true. For
example, a dog with kidney stones will, over time, have
subluxations and pain in the upper lumbar spine.
Subluxation or lack of joint motion also has many effects on the
joint itself. The cartilage (cushion) in the joint becomes thin and
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brittle; it will develop holes and eventually become calcified.
Joint fluid (which nourishes the joint) will lose protective
proteins and arthritis will occur. SNOWBALL EFFECT!

- Postural changes such as a low head carriage or a roached or
hunched stance.
- Urinary incontinence may occur with sacral subluxation.
- Neurological deficits such as in-coordination or dragging the
toes when walking.
- Inability to jump or knocking jumps down.
You get the idea; these are just a few of the indicators that your
canine athlete may benefit from a chiropractic assessment.
Often, we will have a dog come in with neck or back pain. They
may have a lower head carriage or front leg lameness,
decreased range of motion in the neck or back and be unable to
do the "whole body shake" that dogs so often do. You can see
them try. They will start the shake and then stop short thinking
"nope, that's going to hurt" and stop. Immediately after the
adjustment the head is held at a more normal angle. They have
less muscle reactivity in the neck and they are able to shake
from head to tail. That immediate improvement is so gratifying
and one of the reasons I love Chiropractic Medicine.

Lumbar Adjustment
Animal Chiropractors assess the movement in each joint and
vertebrae and establish where the subluxations are. The
affected joint or vertebrae is brought into tension and a gentle
thrust in the correct direction frees up joint mobility. This is
called an adjustment. One of the things I love about doing
Chiropractic Medicine is the immediate change the animal
experiences. Right after the adjustment, your canine friend
will experience improved mobility, decreased muscle
tenderness, decreased swelling and improved nerve function.
The adjustment also causes a release of endorphins, which
have both pain relieving and relaxing properties. Needless to
say, it doesn't take many visits before our canine companions
figure out Chiropractic adjustments feel real good.

Shoulder Adjustment

Longer-term changes
include reversal of
arthritis (as long as it is
not too far progressed),
improved muscle
function, improved
health and organ
function and improved
immune function.
Chiropractic
adjustments may be
needed more frequently

Adjustment of Atlas
Possible indicators of subluxated joints or vertebrae:
- An abnormal gait such as pacing. Pacing is using both
legs on the same side at the same time in a trot. This is
not a normal gait for a dog and can indicate lower back
pain or sacral subluxation.
- Frequent gait changes.
- Short striding in the hind end may indicate pelvic
subluxation.
- Dog tracking on an abnormal tail set may indicate sacral
subluxation or low back issues.
- Head bob or front leg lameness may indicate cervical
subluxation and a sore neck, a subluxated shoulder or
could be as easy as a subluxated toe.
- A head-tilt or head-shaking may indicate a rotated atlas,
the first cervical vertebrae.

to start (due to that muscle
memory I mentioned earlier),
as muscles need to be
retrained. Often we will see
animals once a week for two
to three treatments, then
once monthly or just as
needed. Routine exercises
also help to retrain those
muscles and limit
subluxations.
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The Rottweiler and
Search and Rescue, Part 2
By Jack Fields

It’s not about winning or losing, but about living and dying” Dr. Masaaki Hatsumi

www.k9development.com
Jack Fields lives in Central California with his wife Amy,
daughter Bryanna, and their 4 Rottweilers. He has been a
professional dog trainer for the better part of 24 years. He
has trained dogs for a variety of roles from Schutzhund to
AKC performance. Jack is a certified Wheel Chair
Assistance Dog instructor, and also oversees the training
of Animal Assisted Therapy dogs. Over the last 8 years he
has been involved in Search and Rescue. He has trained
and or consulted for numerous State and County agencies
at the current time he is training his young Rottweiler,
Java vom Fields Haus, with the California Rescue Dog
Association.

admin@k9development.com
ritual: like it's
always been
since time
primordial, the
hunt is about
to start!
Dogs have
assisted
humans for as
long as anyone
can remember.
One of the
oldest works of
human art is
taken from a
cave painting
in Africa.
It is a depiction
of a man in a
Jack Fields with Java vom Fields Haus
loin cloth,
armed with a
spear and two hunting dogs. We have taken advantage of dogs'
unique abilities and used them to aid us in a multitude of tasks.
Canines have always been with us, it seems, and from the start,
we fostered a unique working relationship with this most special
of animals.

Dogs are four legged sniffing machines

Search and Rescue is a life style. Like many dog training
venues, it can be quite consuming. The difference as I see it
is that in SAR, you are training hard for the betterment of
someone else. As the motto goes, "So that others may live".
SAR work is fun, and you will meet many great people and
dogs in your journey; but, in the back of your mind, you
always realize this is serious stuff. You could very well be the
X factor in helping to bring the lost person home. You could
be putting yourself, as well as your dog, at risk. It takes the
kind of person who is willing to go the extra mile for a
stranger. While it is a huge commitment, the reward of
knowing you are out there making a difference in people's
lives makes it all worth it. There are not many things that
equal the sound of that pager going off in the wee hours of
the morning. You grab your gear and your dog starts to circle
and pace with excitement. Soon, you will be in that strange
place filled with a small army of rescue personnel, law
enforcement, noisy equipment, radios and bright lights. It is a
very surreal moment arriving at Base Camp. You'll get a
briefing (sometimes several), then you're assigned to a
Search Team and given a search assignment. Then it's check
your gear (for the 10th time), go over your assignment, and
get your dog ready. The dogs are fired up as they know the

We have used dog’s olfactory abilities from the start; whether it
was used to alert us of the presence of predators, or to detect
the presence of game while hunting. Search and Rescue
continues in this ancient tradition of using the dog’s nose to help
detect the presence of scent; therefore, helping us to locate
what we are looking for.

Amy deploys Inca vom Fields Haus
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Air scenting dogs can trace their foundations to the famous
dogs of the St. Bernard and other Alpine passes. In general,
most Search Dog foundations can be traced back to the
Ambulance Dogs; these dogs were trained to differentiate
between the dead and wounded and to alert their handlers of
the presence of the wounded. During the American Civil War,
both the North and South used tracking dogs. By the early
1900's, dogs were a common sight at prisons or guarding
work camps, taking the lessons learned earlier from working
on Southern plantations tracking down run-a-way slaves.
Disaster Search Dogs got their start during the Air Raids of
WW2. In London, the Civil Defense units used rescue dogs to
search the rubble of collapsed buildings. In 1974, New York
State Police had the first specialized Cadaver Dog.
We have come a long way from those early days when man
was a hunter - gatherer and relied on dog’s unique abilities for
survival. Today, we have systems for training, and breeding
programs to foster the kind of temperaments we desire for our
training and deployment needs.
Search and Rescue can be broken down into specific
disciplines. As I mentioned in part 1 of this article, (Issue 1 of
2008, pages 110-113), SAR dogs can either be
single-discipline or multi-discipline. This will be dictated by the
agency you deploy with. It is important to find what interests
you and your dog because you will be spending a lot of time,
money and energy in the pursuit of becoming a Mission
Ready Team. Research the different disciplines and
originations and look for the right fit.
The Disciplines

Java trails a subject into the woods

The Trailing Dog is Scent Specific. This dog is started with a
Scent Article (something belonging to the lost person which
contains their unique scent). Trailing dogs work urban and
rural, as well as wilderness settings. The Trailing Dog typically
works on lead (but not always). These dogs are usually
deployed from a PLS (place last seen). This dog follows a
series of clues that will lead to the subject.
This is usually the kind of dog we think about when we think
of a SAR dog. Trailing is very similar to Tracking, yet instead
of the slow methodical deep nose behavior we like to see in
Schutzhund or other tracking sport venues, the Trailing Dog
will tend to work with a higher head, and move at a much
faster pace. This dog may work Ground Scent (the odor left
from crushed vegetation); but, is more often working the
Subject's unique scent. Working ground scent may prove
difficult as the subject is usually many hours ahead of
searchers and search areas have been contaminated by

other searchers in the area. This dog puts together the scent
picture and leads the way in solving the complex riddle of
"Which way did they go?" Trailing Dogs can be utilized in a
multitude of very useful roles, such as acquiring the direction the
subject headed off in. Something I find rather cool is the
Positive/Negative Trail Head I.D. This is used in determining
direction of travel by determining where the subject has not
been! For instance, we know the subject was last seen in a
large park with several exits. The Trailing Dog will work the exits
and determine by the Trail Head I.D. whether they left the park
through a known exit or are still in the park. This aids the Search
Base in determining a Search Strategy. A good friend of mine is
working on a project in Lassen, CA, for using Trailing Dogs to
help Cave Rescue Teams determine which cave a subject is in
or is not in, therefore conserving ever-valuable life saving time.
A larger Rottweiler can be suited for this work, but we still need
to consider physical capabilities. The Trailing Dog must be in
good shape, and so must the handler who will be following it. It
is a huge brain game for both dog and human. If you or your dog
likes puzzles, this may be your calling, and if you like tracking,
I'll bet you'll love trailing!
Area Dog
This dog is
trained to cover
a large area with
the goal of
finding any
human scent.
This may be
hikers, hunters
or whomever. It
is important to
note that
anybody you
find could be a
potential witness
and help give
you clues to the
whereabouts of
your
target/subject.
These dogs are
usually
"non-scent
discriminating",
but, there has
also been some
talk and
application of
scent
specific/discrimi
Area dogs can range great distances. The black
nating area
spec on the ridge is Inca.
dogs. If there is
someone out
there, the dog is supposed to find them. You may end up
covering an area as small as 20 acres or as large as hundreds
of acres. These dogs are typically worked off leash, and many
times are working out of your immediate sight. I like to think of
these dogs working more free-style; there is much more
freedom of movement and decision making on the dogs' part as
well as the handlers' part. The handler's role is to make sure
there are no holes (areas the dog has not checked) in your
search area and to help get the dog into scent based on
weather and terrain conditions.
The Area Dog handler should be self-motivated and have a high
level of independence and in good physical condition. You
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should be comfortable in the back country. For this work, we
need a Rottweiler of medium to light build with excellent
stamina, as they will be covering a lot of ground for extended
periods of time.
As the handler, you should be accustomed to carrying a
medium to heavy pack and be self sufficient, as there are
times where you may be in the back country for long periods
of time in all weather conditions.

hung up in the debris. When these dogs locate the scent of a
live subject they are required to bark at the site of the scent to
alert their handlers that they have found someone.
This is very demanding work for both the handler and the dog.
These dogs are deployed in very high stress situations and
many times are sent into locations considered too dangerous to
send a human.
Any size Rottweiler can do this work; but, it is our opinion the
medium sized dogs work best. We even really like a rangy dog
as we believe it helps with the agility task. No matter the
discipline of SAR you engage in, an athletic dog with great
endurance will be best. The handler should be the kind of
person who is willing to head towards danger and handle stress
well as you will be deploying in one of the toughest of SAR
environments.
Cadaver Dog

Jack & Java deploy into the back country

Disaster Search Dog
Fisty vom Fields Haus alerts on a bag containing human remains

This is a rather broad range description of dogs trained in
several similar disciplines. They work in a fashion similar to an
Area Dog. This dog is off leash (typically). Many times you will
see Area Dogs cross trained in Cadaver Detection as standard
training. Due to the nature of SAR missions, many deployments
end up being recovery missions. So it becomes vital that our
dogs will alert on live or deceased subjects. A cross trained
Area Dog will be trained to detect a large source, such as a
whole body, or portions thereof.

Sheila McKee & Bliss training in Texas

When disaster strikes, these dog and handler teams deploy,
be it to a tornado, earthquake, or an act of terrorism (such as
the World Trade Center). These teams deploy nationally and
even internationally. These dogs are trained to find subjects
buried under piles of rubble, or whatever is left in the wake of
catastrophe. These dogs work in a similar fashion to an Area
Dog as far as being off leash and are trained to locate any live
scent. These dogs must have excellent agility skills and be
able to work in environments with unsure footing. They are
deployed without wearing gear as it is easy for the dog to get

We can further break our category of Cadaver Dog down into
the HRD Dog (Human Remains Detection Dog). These dogs are
trained to find very small sources of Human Remains, such as
teeth or a drop of blood) these dogs search small areas in a
very methodical fashion. It requires precession to find these
small sources of scent. We can also take our HRD search to
another level with the Historical Human Remains Detection Dog.
These dogs search for very old remains, working old grave
sites, or very old cold case files assisting law enforcement. It is
such a new way of working dogs that we are still discovering
ways to use them. One thing that we do know is these dogs
must be the most methodical and accurate, as it requires a very
focused nose to pick up the minute odor of such old scent. The
Water Recovery Dog would also fall into the general category of
Cadaver Dog. This is a specialty dog that is trained to detect the
presence of cadaver while searching from a boat. They are used
to recover targets submerged underwater. The Cadaster Dog
also falls into the Cadaver category. This dog is similar to the
Disaster dog and is required to work a similar mission, yet it is a
specialty dog trained to work the disaster after a period of time
that no survivors are expected. They will work rubble piles, and
the debris moved from the disaster site with the mission of
recovering any remains missed in the initial search.
Cadaver Dog handlers should be patient as this work can be
slow and tedious. Physical requirements are not as stringent;
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While Cadaver training isn't for everyone, it is a growing
discipline with many unique training and deployment
opportunities. Unfortunately, you will not be saving lives, but
helping to put closure to tragic events and assisting Law
Enforcement will give you a sense of accomplishment.
Avalanche Dog

Inca locates cadaver hanging in brush
Zeuger with recovered subject.

This is very similar to the Disaster Dog, except instead of
working rubble piles and wreckage, you'll deploy in snow. This
dog is trained to locate a subject who is covered in several feet
of snow. The alert is similar to a Disaster Dog, as the dog will
stay at the location of the detected human scent and bark, but
also dig. This will draw the rescuers to the spot and also starts
the excavation process.
In the winter landscape, the Rottweiler can really excel. Any size
Rottweiler can do well with this work; but, having a good
undercoat is a plus. The handler should be accustomed to being
in the snow!
These are the top five disciplines when it comes to Search and
Rescue. As our industry evolves, we are finding new ways to
train and deploy our dogs. There is much more to it than I have
space to write about, so please, if I've sparked an interest, do
your research and discover how you, too, can become a part of
the tradition of saving lives!
After locating the target, she is off to alert her handler.

but,
something
that still
needs
consideration
. Most types
of Rottweilers
can do this
work, and it is
a good job for
older dogs
and humans
as it is not as
physically
Remi alerts Shirley Hammond to an unmarked
demanding,
grave site.
but Cadaver
Detection is
still full of challenges. For the handler who loves the C.S.I.
television show, this may be your calling!

Java as usual gives 120%
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Halt - Suspect Stop....
Or I Will Send My Dog
By John Randall
Teamgunner@yahoo.com
Editor’s Note: John Randall is a police officer in Oklahoma.
John has owned Rottweilers since 1977 and has been doing
search and rescue in one form or another for many years. He was
injured in a 1979 helicopter crash and left his milatary career with three purple hearts. John is one of six people who is used
by the State of Oklahoma in vicious dog incidents to determine if
a dog is to be put down or if it gets a second chance. He has
worked the ruins of the Marrah Federal Building in downtown
Oklahoma City after the 1995 bombing. He worked the ruins of
neigborhoods after a massive F5 tornado tore through the
suburbs in 1999. Nothing prepared him for the week he and his
SAR Rottweiler, Gunner, spent in lower Manhattan on 9-11.
John and his Rottweiler were one of the first teams in New York
City after the World Trace Centre disaster and Gunner was the
first Rottweiler on night shift. John has trained and titled a
Rottweiler from 0 to SchH 3.
How did a puppy, born in Holland, end up in Oklahoma as a
Dual Purpose Police K-9 certified in Patrol (Criminal
apprehension, area search, building search and tracking) as
well as certified by the Oklahoma Council on Law
Enforcement and Education recertifying yearly in the detection
of herion, cocaine, methapetimine both crystal and ice and
Marijuana as a controlled Dangerous Substance Detection
Dog with his Handler?
Most of our dogs at the kennel are imported. The reason we
import is that we are finding better dogs in both drive
workability as well as healthier dogs structurally, physically
and mentally. The kennels we deal with have been breeding
dogs for police work for many years. My dogs’ parents are
police dogs as well as competitors in KNVP earning PD1 &
PD2 titles. Over the years, I have seen Buck’s brothers and
sisters come to America and are valuable members of law
enforcement agency's throughout the United States. Quite
simply, as we all know, genetics DOES play a part in the
outcome of our working dogs. We usually get the dogs at the
12 to 16 month age range. That way, we have a better
chance of seeing what the dogs will do as well as what he will
grow up to be. While still at the kennels in Europe, they are
evaluated for their potential as well as imprinted with bite work
and drive building games for drugs we want the dogs with
high prey i.e.: toy, ball, rag. These are there rewards for drug
detection Buck will go through anything for his ball this will
become important when we talk about training the dog for
dection work. Once at our kennels, we test to see if they will
be single or dual purpose K9s, just because a dog does not
have what it takes to do apprehension, does not mean he will
not be a drug dog. It is at this point their training begins.
The training of the single purpose Police K-9
For us, this is drug detection in Oklahoma. The drugs are
herion, cocaine, meth (both ice and crystal) and marijuana.
We use wooden boxes with holes cut in them large enough to
allow the dog’s nose in but not so big that they can get to the
drugs. We start by putting all four drugs in the same box. We

also decide if
the dog’s alert
will be active
(i.e.: trying to
scratch or dig
to get to it the
drugs). The
second style
of alert is a
passive alert.
The dog will
either sit and
put his nose
as close to the
source as
possible, or
lay down and
just stare
where the
drugs are
hidden. The
alert is chosen
by the
John & Gunner - New York World Trade Centre
purchasing
law
enforcement
agency. Buck, my K-9, is on active alert in that he puts his nose
as close to the odor as possible and will throw a paw up on the
surface the drugs are hidden behind. Let me add, when in court,
and I am asked by a defense attorney how I know Buck has
found drugs? My response is his alert is 3 distinct actions and
to anyone watching is very clear. He will (i) start swinging his
head swing (ie when checking wall lockers in a school, we are
moving in a certain direction and when we pass the locker with
drugs, his head will swing back to the locker), (ii) then his
respiration increases and (iii) his paw will come up to the
surface of the wall locker in a scratching motion or stay put on it.
He indicates there is something behind where his paw is. Then,
the defense lawyers will ask “how can you say your dog has the
ability to find drugs?”. My answer is to pull out my 3-ring binder
and produce all my training records and licenses from the
Oklahoma City and law enforcement agencies. I explain the
training and the fact we are re-certified every year, judged by a
certifier from another agency. Also, all schools we have
attended as a detection team, we answer all questions very
directly because if the defense attorney can discredit you or the
dog, the case will be dismissed. District Attorneys are not
happy if you cannot support your case, and cannot prove your
dog’s creditentials in court. If you lose cases due to this
reason, you will not be a K9 handler for very long. On a vehicle
search, Defense Attorneys will sometimes ask where on the
vehicle did your dog indicate odor. The wrong answer would be
the middle of the driver’s door as their next question will be to
ask if your dog can smell through solid metal. The correct
answer would be “my dog indicated at the seam between the
doors” and state what panel was indicated.
With all 4 odors in the box, and three boxes set out ( the drugs
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are in one), we get the dog out. As I am putting on the leash
(6 feet), we start the sequence of steps.
- I tell the dog my cue - “do you want to find some drugs?”
- When at the boxes, I say “let’s go find some drugs”. It
then turns into a team effort
- I tell the dog to search by pointing with my hand to what I
want checked. AS SOON as the nose goes there, I say
“good check” without stopping and with a nice J in my
leash moving from box to box. Saying “check, good
check”.
- When we get to the box with the drugs, the dog alerts.
- The dog’s ball magically appears.
In the beginning, when all four odors are in the same box,
another trainer will tease the dog with the ball then drop it into
the box with the drugs. It is then that the handler starts their
search. As mentioned earlier, once the dog finds the odor,
and has given the alert, the reward is given. Once the dog
has the idea of how this works, we separate the drugs and
start working them individually in the boxes. We also
introduce other sights such as vehicles, trailers, go to different
locations within a building; and, of course, wall lockers such
as those at schools. Once the dog understands the game, the
new handlers come in for their schooling (this is
approximately 80 hours). At the end, we take them to be
certified as a team. This way, when the police officers leave
the school, they can hit the streets prepared and will know
how to handle their K9. A good dog can make a handler
famous for what he takes off the streets. The downside is the
bad guys will put a price on the dog’s head and a hit will be
put on the dog. Last year, a good friend’s dog was killed
because of his work on the streets. At our K9 school, officers
are welcome to return any time to train with us. We are
committed to the team; plus, we are all police dog handlers
and understand for a good team the legs of the triangle must
be equal (i.e. dog, handler and trainer).
I owe Bill Jenkins, from Texoma k9 Training Facility, for his
mentoring. Without his support, we would not be the team we
are. Thank You Bill.

games such as hide and seek, and retrieval of a toy. He was
introduced to the full KNVP bite suit and he was started in
obedience. When Buck arrived at the kennels, and I chose him,
he was this rough diamond. I started the polishing process that
has turned him into a dual purpose police K9.
The training of the Patrol dog is not set in stone. There are
many basic requirements. The dog must do tracking, area and
building searches, apprehension of a criminal and protection of
his handler. As we know, each dog is different. I am going to
share something Dean Calderon said at a seminar I attended.
Dean stated when he gets a new dog, he sits it down and asks
what do I need to do to make you successful in the work my
friend? and from there, training starts.
We use the KNVP full body suits to teach criminal
apprehension. Yes, there are locations on the body we wish the
dogs would bite. On the street, we want them to bite any place
that is presented to the dog. If a leg or lower arm is all they can
get hold of, then that is what I want them to grab.
But was sent after a fleeing suspect and the suspect chose to
hide on top of some round hay bails. When my dog located the
suspect, and was try to figure how to get up there, the suspect
made the decision to jump down and run. When Buck was
within 30 feet, he realized he wasn't going to out run him he
stopped and put his arms in the air. Wwith a command of
“halt”, Buck stopped the pursuit and returned to my side.
Another officer, who was acting as our backup, took him into
custody. When this day was over, we added a 7-oz
methamphine find and a 1/2-oz of marijuana. Plus, Buck found
one really bad man who we were able to take off the streets.
Wwithout Buck’s nose, we would not have found this man. The
use of a K9 on the streets by an officer saves lives and is a
valuable tool of the officer.
The training of apprehension is a fun time for the dogs. For
those people who train schutzhund, they know that during that
phase of training, dogs will rise to the occasion no matter how
tired they are.

The training of the Patrol K9
This is a dog who is a partner for the officer, always watching
his human partner’s back, in any situation that may arise
during their shift. For most law enforcement agencies, this is a
K9 who will arrest a suspect by using his jaws, as we would
our hands. This is a dog who can clear or search a open
area. This is a dog who can be sent into a building to clear it
of suspects; or, if you know the suspect is in a building, to find
where the suspect is hiding without putting the officer(s) in
danger. This is a dog who will follow the scent of a person
who has robbed a business or a house or a person who has
bailed from a stolen vehicle during a pursuit. This is a dog
who can enter a vehicle and pull the suspect out, helping to
keep a human officer from harm’s way.

We teach targeting. If a suspect is fleeing, we teach the dog to
bite in the area where the arm turns into the shoulder. If it is
frontal, we would like them to hit high. On the street, we realize
we are in a fight and accept what is given. Commen areas are
arms,legs, chests,in the side - whatever and wherever they can
take a hold. Felons are individuals who have no respect for
officers or K9's

In the State of Oklahoma, an assault on a K9 is a felony
and has a mandatory 10-year sentence.
I carry a commission card for my dog that has his picture,
breed and weight. This card certifies he is a commissioned
police officer for my community and is to be accorded all the
rights and benefits as his human counterpart. He has his own
badge and number.

I have taught my dog that the uniform means they are a good
guy - not a suspect. Why? Some day, I could be hurt from an
encounter, or other accident, and someone is going to have to
take control of my dog so that I can be treated for my injuries. In
30 years of training and handling dogs, I have never seen them
put the dog in the ambulance or helicopter when they transport
the handler for care. Yes, if you are a suspect, you would not
want to meet these dogs in a dark alley.

His training as a police dog started in Holland where from a
puppy. He was taught it is ok to put his mouth on someone
when told to by his owner (partner). He was taught to bite
and to give it all he has and to not let go until told to do so by
his handler. His natural curiosity was encouraged through

These dogs are members of our families. We take them to
schools for locker checks, and to businesses, so a dog who is
not solid in these situations is a danger to the public and a
financial threat due to law suits for bad bites. A bad bite is the
dog not being under control, or operating independently.

K-9's save lives.
Let me add at this. Our K9's could not care less what others
are doing. When the dog’s handler is in danger, the dog’s only
thought is “my owner is in danger....I must help him”. This is
taught through training.
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Australia - 42nd Speciality
Rottweiler Club of Victoria Oct. 31-Nov 3/08
Judge: ADRK Uwe Petermann

By Jacquelyn Dyer

secretary@rottweilerclubofvictoria.com

www.rottweilerclubofvictoria.com
other Veterans, who also strutted their stuff to the applause of
the crowd.
These are the Judging Classes we have in Australia:
3–6 months - Baby Class; 6–9 months - Minor; 9–12 monthsPuppy; 12–18 months - Junior; 18 months–3 years Intermediate; 6 months and up- Australian Bred; 6 months and
up- Open; Competing and Non-competing Veterans7 yrs and up

ADRK/FCI Judge, Mr. Uwe
Petermann, graciously
accepted the Rottweiler Club
of Victoria’s (RCV) invitation
to judge its show in Victoria.
This was Mr. Petermann’s
second judging appointment
in Australia; the first time
was for the NSW Rottweiler
Club in 2003. Again, his
humor and ring manner did
not disappoint the exhibitors.
He was presented with an
Uwe Petermann
outstanding entry of 203 in
conformation, 7 participants
in the breed survey and a parade of non-competing Veterans.
An obedience trial was held on Saturday night with judges Mr.
David Hutson and Mr. Ross Carlton presiding. The show was
held at the KCC in Cranbourne, Victoria, Australia.

Blickscharf Ashke & Sue Kruzenga

L-R: V1 Junior in Show - Ubersein Veni Vidi Vici &
V1 Opposite Junior - Brescot Safira Storm

For the Dog Challenge, all the class winners (except Baby Class
winners, who do not compete for Challenge Dog or Challenge
Bitch) line up and a winner is chosen. This dog then leaves the
ring and is replaced with the dog who ran second to him in his
class. From this line-up, a dog is chosen as Reserve Challenge
Dog. The same thing is done after the judging of the bitches.
The Challenge Dog then faces off against the Challenge Bitch
for Best in Specialty Show (BISS). The winner leaves the ring
and is replaced by the Rottweiler who took Reserve Challenge
to the BISS winner. The winner of these is the Runner Up Best
in Show (RUBIS).

Kathy Herz

The Parade of Veterans is always a favorite with the crowd,
as these are our foundation, and they always receive many
cheers as these “oldies” well deserve. One of these Veterans
was NRC(A) Grand CH Blickscharf Ashke, a locally-bred dog
of outstanding merit, winning no less that 19 Best In Specialty
Shows, an achievement that I suspect will stand for many
years to come. He ran many laps of honor around a large
ring, showing that at the age of nine and a half years, he still
has what it takes. It was a very proud and tearful time for his
breeders, Peter and Kathey Herz, and his owners, Sue and
Stan Kruzenga. There were not many dry eyes when this boy
entered the ring. This, of course, did not take away from the

L-R: V1 Intermediate Dellahar Imme &
V1 Opposite Inter Dellahar Darkon

The show began on Friday, and over the four days of the show,
the weather went from good to bad to ugly, and then back again.
Victoria is known to be a state that can experience all four
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seasons in one day, so this was of no surprise to all present.
Each and every one just made the best of it.

L-R: V1 Veteran - Hannes vom Junkertal & V1 Opp Rakaaz Grenache
L-R: V1 Aus Bred In Show Ludendorf Jaeger &
Opp Aus Bred Loanic Koxie Siann

Mr. Petermann was presented with an entry of 88 Rottweilers
on Friday: 14 Baby dogs and 19 Baby bitches, 6 Minor dogs
and 7 Minor bitches, 7 Puppy dogs and 11 Puppy bitches,
13 Junior dogs and 11 Junior bitches.

On Sunday, there were 63 females entered: 23 Intermediate
bitches, 22 Australian Bred bitches, 14 Open bitches and 4
Veterans. The Challenge Bitch was NRC(A) Aus CH Dellahar
Imme and the Reserve Challenge Bitch was Cabulla Maddison.

Wenno demonstrating breed test

L-R: V1 Open Wenno of Nicola’s Lion & V1 Opp Cabulla Maddiso

L-R: RUNNER UP BEST IN SHOW Wenno of Nicola’s Lion &
BEST IN SHOW Dellahar Imme

On Saturday, only the older male classes and the male
Challenge and Reserve Challenge were judged, as is the
custom here. There were 48 male Rottweilers: 21
Intermediate dogs, 12 Australian Bred dogs, 12 Open dogs
and 3 Veterans. The Challenge dog was NRC(A) Aus CH Slo
CH Wenno of Nicola’s Lion IPO (Imp CRO) and the Reserve
Challenge Dog was Dellahar Darkon.

Everyone gathered around the
ring for the judging of Best In
Show, followed by the minor
placements for In Show classes.
NRC(A) Aus CH Dellahar Imme
took out the Best In Show, with
NRC(A) Aus CH Slo CH Wenno
of Nicola’s Lion IPO1 (Imp CRO)
taking the Runner Up Best In
Show after facing off against the
Reserve Challenge Bitch.

On Monday, the last day of the
show, a Breed Survey was
held. In Australia, this is our
version of a Mentality Test,
which was put together by
some very passionate and
knowledgeable members of our
Rottweiler Fraternity. There are
three gradings based on the
recovery and responses to the
Social Testing and also to a Protection Test. The gradings are
Pass, Re-present and Fail. Two Re-presents are allowed before
a dog is a Fail. Once a dog passes or fails, he or she cannot do
the Breed Survey again. We had seven participants out of nine
entered in the Breed Survey on that day, with 5 Passes and 2
Re-presents.
Mr. Petermann said he
was very surprised at
the amount of quality
and strength of the
dogs presented to him
over the four days. He
was very impressed
with the head type,
bone strength and
temperaments of our
Imme
dogs. Win, lose, or
draw, most exhibitors
may have gone home
somewhat wet from the weather, but with very positive
comments on the running of the show and the choice of Judge,
and all are looking forward to the National in April. Well done to
the Executives and Committee and helpers of the RCV, and to
the great sportsmanship of the exhibitors.
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To Reward or Not Reward...
It Is Always the Question
By Cynthia Zimmermann

www.workingdogworld.com

workingdogworld@hughes.net

Cynthia lives in Southern
Kentucky with her husband
Gerry and their five dogs. She is
currently training two young
female Malinois she imported
from Germany as puppies. Fury
vom Adlerauge, (she has
attained her BH) and G'A vom
Drachenherz (she has also
attained her BH), both one year
old. Her retired competition dog,
Visage, now 8, her teammate
through 5 World events, both
Belgian Worlds where he came
in 7th as well as FCI and
numerous Nationals, lives
happily in the house with her
retired GSD, Adobe, age 10.
For more information, please
visit her website at
www.workingdogworld.com.
If we look at the definition of
the word reward in the
dictionary, here’s what we
find: That which is given in
return for good done or received, as a prize for
excellence.
In dog training, there are many types and levels of
rewards. As well, you have the timing issue and how it
pertains to each individual dog. A reward is imperative to
the learning process of all living things, including us. If we
never receive a “well done,” or “that was a great thing you
did,” why would we strive to do better at all? Why would
we learn right from wrong? The same goes for your dog.
All the things we teach them and how we do so, teach
them to push and strive for the prize—for the excellence.
The Importance of a Reward System
In the past, I have had trainers come to me who do not
believe in a reward for their dog. On the few occasions
where this has happened, we experience what I’ve come
to call our “Dr. Phil” moment. “The dog should just do it
because I told him to.” (Yes, I have actually had someone
say that.) To which I respond, “How’s that working for you
so far?” Obviously, not so great since they’re where they
are, wondering where they went wrong.
In sport, we are teaching non-inherent, very precise
behaviors for the dog. At the same time, we are teaching
them to speak English, German, or whatever language
you are using, versus their own. How in the world do you
think you can teach these behaviors correctly without a

reward?
I think what happens is that some trainers go a little too fast.
They think that the dog knows the command, and then one
week after learning the command, it should be absolute.
You didn’t learn how to read and write in a week, and Rome
wasn’t built in a day. Take your time and really cement the
foundation of each command with a reward for the correct
behavior before you start taking away that reward each time.
You can certainly train a different way. We all know what
that entails, but you will not get the picture that is necessary
in the sport today, and it will eventually break down and fail.
The Different Types of Rewards
In the beginning with a puppy, when teaching a new
behavior, or if you are working with a food-motivated dog,
we use food as a reward. Try to use something that they do
not have to sit and chew, but just swoop and swallow. Also,
it’s not the size of the reward that matters; it’s just the
reward itself, so your pieces can be small. I remember being
told when I first started in this sport that my dog did not have
to eat his whole dinner during a short training session.
Some people ask me if it makes a difference what hand or
what pocket the food comes from. For me, it always comes
from somewhere different, from either hand, from any
pocket, as long as it comes. The reason I use food for
teaching a new behavior is because sometimes the toy is
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too much and the dog cannot think clearly. Food can still
be a reward, but lends a lesser drive in some dogs that
can then learn in a clear manner. Once they know the
command, then I can proof things with the toy.
Toys are great motivators. All dogs love to play. What’s
important here is the INTERACTION between yourself
and the dog with the toy. It’s not just dropping the toy for
them and saying “there you go,” or in most cases, saying
nothing at all. It’s the tugging, throwing, bringing back and
teaching the dog how to continue the play.

put on a different cap when I go to the car to get either one.
This was the same when I was competing at the same time
with my GSD, Adobe, and Vis as well. Now, it’s second
nature to me. In the beginning, I just took a minute at the car
to adjust to what I was doing and mentally “put on” that
dog’s cap.

If you come to my house, all of my dogs love to have a
toy. Yes, it’s great to have it, but none of them want to
just carry it around or keep it away from me. They all
push the toy into me. They push me to play and interact
with them with the toy. This is key!
Verbal rewards and also non-verbal rewards, such as a
smile or a relaxed demeanor, are also great motivators.
Some of the hardest coaching I’ve done with trainers
comes here. It seems difficult for some to speak to their
dogs. Either they want to give them nothing, or they are
giving so much that the dog is crazy. You must know your
dog and try different phrases and tones of voice. Too
much? You’ll be able to see this right away. Not enough?
Put more enthusiasm in your voice. With some dogs you
must use a lot to get them up in drive and wanting to
please you.

You would be surprised what a smile and a relaxed body
can do for some dogs. In times of stress and competition,
this can be all you need and certainly within the rules.
The rulebook does not say you must frown and go out
there like you’re marching off to war.
Then there is the opposite. With Vis, you did not want
much in the way of anything: no body relaxation, smiling
(until we were done), not anything. You had to go out
there like a robot. This is for a dog that is so high in all
drives that they do not need anything at all to work.
Working is enough. My little girl, G’A is the exact same
way. With my other girl, Fury, I must smile and relax out
there. Drive is not the problem with her, but she is a dog
that is so in tune with me, it’s an “I breathe, she breathes”
thing. If I tense up, she tenses up, if I frown or am
unhappy, she’s thinking, “Oh-oh!” If I am relaxed and just
normal, all is good.
You must try different things with every dog to see what
works best for each, and then form yourself to those
needs for each dog you are training. For me, I mentally

Timing
Last, but not least, is the timing issue of the reward. Having
someone who is watching for you can help alleviate most of
the mistakes that are made. This person is your spotter and
can tell you “yes, your dog is looking at you and is in the
correct heeling position.” Or “yes, the dog’s bottom or
elbows are all the way on the ground,” for the sit or down
position. With this person’s help, you do not reward the dog
for half-correct behavior and/or install incorrect behaviors.
It’s important that you trust this person, and that he or she
does not waffle about with statements like “yeah, it was
almost right.” This person must not be ambivalent at all:
right is right and wrong is wrong. You, as the handler, can
then reward (or not) by knowing if the exercise was really
correct or a do-over.
The other thing I see in the timing issue of rewarding is how
fast the reward comes. This is not important. It is the release
word that is used that cues the dog, not the actual food or
toy reward. Whatever word you use comes first, and then
the actual reward can come directly afterwards. In other
words, it’s not important how fast you can whip that toy out
of your pocket or how fast you can get a piece of food in
their mouths, it’s the reaction of you saying the release word
(with the correct enthusiasm) that is the release of the dog’s
drive for the reward. That word becomes the “uncapping” of
the dog’s drives: “I’ve done it right, now gimme, gimme,
gimme.”
I hope this has helped in some way with your training.
Relax. Give your dog positive feedback. I see too many
people who seem to be afraid of drive. Don’t be afraid of it.
Have patience. Form it like the Silly Putty it is into what you
want. It can be frustrating and take more time, but the end
result, as is the case with anything that takes a lot of hard
work, will be YOUR reward.
Still in the company of dogs,
Cynthia Zimmermann
vom Z mal Kennels
www.workingdogworld.com
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Skateboarding 101
With A Rottweiler
By Beth Jackson

flyballmom1@comcast.net
position. Do this at first on a surface where the board will
not move, such as carpet or grass. I use "paws up" as the
command for this behavior. It's important that this is done in
a very controlled way, so the skateboard does not flip up
and hit the dog. I ask for "paws up" on the middle of the
board to prevent that.
Once the dog has "paws up" mastered, attach a leash or
line to the front wheels of the board. You will likely need a
second person for the next step. One person will control the
dog, and the other will control the skateboard. Have the dog
on a very short leash or hold her by the collar, and slowly
start to pull the skateboard forward using the attached
leash/line. The person in control of the dog will support the
dog in forward movement along with the board. Eventually
the dog will learn how to propel the board forward using her
rear legs. Be patient, as this is not a natural movement for a
dog. Then, take the line off the skateboard, and let the dog
experiment with propelling the board without help, still on a
fairly stable surface such as indoor/outdoor carpet. When
the dog is comfortable with that, you're ready to go on the
road! Sidewalks, parks: you will find lots of places for your
dog to show off her new skill! Be sure to watch for traffic.
YOU are responsible for your dog's safety!
Lakina’s Better Be Ready, BST, SchH/VPG 1, TR 1, RA, OA, AXJ,
NF, HT, PT, JHD, TT, CGC, ARC Versatility, 06 ARC Top 10

Many people have asked me how I taught my Rottweiler
to skateboard. I'll try to put it into words for you.
Although my dog Blitz already had a strong foundation in
clicker training, I didn't teach this exercise entirely
shaped by the clicker. I used hand gestures toward the
board, and put words and commands with it. I used the
clicker as a marker: "Yes, you did it!" My dog also knows
the word "yes" as a marker for when I don't have a
clicker handy.
First, introduce the dog to
the skateboard. Let
her see it and sniff
it. With any forward
movement toward
the board, or
touching of the
board, click/treat.
Then ask for paw
touches of the
board; again,
click/treat. Then,
when the dog is
completely
comfortable with
this, ask her to put
her paws on the skateboard and hold that

The other question I'm sure
some of you are wondering is
WHY did I teach my dog to
skateboard? Let's see: any
training is relationship
building, it's good exercise
(great core strengthening!),
it's fun (I'm sure my dog
thinks she's chased
something and caught it), it
provides entertainment for
friends, family and
passers-by, and it's great PR
for the breed. My dog loves
it, and it makes me as well as other people SMILE!
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Adventures in
Wildlife Recovery
By Diane Richardson

frontierrots@msn.com

www.frontierrots.com

Diane Richardson has been "in" Rottweilers since 1985 and
Shiba Inu since 1995. She has taught families how to train
their dogs since 1989 and taught competition Rally Obedience
since 2005. Additionally, she first worked in, and then
managed, boarding kennels and pet resorts from late 1989 to
mid-2006. Diane has had articles published in various dog
publications, has written several articles for the Rottweiler
Quarterly, is a monthly correspondent for Front & Finish
magazine, and has written a small book, "Life With Bea," from
which she donates a portion of the proceeds to bone cancer
and sub aortic stenosis research.
Wildlife Recovery Dogs are also known as Leashed
Tracking Dogs and Blood Tracking Dogs. Regardless of
what they are called, the goal is the same: to attempt to
recover wounded deer, moose or bear that hunters
cannot recover themselves.
We have waited several years for the use of a dog to
recover wounded game to become legal in NH. In
between training for her tracking titles, my Rottweiler girl
Bea (U-CD B Mine vd Frolikind zu Frontier CD, RE, TD,
TT, CGC) also trained as much as we legally could for
the day when the new law was passed to allow the use
of recovery dogs.
Finally, in 2007 that day came. However, we decided to
wait to become NH State licensed Leashed Tracking
Dog handlers until Bea was done with her human
tracking tests. Unfortunately, I failed us in her first TDX
(Tracking Dog Excellent) test in early 2007, and then we
failed to get into another test in the fall of 2007. Sadly,
Bea was taken from us by bone cancer in February
2008.
Luckily for us, all was not lost as Bea's three-year-old
daughter, Annie (Frontier Komotion RN), also showed
aptitude for this task. Late in the fall of 2008, we decided
to allow her to give the job a try. We ended up taking
only three calls. None of them turned out to be mortally
wounded deer (all three will live to see another year), but
Annie performed very well, especially considering she is
not one of the typical small- to medium-sized breeds
used for this task. Wire Haired Dachshunds and
Bavarian Mountain Bloodhounds also known as the
Bayerische Gebirgsschweisshund are the most
commonly used breeds for wildlife recovery work.
For More Information on Blood Tracking
Tracking Dogs For Finding Wounded Deer
by John Jeanneney
http://www.born-to-track.com
http://www.deersearch.org
http://www.unitedbloodtrackers.org/

Diane Richardson & Frontier Komotion, RN - “Annie”

Excerpts from our work log
11/9/2008
We arrived home this evening and found a desperate
voicemail from a guy that shot a deer and could not find it.
This is Annie's first call since we became licensed, though
she is still actually in training. I told the hunter that Annie is
still in training and that I made no guarantees, BUT we
were willing to come out if he wanted us to. He most surely
did!
We got out to the site and started tracking at about 7:45, 12
hours after the deer had been shot. We started not at the
site of the shot, but several yards down the trail at a bloody
spot. Annie tracked very well to the end of blood and then
spent several minutes casting about. She then locked on a
track, followed it, lost it, found it, lost it. This repeated for a
while and then she found more blood!
She found a teensy bit more blood a bit farther on and then
lost the track again. Found it again and followed it to a mud
puddle where she dug up some more blood and then we
lost the track entirely.
We circled about and eventually a ways farther on, Annie
locked on a track and dragged me about 300 yards to the
edge of a field. It was late, and Annie was pooped out, so
we came home and will go back out tomorrow and restart
the track again.
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are normally at the shot site itself) for about 25 yards, and
then nothing until a couple of blood splotches and then a
bloody bed about 100 yards from the hit site. There was no
blood to speak of after the bed.
Annie tracked fabulously from the point of impact, up over
the boulders and straight up to where the six hunters had
milled about at last blood. The area was so rucked up that
instead of waiting for Annie to puzzle it out, I had them take
me to the bed.

The man was quite impressed with Annie, as was my
husband, Rob. I was happy with her performance, but
sad we did not get the deer. A first track AND in the pitch
dark; she did very well and worked her darn heart out!
Annie NEVER quit.
11/10/2008
Went out again this morning at 6:30 (almost 24 hours
post shot) and got to see the point of impact. The shot
and subsequent events were not how they were initially
described, and we could tell the deer was likely not
mortally wounded. All signs pointed for it to be an
above-the-spine shot which stuns, but is not at all fatal.
We restarted the track from the beginning, and Annie
tracked very well and exactly as last night, but got lots
farther. We followed the deer to where it crossed a road
with no sign of stopping to lay down. We quit after 2
hours and feel confident that the deer will live to see
many more days.
Annie was upset at not finding the deer so we stopped at
the taxidermist and got a hide for her. We will lay her a
track later so she can "find" her deer. She did
exceptionally well, was an excellent ambassador for the
Rottweiler breed, and the hunter was grateful for her
efforts, patting and hugging her in thanks for trying!
11/11/2008
Today we did lay Annie a track with the hide. Hubby
diluted an ounce or two of blood in 10 ounces of water,
made a fine occasional blood trail, and periodically
dragged or touched the hide to the ground.
The track was just 150 yards long and two hours old, but
it was good practice and Annie got to find her "deer" at
the end which made her HAPPY.
11/14/2008
We only went (in the dark and with a light rain falling)
because it sounded like a sure thing and was just 7 1/2
hours post shot, though it had been raining steadily and
the animal was said to be a monster deer.
The hunter said he hit the deer in the shoulder. However,
the deer went straight up over some nasty rocks and
boulders with no trouble, and with no blood sign or
physical impairment.
The point of impact had some hair and ONE drop of
blood. There was a small bone chip and light blood
about 50 yards in (bone chips from shoulder exit wounds

She tracked great off the bed, but this deer was NOT acting
seriously hit at all. NO blood on the bushes at all, and very,
very little on the ground. This deer went to amazing places
and up amazing inclines. He then swam through a large
pool and on the other side there was some blood on a
hemlock, but then no blood at all. The deer went in a large
circle downhill, then looped back uphill towards the bed
area, then made another larger loop. He wanted to be on
that high point of land. He did hesitate in one place where
at first I thought he laid down, but then decided he just
stood still. Annie said there may have been some blood in
the dirt there. The darn animal was probably watching the
search!
After 2 1/2 hours of tracking, and two falls by me resulting
in a smashed knee and no sign of the deer, or blood, or that
he ever bedded up again, we gave it up. It was midnight.
My husband and I decided that, based upon all the
evidence, the deer most likely sustained a totally non-fatal
and survivable elbow or leg hit, plus MAYBE a brisket
crease (skin wound).
Calls like these discourage me: discouraged that we can't
perform miracles and discouraged that people misinterpret
the shot entirely.
11/24/2008
Had another of those calls last night. Undead,
never-going-to-die deer; shot was misinterpreted. I was
VERY proud of my girl though. She tried and tried and tried
and never gave up. We lost the track many times (undead
non-bleeding deer have a way of doing that, it seems). We
circled around and went along the edge of a small clearing
to try to cut his path. Annie air-scented him and dragged
me 100 YARDS through thick trees to a dried bed with
some, but not much, blood. We would never have found it
without Annie, because it was about 400 yards from the
direction in which the hunters last saw the deer going.
This was seven hours
post hit and the blood
looked to be long since
dried, so maybe five to six
hours old. No signs of
any disablement and not a
drop more blood. The
deer had left town. Based
upon initial evidence and
an in-depth interview with
the hunter regarding shot
distance, shot setup, gun
caliber, bullet type and
powder load, this was a
definite leg muscle hit which is non-fatal. This was more
than three hours of tracking in the dark, and we were all
beat, so we hung it up. The hunters were quite impressed
with Annie's find and we were proud. Still wish we could get
a truly dead or dying deer call, but oh, well.
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Interview With Bogdan Sergo
By Natalie Cswertek
bogdanse@charter.net
When did you first become involved in Schutzhund?
My story began a long, long time ago, in August 1971, in
Slovenia. Slovenia is slightly bigger than the state of New
Jersey, with less than 2 million citizens. At the time, it was the
northern Republic of Yugoslavia. After 1990, Slovenia
became an independent country. Our northern border is with
Austria, the western border is with Italy, the southern border
with Croatia, and the eastern border is with Hungary. For my
19th birthday, I got a two-month-old German Shepherd as a
gift from my father. His name was Saro. At the time, we had
in Slovenia between 12 and 15 all-breed clubs. Every club
had its own dog training classes and most of the people were
looking for obedience. I started my training with my dog in the
town of Maribor. When Saro was a few months old, my father
decided to give him to the well-known trainer in Maribor to
teach him basic obedience. I saw the trainer walking other
dogs in the town. In one hand he had a leash, in the other a
big, thick stick. No, it was not a stick; it was a cudgel. The
dogs had tails between their legs, and ears back. They were
obviously scared. I told my father that I’ll train my dog by
myself and I joined the club in Maribor. I attended classes
with 15 to 20 handlers working together. The results at the
club trials were usually very low. Most of the dogs got
“Sufficient.” Very seldom did a dog get a “Good” score. If the
dog got a “Very Good” score, it was like winning the World
Championship. The dog sport in Europe was not very big, but
it was growing. The strongest countries in the dog sport were
Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, and France.
When did you decide that you wanted to learn how to be
a helper?
I joined a few young club members willing to train their dogs
for the SchH titles. It was an unwritten club rule that each of
the handlers had to be a helper as well. The helper had a
sleeve and stick, but no helper pants. When the weather was
warm, we had shorts on. The sleeve was very heavy and
hard, and the helper couldn’t bend it. At the end of the sleeve
was an imitation of the fingers. It had a biting bar about 7
inches long, 5 inches wide and 2 inches thick. The helper
work was not like today, a ballet! It was a fight with the dog.
The dogs were very aggressive with very good fighting
drives. We had to hold the sleeve very low to protect our
legs. If the sleeve was held high and the helper’s leg was
closer to the dog than the sleeve was, the dog would bite the
helper’s leg. Therefore the bite work was more or less
wrestling and pulling. The problem was how to make the dog
“out,” not how to make him bite.
When you first started, what was the most difficult part
of the learning process for you?
At the beginning, I was not “in love” with the helper work. It
was kind of dangerous. We didn’t have helper seminars.
They gave me a sleeve and said “go” on the field. Your
“seminar” was watching an experienced helper. You had to
learn by yourself how to “fight” with the dog. After while I got
used to it and since then I love it. In 1977, at the Europe
Championship in Kassel, Germany, I got my first “real”
sleeve. It was a FRABO. The sleeve was flexible and light
with the biting bar. It was like jumping from Stone Age to
Modern Age. It was not much different than today’s sleeves.

Of course, today’s sleeves are more sophisticated, with different
kinds of biting bars, but the principles are the same. The helper
was freer during his movements, and could hold the dog higher
and drive him. In the long bite, it was much easier to catch the
dog, and then during the driving, to put the pressure on him.
The most difficult part of the bite work was catching the dogs on
a long bite. The dogs were heavy and fast, and it was very hard
to learn the moment to catch the dog and not jam him. With the
FRABO sleeve it was much easier.
At the time, the exercise “hold & bark” was also a very difficult
part of training. The dogs didn’t want to bark. They were looking
only to bite the sleeve or helper, whatever was closer. We also
tried hold and bark without the sleeve. A helper had two thick
sticks, about two and half feet long, and he held them like an X.
He tried to put the sticks under the dog’s neck and hold him at a
distance. We were hoping that the dog, seeing no sleeve, would
start barking. Just in case, the dogs were also on a leash. Some
dogs did start barking, but some dogs tried to bite the helper.
Sometimes, when the helper was not attentive enough and the
leash was too long, the helper had to look for the “help” at the
doctor’s office. However, it was a pretty successful method. And
every dog was a new challenge.
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At what point did you
feel comfortable
enough that you
were able to also
teach people how to
become a helper?
In the year 1977, I
became a judge. A
year later I had an
international (FCI)
judge’s license. I
judged in all clubs in
Slovenia and also in
foreign countries. I
learned a lot from a
helper in Austria and I
improved my helper
work a lot. With the
FRABO sleeve
everything was much
easier. In the year, I
believe it was 1978;
the Kennel Club of Slovenia formed a Working Committee. I
was invited to join it. Our duty was beginning with the
education of club trainers and helpers. From 1982 to 1990, I
was president of the committee. At that time we developed
seminars for the club and trial helpers. We taught them how
to hold the sleeve in the blind, on the escape, during the back
transport and side transport, and on the long bite. We taught
them how to do “skip steps” during the driving. Some helpers
were very talented and we offered them the opportunity to
become trial helpers. They had additional seminars. Once a
year, usually in the winter time, we organized an exam for the
trial helpers. We wanted a lot of people to be involved in the
trial helper program. Not every helper has the ability to safely
catch the dog on a long bite. On the other hand, they may
have very good skills to be a front half helper. Therefore we
decided to have two levels of helpers: front half helper and
back half helper. A front half helper was able to do only the
front half; the back half helper could do the front and back
half. With this method we never had any problem with the
helpers. We had a long list of helpers to choose from.
With my dogs I was competing all over Europe. I was able to
see a lot of different approaches to the bite work training in all
phases. Some of them were very brutal with excessive force,
like a cover on the sleeve with wires inside for electric
shocks, hitting the dog very hard with the stick over the head
or face for outing, and overusing electric or pinch collars. I
talked to the handlers about why they thought it necessary to
use so much force on the dogs and they didn’t have an
explanation. Most of them said they saw other people doing
the same. Unfortunately for the dogs, this kind of training is
still present. I’m not saying that we can teach all dogs with
only love and food, but brutal force is not necessary in our
sport.
Based on your personal experiences and professional
opinion, what do you feel is the most important and/or
difficult aspects for a new helper to learn?
Basically, I always divided the helpers in two groups:
A. Trial helpers
B. Teaching helpers
Between them is a difference - like the difference between
day and night. For one group (trial helpers), the helper has to
be in good condition and able to work more than 30 dogs a
day. Teaching helpers have to use their head not for biting
but for thinking!
Being the trial helper is the much easier type of helper work.
We have two levels of trial helpers: club trial helper and
national trial helper. Whoever wants to do this kind of helper

work needs to be in good condition, have good movement,
coordination, strength enough to control the dogs on the sleeve,
and love this part of the dog sport. The candidate has to learn a
routine and perform it on the field like “the ballet.” There is no
knowledge needed about the dog training; the helper doesn’t
need to know psychology of the dogs and doesn’t need to know
training methods. He just has to perform the routine on the field
and help the judge to see the dog’s performance. The higher
quality of the helpers should be national helpers for regional and
national championships. Other helpers are club trial helpers.
To be a teaching helper, you don’t need to be in excellent
condition, but you need a lot of knowledge and patience.
Therefore, the teaching helper needs to have years of
experience. The best teaching helpers are those who also train
the show dogs. They don’t have very strong working ability, and
the teaching helper should know how to train this kind of dog.
It’s very difficult; it takes a lot of thinking, training repetitions and
patience. The dog’s learning process is not fast. It’s like us
learning a foreign language: repetition and repetition and
patience. Of course, we have to use some force to show the dog
what we don’t like and praise for what we do like in his behavior.
The teaching helper has to understand a dog’s behavior and his
temperament, so he can use the proper method. If the handler
didn’t teach his dog some important commands in the bite work,
then the teaching helper must do it. Therefore, the teaching
helper has to understand a dog’s behavior and different
methods of training. Every breed has its own particularity. We
must know it. If we don’t, we’ll ruin the dog. With the wrong
approach, the teaching helper can ruin the dog as well. Being
an excellent trial helper doesn’t mean that the helper is also an
excellent teaching helper. Not in my book. I have seen a lot of
top trial helpers who are awful teaching helpers.
What level of commitment/experience do you feel is
necessary for a new helper to become good enough for
club level? Regional/national level?
Commitment!! Fewer and fewer young people want to be
helpers. Helper work is “heavy duty” work. Young people are
more interested in cars, computers, games — the easy life.
Today it is much easier to get information about helper work.
Young helpers today have a lot of opportunities to attend
seminars, watch videos and learn how to do the helper work. If
they want to be helpers because of their ego, to prove that they
can fight the dog and prove their “macho” mentality, then it is my
suggestion to stay away from the dog sport. You are in the
wrong sport!
It’s impossible to say how long a new helper will need to achieve
any of the trial helper levels. If a helper can work almost every
day and work a lot of different dogs, success will be faster.
Personal skills are another
condition.
What do you feel is the
greatest challenge
facing new helpers
today, versus when you
started?
We started almost from
nothing. We had to build
the education system.
Today you need to follow
the routine changes and
judge’s requests. In the
70s and the first half of the
’80s, we had very aggressive and dangerous dogs. Later the
judges requested a calm grip and the “out”in three commands.
Now, if the handler has no control over the dog, they are
disqualified. Every time has its own challenges. If you do the
dog sport because you love it and not only to promote yourself,
the dog sport is never boring. There are always challenges.
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Interview With Herb Cswertek
Learning Helper Work
By Natalie Cswertek
n_rochte@yahoo.com
When did you first get involved with Rottweilers and
Schutzhund?
I grew up always having a German Shepherd, and it
wasn’t until 2005 when I got my first Rottweiler. My wife
and I named him “Professor Chaos”, and now “Bailey” is
a trained therapy dog who goes on Hospice visits and
participates in the “Read to Bailey the Dog” program at
our local library. Although he earned his BH, Bailey did
not demonstrate the drive needed for Schutzhund. This is
when my wife decided since she wanted to compete that
we needed to get another dog.
We bought Athena as a puppy in 2006 and she just
earned her SchH I this past November. In May 2008, we
also bought Achilles in the hopes of having a dog we
could not only compete with in Schutzhund, but also
participate in local shows. Achilles is our first Rottweiler
with a tail. Due to my work commitments, I have not had
the time necessary to train a puppy myself. However,
watching my wife work the dogs and attending numerous
trials at our club in Connecticut, I realized that I wanted to
become involved in the sport. It would be a great way to
share an activity with my wife and become more involved
with our dogs.
I approached Bogdan in December 2008 about learning
to become a helper. We met over lunch and he discussed
with me the differences between a trial helper and a
teaching helper. I had no idea there were different types
of helpers. Bogdan decided that the best way for me to
learn was to become a trial helper first, and so that is
where I started.

L-R: Bogdan Sergo & Herb Cswertek
What types of dogs do you practice with?
Our club does not have “training days” like some of the
other clubs. There is not just one day per week when all

Herb & Athena Germanenstolz, SchH/VPG 1, BH “HOT”
the club members get together and there are 20 dogs
waiting to work. Bogdan has our club structured so that each
person gets individual time working their dog with him. So,
when it came time to start my training, Bogdan decided to
start me working his personal dog Hammer, and also his
wife Maggie’s dog, Athos. He wanted to start me on more
experienced dogs.
Hammer is several times SchH 3 and will be turning 3 years
old in February 2009. Athos just earned his SchH I in
November 2008 and will be turning 2 this year. Bogdan felt it
was best for me to work with these dogs because they
already knew the routine. Some trainers like to start helpers
working with puppies, but Bogdan’s philosophy is that only
the very experienced should work with puppies. During such
a critical point in the learning process, a beginning helper
will not know how much to tug with a puppy or how to judge
distances and balance. I certainly wouldn’t want to be
responsible for messing up a dog’s potential because I am
so inexperienced myself. So I work with dogs that already
know what they are doing, and Bogdan can focus on
teaching me.
What is the first exercise you learned, and why?
The first thing Bogdan wanted to teach me was the Escape.
He felt it would be the easiest exercise for me to learn how
to run while looking behind me, how to hold the sleeve
correctly, and also figure out my balance.
What did it feel like to put on the scratch pants and
sleeve for the first time?
Well, for starters, I don’t own my own pants, so it was a little
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uncomfortable when I had to put on Bogdan’s. He is at
least a foot taller than me! Next we had to find a lefthanded sleeve because Bogdan only has the righthanded ones. We were lucky that another helper at the
club uses a left-handed sleeve. Surprisingly, the sleeve
was a lot lighter than I expected it to be.
When I was getting everything on, I was excited to get out
there; but, once I got out onto the field, I was a little
nervous. The fact that I was going to have dogs biting me
finally hit me. I wasn’t sure what to expect as far as if it
would hurt or how fast the dogs come at you. Seeing it
from the sidelines is a lot different than seeing it from this
perspective.

think the dog knows this is a game and it wants to play.
Keeping this in mind helps keep a lot of the pressure off –
knowing that if I don’t do it perfectly it’s not the end of the
world. Keeping in mind that the dog’s safety comes before
anything else.

I’m not what you would call outspoken, but I didn’t feel
self-conscious or shy about my new “role.” To have on
the suit and jump around, like I had seen Bogdan do
many times before, is just part of the game for the dogs.
The dogs don’t judge; they just want to have fun!

What has been the hardest part for you to learn?
The fact that I’m out of shape! I’d also say running in a
straight line while looking behind you. This isn’t a natural
thing to do. Changing the angle of where the dog is coming
at you changes where the dog bites you on the sleeve. This
in turn changes the direction of the weight shift that you
might not be expecting (a.k.a. face plant)

What did it feel like to get your first bite?
I had so much adrenaline pumping I didn’t realize the dog
was on the sleeve. At least not until it threw its weight in
the opposite direction and I fell flat on my face! I wasn’t
embarrassed, just really surprised.
What goes through your head during an exercise
such as the Escape?
The position my arm has to be in, making sure I run a
straight line, trying to judge how quickly the dog will get to
me so I can prepare myself… and keep my arm up. I

How have your views of helper work changed?
Having seen it done so many times and made to look easy,
doing it myself has given me a new respect for the work put
into getting to that point. The ability to repeat and adapt your
actions for so many different dogs comes with learning
about different dog types and years of practice.
I’ve got a long way to go, but I’m looking forward to
continuing work with Bogdan and eventually becoming a
certified trial helper. Looking far ahead, past being certified
as a trial helper, I would like to become a teaching helper.
Not to get ahead of myself, but it helps to have goals and
constantly challenge yourself.
How do you think this training will benefit you as a
handler?
Having never handled a dog before, having this training
before I do will give me some insight on what to do with my
own dog before I start bite work. It will teach me what I can
do with my dog to make it easier for the helper as far as
understanding the tendencies of my dog (how to read him),
and relating the information.
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Raising a Puppy For
Police Work (2 months through 5 months)
By Lucy Newton
Lan5@sover.net
”Steel” (Esmonds Will of Steel) is a 19-week-old Rottweiler
puppy who came home with me when he was eight weeks
old. In addition to Steel, I also own and handle K9 “Dugan,” a
three-year-old Rottweiler. Dugan and I belong to New
England Canine Search and Rescue and search for lost or
missing people throughout Vermont and New Hampshire.
Dugan and I are also certified as a human remains detection
team through the North American Police Work Dog
Association. In addition to Dugan, I also own and work K9
“Calix,” a seven-year-old German Shepherd. Calix is my
police canine partner and is a dual purpose patrol/narcotics
detection dog. Both Dugan and Calix came to me as eightweek-old puppies and were raised and trained by me.
Attempting to raise a potential working dog from a tiny puppy
can be a risk. There are many unknowns when starting with a
very young puppy. There is no way to completely predict the
temperament, drive, physical structure, health and
soundness of the adult dog. As a police canine trainer, I
always suggest that new handlers, particularly inexperienced
ones, start with an adolescent dog. By looking at an older
dog, they can usually improve their odds of ending up with a
dog suitable for the work. Most search and rescue handlers
start with puppies. While not all dogs can do SAR work, the
requirements for a good SAR dog are generally not as
specific as they are for a police dog prospect. Due to the type
of work performed by the police dog, a much more specific
type of dog is needed. The work calls for a stable and
confident dog, with the courage and toughness to do handler
protection and apprehension, but also social enough to visit
the local school or to safely locate missing children. The
needs and expectations of the police canine also vary
depending on the type of department the dog works in. I work
in a small rural community and, while my dog needs to be
able to apprehend criminals and protect me, he is also
expected to be a friendly social dog, capable of being a good
PR dog and not an “alligator on a leash.”
With all the advantages of starting with an adolescent dog, I
admit to LOVING to start my own puppies and wouldn’t give
that up, in spite of the obvious risks. I do, however, invest a
lot of time in selecting both the breeding and the individual
pup. What I look for in a pup is what I want in an adult dog.
With Steel, I had not planned on selecting a pup from his
litter. I saw his litter at five weeks old and I had just started
thinking about how many more years I would be working
Calix. I had been seriously considering a Rottweiler as my
next patrol dog. Unfortunately, for a variety of reasons, there
are very few Rotties currently active in police work, and I
debated the wisdom attempting to train what a friend called
an “off brand breed” for this type of work. However, Steel
caught my eye from the start and proved himself irresistible,
and after much testing and repeated visits to see the litter I
was unable to talk myself out of taking him home. In addition
to his obvious capabilities, who could resist a pup who looked
at them like this?
What I wanted to see in baby Steel is what I want in an adult
dog. I was looking for a physically and mentally confident
pup. Steel was the bold puppy in the litter: quick to get on his
feet, quick to escape from the whelping box and also quick to
recover when his misadventures got him into trouble. He was

Esmonds Will of Steel, 4 ½ weeks
alert from a very young age, highly social, sought out people
and was intrigued by loud noises. He had an extremely
pronounced toy/tug drive and was willing to engage in play in
new environments. The latter trait was particularly important to
me as it translates to an adult dog willing to work/play regardless
of the environment and circumstances. This is critical for a
police dog that needs to come out of the car ready to work. In
addition, Steel demonstrated good problem solving skills and a
tenacity to achieve his goals. Structurally Steel was a smaller,
lighter boned male and it is
my hope that he stays
small, making it easier for
him to maneuver around
inside vehicles and
improving his heat
tolerance.
Similar to sport training,
there’s a lot of foundation
work that can be done
while the police dog pup is
still young. Over the years,
I have “stolen” foundation
ideas from a variety of
venues including
obedience, schutzhund
and agility, and modified
them or combined them to
fit my needs for SAR and
police dog puppies.

Puppy Testing
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Regardless of the training, it is important to keep sessions
short and fun and to resist the temptation to make things too
complex too soon. I am finding that this is particularly difficult
in a very promising puppy showing good aptitude for the
work.
STEEL’S EARLY EDUCATION
House management and everyday life
Steel lives in the house with me along with Dugan and Calix.
Much of my work involves the ability to “read” my dogs and to
convey information often very specific to a certain
deployment.
This information includes giving them directions such as
where I want them to search and how I want them to move,
etc. I feel that having the dogs as house dogs helps me learn
to read them and vice versa and improves our ability to
communicate with one another while working. That being
said: I have a quiet non-chaotic house and the dogs get
plenty of down time during the short periods that we are
home. Steel does not have unlimited access to either the
other dogs or the entire house. My house rules for him are
pretty much limited to housebreaking and I manage him for
everything else. He interacts with either Dugan or Calix
occasionally throughout the day but the bulk of his playing
and fun occurs with me.
Socialization
Steel spends a considerable amount of time on the road with
me and Dugan and Calix. He has been practically
everywhere and adjusted at an early age to the
unpredictability of my work schedule. He accompanies Calix
and me to work and spends the shift in my office, kenneled or
confined in a small room next to my desk. We have also
attended several puppy kindergarten classes at local training
facilities. My contact with other dogs is limited to a few
working or sporting breeds and I want to expose Steel to
dogs of all shapes, sizes and colors. Attending puppy classes
also allows Steel to practice his skills in a more distracting
environment. For the most part I do my own thing and pass
on the exercises that are not appropriate for a potential police
dog. At this point I am not so interested in the execution of
his skills but more with developing his motivation to stay
focused on me in a distracting environment. I heavily
reinforce eye contact and other focus behaviors, particularly
when he chooses me over the environment.
Obedience training
The first aspect of obedience training was clicker training
Steel. Although I do a lot of training without a clicker, I find
this an effective tool for teaching basic puppy skills in a
positive hands-off manner. Steel quickly learned sits, downs,
going to a place (platform) as well as targeting with the
clicker. I like to do the platform work and targeting because it
teaches the dog early on that obedience commands are not
restricted to exercises near or moving towards me. Initially
luring with a treat, I like to teach the sit and down as out of
motion exercises from the start. With the pup moving slowly I
lure him into sit position or down position, click the moment
he is correct and then reinforce. For platform work I initially
clicked and treated for any contact with the platform. This
quickly progressed to placing all four feet on the platform
(with a little luring the first few times to get the hind feet up).

Similar to during socializing, during obedience work eye contact
and self control are rewarded heavily. I also like to lay the
foundations for Steel performing obedience exercises in highly
exciting environments. I do this by getting Steel revved up with a
toy for a couple minutes, we race around like idiots and then I
ask for a down or sit, then reward with the toy.
Agility
My interest and focus
on agility is in laying
foundation behaviors
and developing safe
skills for working in
hazardous
environments. Like with
all other training
aspects, my goal at this
age is to develop
desire and attention
rather than complicated
skills. I keep tasks
simple and I reinforce
efforts heavily. With all
the training I do at this
age, I avoid setting the
Steel doing platform work
pup up to perform
incorrect behaviors.
Regardless of reinforcement, performing a behavior incorrectly
creates muscle memory, something that I want to avoid when
building foundation behaviors.
Some of Steel’s foundation agility training involves techniques to
help him develop “hind end awareness.” Developing hind end
awareness allows him to work more safely on challenging
obstacles and gives him more precise control of his hind end.
Anything involving the individual placement of the feet and legs
will help develop this awareness. One fun game is the platform
or pedestal work described above. As Steel is growing like a
weed, it is often entertaining watching him try to convince his
gangly hind legs to follow him up onto whatever I have
designated a platform!
Other movement exercises such as ladder and stair work are
also useful in developing hind end control. Rather than letting
Steel tumble down stairs (or jump from the top step which was
his preference!) I slowed his progress and clicked and treated
him each time his hind feet moved from one step down to the
next. Once he had mastered taking one step at a time I added
the cue of “step.”
In addition to hind end awareness skills, I also take advantage
of any opportunities to reinforce Steel when he walks across
unusual or unstable surfaces, ensuring his safety of course, and
reinforcing heavily.

With targeting, I trained for a nose touch to my hand. I do not
use a command for this exercise because I like to use it as a
focusing exercise and as the start of teaching him to read my
body language. Now when I have his attention, I just
randomly present a hand and reinforce for the touch. Steel
has also learned to touch a clear plexiglass square with his
nose. I started with it in my hand and then moved it to
between his feet (agility enthusiasts will recognize this as
teaching the foundation for 2 on 2 off positioning).

Steel agility training
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Narcotics detection
In a reoccurring theme, the most important aspect of
detection training is to develop the desire to search and find.
Because Steel has such a high toy drive and loves to tug,
teaching him to search for his favorite tug toys was simple. I
just get him wound up, pop him in his crate and toss his toy
somewhere in the house, then release him to find it. During
the first few sessions the toy was in the middle of the room. I
then began gradually moving it to more challenging locations.
After he got the game of searching for his toy I started storing
it in the drug box so that it has drug scent on it (but no
drugs). He quickly transitioned to finding his toy by “cheating”
and using the drug scent to find it. The toy is placed so that
he finds it by using his nose but then he can see and grab the
toy when he finds it. I am careful to keep the find simple, I am
not concerned about searching skill but I do want him eager
and animated while hunting.
One of the foundation scent detection behaviors that I don’t
want to develop right now is a dependence on my help for
searching. If I accidently place the hidden toy in a location
that is too challenging, I merely wait until Steel is distracted
and then move it to an easier location. There is no point in
asking a kindergartner to do third grade math. The worse
thing that I can do is to direct him towards the toy: laying a
foundation to look to me for help when he can’t solve a
search problem.
Evidence recovery
As an adult, Steel will be used to search for crime scene
evidence with the goal to locate anything contaminated with
human scent in his search area. Upon locating items he will
perform a down at the location of the evidence. By teaching
him to target plexiglass discs it was easy to transfer this
behavior over to evidence recovery. Once Steel was nose
tapping the targets on the ground I started cueing a down
following the nose tap, then clicking and treating the
tap/down. Once he was consistently downing on the targets I
started laying the target over typical scent items such as a
glove or car keys. Steel is still a little tempted to grab the
items, which is highly reinforcing, so I am continuing to keep
the target over the items. Again, I want to develop muscle
memory for the correct behavior at this point.
Criminal apprehension/handler protection
Bitework development, i.e. tug play, is all about fun and
developing confidence. Steel loves to tug and likes to bring
the fight to me. If he is loose in the house while I am doing a
chore he is banging a toy against my ankles. I do short

did this by pressing a treat against his nose. Now the reward for
the out, which I only ask for occasionally, is to get released back
to the tug and he is reinforced with an even harder fight.
Tracking
A brutal winter has prevented me from getting much tracking
foundation laid. Steel has had a few sessions working with a
“runaway” before the weather got severe. As an adult I want
Steel to stay at or near the track with minimal fringing. However I
also want him to find the subject in the fastest, most efficient
manner possible. I want accuracy in tracking but I do not want
footstep to footstep tracking. It is too slow to be successful for
patrol work and also unnecessarily fatiguing for the dog. I start
tracking training by “backchaining” the behavior. During the first
few sessions I develop a very strong drive to locate the
victim/toy. I then use that drive by denying forward movement on
the track when the dog loses accuracy. While in his tracking
harness Steel has had the opportunity to “find” subjects, with a
big party following the find. I am eagerly awaiting the snow
melting before continuing with this training.
CONCLUSION
Looking back over what I have covered regarding the first few
months of training it sounds like a lot, even to me! However,
keep in mind that Steel is with or near me almost 24/7. Training
sessions are quick, 10-15 minutes long, and spread out
throughout the day. I don’t wake up a puppy to train; I usually let
him tell me when he
wants to train. I also
adapt my sessions to
his mood at the time.
The other morning I
had planned to work
on targeting and
Steel was over-thetop wound up,
ricocheting off the
walls and grabbing
everything. Since my
goal for all his
training right now is
to make things fun
and positive, there
was no point in
insisting that he do
things my way.
Instead we had a tug
session and did the
targeting later.
Although Steel is
being reared in the hopes that he will do serious and important
work, training sessions are really play sessions and always end
up with a happy tired puppy and a laughing handler.

Steel meeting his first decoy.
sessions with a soft tug on a string or lunge whip, letting him
chase and kill the tug. Unlike training a pup for schutzhund, I
have taught Steel an “out” command. For the first few reps I

Steel - Happy Puppy
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Axe at age 18 months

Watch for me.

“Axe”
AKC pointed, V-rated Precious Gems Axel vom Viersen
V-2, 12–18 mo. youth males, 2008 USRC Nationals
AKC WS19806309 / 11.29.06
OFA Hips RO-69639F24M -VPI
OFA Elbows – left Normal, right DJD-1
Chicago, IL
rotties @vomviersenrotts.com

now working toward his AKC championship
(Multi V-1 CH Endy von der Frankentanne SchH2 ZTP BH TT HD-Frei, OFA Hips Good, ED+ x
Pasha vom Schwaiger Rathaus OFA Hips Good, Elbows Normal)
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Trimming Nails
By FCI Judge Alfredo Estrada Santiago (Mexico)
estrada_alfredo@prodigy.net.mx

www.perrosdemexico.com.mx/estradarottweiler
and other activities. If your dog practices any of these sports, at
the end injury could occur if nails are too long. We have to help
our Rottweiler keep short nails.
When our puppy arrives to us, we have to teach him to allow us
to manipulate his feet. This is also a way of showing them that
we are the alpha dog and also that we can do the work at any
time to keep the nails in good shape: clean and short.
There are some dogs that, ever since they were puppies, keep
their nails short without any effort, and of course we do not have
to do anything. Also, it is important to mention that the natural
way to keep the nails short is the natural trimming done by
exercise. What I mean by this is that if our Rottweiler exercises,
the nails will be naturally trimmed by the floor surface. If we
maintain the Rottweiler by doing nothing, the nails will be long.
What we have to learn first is how long the vein supplying blood
into the nail is (Figure 1). This is not an easy task due to the fact
that the nail is black in color. If we let the nails grow, the vein
supplying blood into the nail also grows at the same time (Figure
2). If we trim over the vein, we will cause a lot of bleeding and
we will not stop the growth of the vein. If we trim one or two
millimeters in front of the vein, it will start to retract itself
naturally. If we trim a little every two or three days, the vein will
retract little by little (Figure 3). The only way of not causing
bleeding when we trim the nail is by keeping it short all the time
(Figure 4).
There are different types of scissors for nail trimming. Figure 5
shows scissors that can be used for puppies. They have the
correct size and shape and are easy to use. For adult dogs, we
can use other types (Figures 6 and 7). The preference will
depend on the nail size.

Have you asked yourself what might happen if a sportsman
during a competition has long nails? Let’s imagine a long
distance runner with long nails: that would be impossible,
wouldn’t it? Or an athlete jumping an obstacle - what a pain
they would feel in their feet at the time of hitting the floor. I
would not like to feel that pain, nor the pain of getting a
broken nail. Now, let’s imagine how our Rottweiler feels when
we go with him for exercise, and we have not kept the length
of his nails at an acceptable level.
Let’s remember
that we have a
sports dog at
home. Our
Rottweiler is a
sports dog and
likes running,
practicing
obedience,
guarding and
protection,
conformation
shows, agility,

Last, but very
important, I want
to make a
recommendation
that can save
our Rottweiler
from injury: “if we
are not trained to
do this, don’t do
it.” Go to your
veterinarian and
ask him or her to
do it, or to show
you how to do it
properly.
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Dogsport, There is Something That Is
For Sure....That Nothing is For Sure
“Do As I Say & Don’t Do As I Do”
By Fredrik Bjurklint (Sweden)

IFR Photos By Herbert Kiebler (Germany)

fredrik@bjurklint.se
Hello, all Rottweiler friends around the world. First of all, I
want to thank Jane Mitchelmore of “The Total Rottweiler
Magazine” that she wants me to write about my thoughts on
how to succeed with your dog in my philosophy. Then, I also
have to thank all of you readers who want to read my articles,
you all are my fans. Jane and I have been “talking” a little on
what I can write about, and these are our thoughts:
- Why I am doing so little with my dog in each area and why
I think it is so important.
- Communication with a dog - how do I start?
- Clicker training: how do I start?
- Wall, Stand, Heeling, Tracking, Protection
- Reading a dog: what is it and how do I learn to read a
dog?
- And last, but not least,: how the final product should look
like, if you ask me.
If I have the time, I also will be writing a diary on how I start
and train my new dog, Masati’s Cajsa, born June 4, 2008. If I
find the time, I will also try to send a “video link” where you
can see how things develop with her.
OK, shall we start slowly then? This first article will just be
my thoughts about things.
Why do I train so little with my dog?
Think about this for a few seconds and see what your answer
will be. Are you done? The answer to this question is very
easy: I’m lazy.
I’m lazy, and everyone who knows me can tell that is true, but
I´m also 100 % perfectionist. When I train, I want it to be
perfect; but, of course, after considering the dog’s capacity
and age. Don’t demand more than the dog can live up to and
handle.

www.bjurklint.se
on the track, and the
second time you got 70
points. So your dog has
problem with the “legs,”
and maybe some other
small thing.
Now, when you are
preparing your dog for
IPO 2, you cannot, and
should not, demand that
the dog track for 95
points. Your dog can
only track for 70 points.
He has proved that on
the tracks before. This
means when you are
tracking with your dog,
you must accept some
fault from the dog in the
track because the dog is
Fredrik Bjurklint & Masati’s Nora
not “better.” This is not
2007 IFR World SchH Champion
criticism from my side;
but, you have to see the
truth in the “eye” and
accept facts. Of course, you have to educate your dog in
tracking for higher points, and how you can do that we will come
back to in the article about tracking.
You have to think the same way when you are training
obedience or protection. You can’t demand 100 % precision
from a dog who can’t do it for 100 %.
Another example: When you are training a dumbbell retrieve
over the 1-meter hurdle, most of the time you must help the dog
on the jump back to you because he is unsure about what he is
supposed to do. When you now know you have this small
problem, you can’t demand better results. But again, you have
to educate your dog so he knows what he is supposed to do in
the future.
With this I try to explain that you should train with the following
motto: “Quality before quantity.” If we jump in and out in the
tracking training, I reason like this: it is better to do 10 super
tracks than 100 bad tracks, but again, consider the dog’s
capacity. Take this with you when you are supposed to do any
practice with your dog; doesn’t matter what. A plan is everything
(in Sweden we say A and O). You educate your dog when you
are laying the track, not when you are tracking the track with the
dog.

Masati’s Nora, SchH 3, 2007 IFR Schutzhund Worlds
For example: You have a dog who is going for an IPO 2 trial.
When you did the IPO I trial for the first time, you got 65
points in tracking. The dog has some problem with the “legs”

Communication between you and your dog!
Yes, that is a very important thing and often it is hard to figure
out. If your goal is to compete with your dog, this is a very
important thing that you have to work out between you and your
dog. But, I need to put in the word “cooperatively” so it will be
“cooperatively communicating.”
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I used to say that,
as a handler, you
make a “bond”
between yourself
and the dog. This
means there is a
dialog between the
handler and dog in
every situation. If
you ask me, a dog
should never think
about what he is
supposed to do; he
should not make
his own decisions.
He should only do
as he has been told
to do. In other
words, you give
him a command.
But don’t mix this
up with what you
do when you are
“shaping” the dog
in clicker training, because there, the dog should figure out
what he has to do to get his reward. This is maybe more for
the trial dog, but it works excellent on “ordinary” family dogs,
too.

Masati’s Nora - 2007 IFR Champion

I don’t know the laws all around the world, but in Sweden we
have “leash laws.” This doesn’t mean that we must have our
dog on a leash when you take the dog for a walk. You can
translate the law in different ways. I, and many others, read it
like this: The dog should be held on a leash so you can stop
your dog, or control him, no matter what happens; but, not
that you always need to physically have a leash on the dog.
The dog could be held with an “invisible leash” between you
and your dog: in other words, obedience and mental control.
I almost never hold my dogs on a leash when we are out for a
walk; but, of course, if I walk in the city area, they are always
on a leash just for showing other humans respect if they are
scared. An episode that happened to me a couple of years
ago: I was out and bicycling with my two Rottweiler males Vix
and Vassago. We came down to the city area of the town I
was living in called Borås, with both dogs running loose
beside my bike. After a while, I see two patrol cops, whom I
ignored. Suddenly, one of the cops yelled at me to get off the
bike and lead the bike instead. In Sweden, we have
something called “walking street.” This means that you can’t
bicycle or drive a car there. I was bicycling on a “walking
street” with two loose running Rottweilers, and the breed has
a bad reputation in almost every country. I was told to get
down from my bike, but the cops didn’t say anything about
the dogs because I had full control on them. I also believe
that Sweden is the only country in the world where you must
have a license to practice protection with your dog.

puppy already understands – body and mimic language.
If I take my new dog Cajsa today, when she is 7 months old, she
can’t understand the following commands:
- Sit, Lay down, Stay, Come here, Retrieving, Out (release an
object)
In other words, she can’t understand any verbal command at all,
but she can understand lots of stuff, but not so good so that I
can demand* it.
You must differentiate between the learning phase and the
demand phase – I will explain this later in my articles.
For Cajsa, the word “Cajsa” means a lot of things. You could
say that the word means all of the commands that I wrote that
she couldn’t understand. For example, she has learned she
must sit, wait, and make eye contact before she can eat, and all
this at the same time when there is food for two dogs in front of
her. She has learned this although we have used no
commands or words at all; how has she learned this?
For the first 4-5 months, she could eat as soon as I put down the
bowl for her. Then, I decided that she must sit down first before
I put down the bowl. As soon as she sat down she could eat.
The scenario looked like this: I kept the bowl in my hand until
she sat down. She jumped, danced, she did practically
anythingshe could think of just to get her food. Finally, she sat
down, and then I gave her the food.
The next step was that she had to sit down and stay seated until
I had put down the bowl. Again, she did anything she could
think of. But finally she understood what it was I
wanted her to do. If she didn’t do it right, I took away the bowl
until she did it right. During Christmas and New Year, I decided
that it was time to teach her the final phase.
She must sit down, then make eye contact with me after I put
down the bowl, and before she could start to eat. Again, if she
did anything wrong, I just took away the bowl until she did it the
right way.
Whenever Cajsa did something wrong during this time, we just
took away the bowl without saying a word. We didn’t even make
any sounds like Cesar Millan (no offense). Dogs, and maybe all
animals, do the same thing: they do what gives them the
advantage. Cajsa’s advantage was to sit down because then
she got her food. The faster she did it right, the faster she got
her food.

A question that was discussed on this is this one: You are
out and taking your dog for a walk without a leash. Suddenly,
the dog runs out into the street and gets killed by a car. At the
same time, the car causes a smaller traffic accident. There
are three cars involved in that accident. Who is responsible
for this accident? Think about it for a while. You will get the
answer later in this article.
When I get a new dog, I start from the beginning to try to
create a good relationship between me and the dog. Without
a good relationship, there will be no success in the future.
Already, when he is a puppy, I try to teach him the rules
without using human language. I try to use a language the

It was the same thing with the sofa. In the beginning, she could
sleep on the sofa while we were watching TV. She took the
initiative to come up on the sofa and lie down next to me to
sleep. When she was about six months old, I thought that she
was getting a little too big and she was intruding in my space on
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the sofa. So, when she just jumped up on the sofa, I pushed
her down again without saying a word or making any sounds.
She didn’t understand anything and tried to get up again. I
just pushed her down until she finally “asked” for permission,
and when she did, that I clapped on the sofa and that was the
signal for her that it is ok to jump up on the sofa. Today, it’s
me or my wife who decides if she can lie down on the sofa
next to us or not. Cajsa knows that she has to ask for
permission and that it’s up to me or my wife to decide what it
will be. Again, the dog will do what gives them the advantage.
To have good
communication with
your dogs is the
same thing as
having good
leadership and
being an “alpha
leader” for your
dogs. What decides
if you are a good
leader or not?
Many people
believe that you
have to be as hard
against the dog or
puppy as possible;
you often hear that
to a Rottweiler you
have to be hard
already from the
time the puppy is
eight weeks old.

Masati’s Nora

I’m not as hard to
my dogs as many
people think, but I’m 100 % consistent. I never go back on a
rule that I’ve put up. I’m black or white, never gray, or you can
look at it like this. Lay a string on the ground. The right side of
it is “the right way” and the left side is “the wrong way.” Then,
it only can be these two alternatives that can exist. The dog
can never get “on the string”. I hope that you understand
what I mean.
A good leader takes the initiative to do things, now we do this
and now we do that. A good leader guides the way, is honest,
and makes rules. If we take the daily life it could look like
this:
- Now we go out and take a walk, jogging, bicycle, etc.
(adults, not puppies)
- Now we throw a ball or wooden stick
- Now we cuddle and just have a good time
- Now we go out and do tracking or another type of
training/practice
You are the one who finds out things. You are supposed to
be the most fun “dog” that exists, and not your neighbor’s
Labrador or the other dogs that you have. We, as a human,
could never compete against another dog. I never let my
dogs play with other dogs, but we often go out and walk with
lots of other dogs. If we do that, they only should go together,
but not play around.
I don’t agree with Cesar Millan that the dogs must always go
behind the owner or otherwise they will take over control of
the pack. I see it like this: the dog is allowed some freedom to
run in front of me, and I hate dogs that run around my feet
and legs.
At the same time, the dog gets experience and can
investigate the world or like we say, he can “read the
newspaper” left by his own kind and that he feels good about.
But, it is very impressive to see Cesar Millan walking around
with 15 to 30 dogs loose, and all are walking behind him

without a fight. It is also impressive it to see 10 to 15 dogs of
different ages and breeds who have just finished their protection
training go out and have a walk running loose around in the
forest without playing and absolutely no fighting. You see the
males waiting for their turn to mark the same pole, and last you
see how Nora is peeing over all the others’ spots, just to prove
that she is the big boss.
I just have to say this about Nora. Nora is today 8 ½ years old.
She is the most dominant female I have ever seen. No one has
tried to go up against her, she has “ridden” almost every dog
she has meet just to prove something. I don’t quite understand
what she wants to prove; she has never been sick, she has has
never shown bad behavior to people or other dogs and she has
never been in a dogfight. There are only two big problems with
Nora: (I) I will never get a dog like her again and she is the best
dog I ever have seen in all categories, and (ii) she is extremely
different to breed with. If Nora doesn’t want to breed, then there
will not be a breeding; end of the discussion.
If you want to go out and try this and walk with several dogs,
there are some really important things to think on:
- It must be dogs that you can trust; the owner must know their
dog very well.
- The owner must have good control of their dogs.
- Every owner should only concentrate on their dog or dogs,
you are supposed to control that your dog isn’t walking to
another dog, here it is time to have full control on what is
happening and not be inattentive or talking into a phone.
- Don’t let loose all the dogs at the same time. Start with the
two best controlled dogs and after a while you let one more
loose at a time.
- If you know that you have a dog who doesn’t like other dogs,
you are not supposed to do this exercise!
I think that we should end here this time. If there is someone
who has a question about what I have been writing about, or any
other question, don’t hesitate to contact me via e-mail or phone
if you want to.
Next article will be about:
Tracking
Clicker practice
– how do I
start?
I will try to get
some pictures
in it also, and if
I have the time I
will also add a
video link on
Cajsa when we
do some
tracking.
Oops, I almost
forgot. The
answer to the
question posed
earlier in the
article: it is
Status Que.
You as an
owner of the
dog must have
total control of
your dog so he
can’t run out in
the street. The
driver of the car
must have total control of his car so he can stop his car no
matter what happens.
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The Rottweiler In Spain
By Kiko Baltrons

Translated by Enric Borras

secretario@cre-es.com

www.cre-es.com
The Rottweiler Club of Spain
(CRE) celebrated its 25th
anniversary this year. The club
consists of a headquarters
and thirteen branches
throughout the Peninsula, the
Balearic Islands, and
Canarias.

Championships are held every
year in each delegation: for
example, Championship
Catalonia, Madrid, Valencia,
etc., up to a total of thirteen
delegations. There is also the National Championship
España. The National draws an average of 150 to 180 entries
while regionals draw between 70 and 80 entries. The judge
for the National is usually an ADRK judge or a judge from
another country close to Spain, such as Belgium, France,
Holland, Italy, or Portugal.

the CRE, a dog must have passing radiographs for dysplasia of
the hip and elbow (ED and HD), must have passed the test of
BH and a breeding suitability test (PAC) or IPO or VPG test. A
dog that does not have these requirements will pass to the next
prize, provided the rating of Excellent (V) has been received.

The National Championship España is usually done each
year in a different location. Exhibitors come not only from
Spain but also from other countries like Germany, France,
Portugal, and Italy. In order to receive the title of champion of
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As for working with our Rotties here in Spain, many people
work more with the German Shepherd or Malinois, but there
are always enthusiasts who work Rotties. The common
excuse is the heat. I personally believe that in recent years
it’s going to find good specimens with good skills for the job
because maybe there has been too much oversight in step
with other breeds before, and that usually a dog is not
working so I have always conformation. Although, consider
my Rotties had all the qualities of a dog working and with a
great beauty. I believe that fans will notice not only search
dogs and very large conformation by their heads, but also for
his character and functionality and predisposition to work.

title or dogs suitable for future breeding. It will be mandatory for
club champions to have passed at least the IPO I. In Spain, the
Force was the first championship in 1995 and is conducted
annually in different provinces of Spain. Over the years
participants had been 15 dogs yearly, of course, at the degree
of IPO III.

The CRE is
available
throughout the
Spanish
official working
groups and
also examines
the forms and
extras for the
CRE official
tests.
Throughout
the years
several tests
are done,
working on
tests that are
mandatory,
and BH is
required for
the champion

Normally, all the championships are judged by ADRK judges.
Also in some areas of work, ADRK judges are often invited as
participants. In this way, arrangements are more easily made in
case you want to travel to Germany with your dog and make
some sort of test, such as ZTP or Korung.
Ultimately, the level in Spain is not usually so bad. For years,
many fans often go to Germany to present their dogs in the
annual Klubsieger exhibition, as well as smaller regional shows.
Recently, we are even daring with the ZTP, and something as
exceptional as the first time in history that a product of CRE
raised in Spain, Rex can Auladell, and a Spanish owner and
handler, Kiko Baltrons, managed to pass the ADRK 2008
Korung in Nuremberg. In 2008 at the ADRK Klubsieger,
congratulations also went to Spanish Wenn del Norte,
Auslandsigerin.
The Club Rottweiler de España website can be seen at:
http://www.cre-es.com
Greetings to all
Kiko Baltrons
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Spanish Rottweiler Club
Breeding Tests (PAC & RPC)
Translated by Ramon Pereira ramonpereira@hotmail.com
secretario@cre-es.com

Effective Date: January 1, 2006
www.cre-es.com

Spain has two breed tests:
1. Prueba Aptitud Cría
(PAC) which is a
breeding aptitude test.
2. Recomendado Para Cría
(RPC) - recommended for
breeding, similar to the
ADRK Körung.
Only dogs, who have
obtained either title, can officially be bred under the
Spanish Rottweiler Club (C.R.E.) rules.
Documentation that must be submitted to attempt the PAC
test:
- copy of pedigree
- copy of tattoo CRE-card
- copy of HD grade; only A, B, C.(-, +/-, +)
- copy of BH in scorebook (sociability test).
Have obtained a minimum of 2 "SG" (Very Good) or "V"
(Excellent) grades in an official CRE Club show.

The data of the dog should be in the list of suitable breeding:
Name of the dog - Birthday - LOE Number - Breeder name Owner name and address - Tatoo number - Microchip
number. The test results should be sent to the CRE as well
as the results of the Klubsieger, within 15 days, with the
documents required for able to pass the test.
Provisions attached:
Dogs who don't pass the first time that is not due to a
disqualifying fault, may attempt the test twice more. A dog is
allowed to attempt the test three times with a minimum of
three months between each test. If the judge finds that a dog
can't be submitted to a more breeding test, he should specify
and justify that decision in the formulary of the test.
The organizer of the Test, and his team, may submit a dog of
their property to the Test. The Judge and helper cannot.
Practical realization of the test:
Equipment needed for this Test: measuring equipment - tape
- eyes table - 6mm gun. People necessary to attend the test
are the judge, CRE official Helper, Test Organizer, Assistant
to complete the print- CRE delegate.
TEST:
The dog is measured and weighed. The dog’s eye colour is
determined. Eye color from 1A to 4A BE "APTOS", will be
accepted. Colors 4B, 5, 6 are NOT suitable for breeding. The
judge checks the tattoo on the ear, or verifies the microchip
number. The judge critiques the dog, describing its
appearance, (dog standing and in movement), with a
minimum valuation of GOOD. If the dog does not receive a
rating of a of good movement, the dog will be disqualified.

Requirements of Test
Breeding Aptitude Test will
be take place in an official
field of formal working
group and coinciding with
the National or Regional
CRE Club contest. Before
starting the test, the
organizer must verify that
all the documents and
requirements are right.

Attitude towards stranger - the handler reports to the judge,
gives the dog's name, age and verification of the tattoo. The
judge verifies the dog’s behaviour. The dog will be on leash
and will be in a sit position when reporting in. The handler
and dog (on leash) walk in a straight line a few meters to the
middle of the field, the CRE delegate, or the helper, fires a
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gun shot. The handler and the dog turn back and stop
(dog sits). A second gun shot is fired. The dog must
show no reaction.

The Group - the handler and dog heel through a group
(minimum 4 people), and heels between them and around
the group. The handler and dog stop (dog sits). The
group closes in circle around the handler and dog. When
the judge gives the signal, the group opens the circle and
the people dispersed and walk in a horizontal direction.
The dog and the handler cross several times in opposite
direction with the people.

Rating and result: The character is always "APTOS" or "NO
APTO", SUITABLE or UNSUITABLE for breeding. If the dog
shows fear, aggressiveness, high insecurity, fear of the shot
gun or any sociability problems during the Breeding Aptitude
Test, the dog will be disqualified.

Comments:
- The order of Test shall be male first and female second.
- All people involved in the test should be Spanish
Rottweiler Club members: owners, handler, organizers,
official CRE helpers etc ...
- The opinion of the judge will be FINAL and it will not be
possible to lodge an appeal.
- The judge must follow all the rules in all aspects of the
test.
- The dog’s owner is liable for damages caused by his dog
during the Breed Test.

Walk in a group with other dogs - the handler and the dog
(on leash) move in a circle with other dogs of the test, with
at least 5 meters between each dog.

The requirements for the
RPC (Recomendado Para
Cria), recommending for
breeding test, similar to the
ADRK Korung, will be in the
next issue of the Total
Rottweiler Magazine.
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Therapy Dogs
Toby (Blind Since 2007)
By Dee Landis

landis_dee@yahoo.com
My first encounter with a Rottweiler was about fifteen
years ago, when my youngest son worked part-time for a
veterinary hospital during his high school and college
years. He brought home "Teddy," an eighteen-month-old
male Rottweiler. I was horrified and terrified - and then
through the years I grew to know, respect, and deeply
love that dog. When Teddy died at age ten and a half, I
grieved for months, and then knew I had to have another
Rottweiler. That is when I adopted Toby, at age sixteen
months. I adopted a female rottie, Baby Doll, after Toby
had been with me about a year. Baby Doll had a very
difficult life before she came to me, and did not live long.
However, during her time with me, we worked in
obedience and she was my first CD. That first CD is
something you never forget. I now have another rescue
female, Annabelle. She is beautiful, with a wonderful
work ethic and a marvelous disposition. Toby and
Annabelle have adjusted marvelously well to Toby's
blindness.

trained, and I really enjoyed it. Frank Nelson, my instructor
and friend, encouraged me to go on, so I worked with Toby
in intermediate and then competition novice classes. We
earned a CGC (Canine Good Citizen) certificate in June of
2003. I have to say Toby gave me quite a run for my money
the first few years.

In 2004 I applied for and received an ILP (Indefinite Listing
Privilege) number, which was needed for Toby to compete
in AKC performance events, and began to compete in
matches, then went on to obedience trials. Toby was a
heartbreaker – he NQ’d over and over for going down on
the long sit, and of course fouling the ring, and so on. Ah,
well.

I adopted Toby in September of 2001, when he was
approximately 16 months old. He came to me through
Loving Hearts Rottweiler Rescue and Referral. As far as
I could tell from the paperwork I received, I was already
his fourth home. Quite an unstable beginning for this
poor young guy.
As part of my
adoption
contract, we
did a 12week
beginner’s
obedience
course at
Suburban Dog
Training Club.
Toby is the
first dog I ever

In 2005 I became ill for about a year and stopped training.
Then in 2006 Toby tore his first cruciate ligament, so we did
surgery and rehab that year. Early in 2007 Toby lost his
sight. I spent a good portion of my retirement savings on
testing and specialists, and the blindness was finally
attributed to auto-immune disease.
We stabilized him, got him on an immunosuppressant drug,
and then lo and behold, he tears the other ACL.
I found it quite interesting that upon losing his sight, he
mellowed so much. He was extremely calm, steady, laid
back and eager for affection. It reminded me of an old
movie I saw where a hood was placed over a horse’s head
to calm him down so he could be transported. Quite
incredible.
In May of 2007 Toby had the second ACL surgery, and
after a few weeks I decided I had to do all I could to get him
back up on four good legs. He had enough going against
him without his sight. We did hydrotherapy at Bucks Animal
Rehab Center in Warrington, PA. I realized during this
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On June 7, Toby passed both the temperament and
obedience evaluations and is now a member of the therapy
dog group Comfort Caring Canines. I cried for joy, right in
front of everyone. This awesome, determined big boy of
mine now has a job again, and I couldn’t be more thrilled for
him! (By the way, he doesn’t know there’s anything wrong
with him…)

therapy just how completely Toby trusted me. Think
about leading a blind dog up a ramp into a huge tank,
which is then sealed shut and water begins to rise
around him – yet I stood there and reassured him, and
he believed me and trusted me. Toby was worked quite
hard in these sessions; I mean they worked his butt off,
and he loved it. He was so doggone happy that it
dawned on me just how much he missed working. I knew
I had to find something for him to do.
I really wanted to involve Toby in therapy work. The
therapy dog group that I wanted to test for does both a
temperament and an obedience evaluation. Over the
past year I have trained with him daily, teaching him
audible commands: left turn, about turn, etc. When
heeling, I tap my left thigh occasionally so he knows
where I am. I give him a “halt” command and he sits. For
recalls I again tap my thigh, and he comes straight in.
He’s amazing.
I entered Toby for the ATTS (American Temperament
Test Society) test at the recent specialty. I thought it best
to see how he handled that test before subjecting him to
the therapy dog evaluation. He made me so proud of him
during the ATTS, again reinforcing his complete trust in
me. I was informed that he was scored no differently
than a dog with sight, and I would not have had it any
other way. Toby does wear a bright yellow bandana with
red letters stating “I’m Blind”; however, it is simply to let
others know so they will speak to him before petting or
touching him to let him know they’re there. It keeps him
from being startled, although he even handles being
startled well!

Toby has visited St. Joseph's Villa, a retirement home for
the Sisters of St. Joseph, weekly since he became therapy
certified. He also alternates weekends with Annabelle and
visits Manor Care in King of Prussia and Regina Nursing
Home in Norristown. We've attended various pet fairs and
community functions representing Comfort Caring Canines
as well. He loves his job, and is dearly loved by so many
people in these facilities.
I have learned so much from Toby that it humbles me. Even
considering all that he's been through, he is sweet, happy,
and determined. I love the "blind dog" t-shirt that proudly
states "Go over, go under, go around, or go thru, but don't
give up." That is so like Toby.
On Halloween day, Toby was diagnosed with bone cancer.
The best estimate is that he has three to six months to live.
We are participating in a bone cancer pain study at the
University of Pennsylvania Veterinary Hospital which
specifically addresses management of pain in dogs with
bone cancer. All I can do is to keep him as comfortable as I
can for whatever time he has left with me. He is not a
candidate for amputation, due to the ACL repairs he's had
on both hind legs. I also intend to keep him doing what he
loves to do, for as long as he is able and willing to do it. I'm
taking it one day at a time, and doing everything in my
power to treasure every day I have left with him.
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Starting the Rottweiler in Protection
By Nick Vannerom (Belgium)
nickvannerom@skynet.be
The editor of the magazine, Jane Mitchelmore, asked me if I
wanted to write an article about my vision of protection work
and with pleasure I tried to write something down; however, I
do not think one can make any kind of "bible" for protection
work!

www.nickvanneromdogsport.net
It is really important to read the dog and to notice how the dog is
reacting at all times. When the dog shows good prey drive and
he is really "going for it," then this is the moment to let the dog
bite. It is also really important that you give the dog a good
chance to make a full bite.
When he shows a good bite, I try to calm him down so the grip
stays good. But on the other side, I keep tension on the jute so
he must keep on biting. Once the dog gets the jute, the handler
starts to run in a wide circle. When he stops, he holds the dog's
head high up and brings him back to being calm.
Also, when the dog runs in front of me, I can grab the tug again
and work. Really interesting also is to attach the tug to a rope,
so that you can create tension on it from a distance. That way
the dog keeps a better grip.
It is important to learn how the dog has to manage his drive.
You put him in drive before biting, you calm him down during the
bite while still you must keep the "fire" up, and when he gets his
prey, then you make him totally calm.
When the handler takes over the jute, I think it's important to
start to make drive immediately, so you already teach the dog to
make drive after the "out," which is important to get good
guarding later.

All depends on the dog himself: his heart or character, the
way he has been raised, how he reacts, and so on. So many
important factors are involved that it seems almost
impossible for me to write about it! Nevertheless, I will give it
a try; but, not without stating this is my personal point of view,
because many roads lead to Rome and mine is just one of
them!

After a few training sessions like this, I try to bring out a little bit
of aggression, but this only in a good way. I don't like the kind of
aggression the dog shows when he is insecure.
A good thing I like to do with young dogs is to put them behind a
fence. That way the dog is feeling stronger, he comes easier
into drive, and there is no tension on the leash and the collar
around his neck, which gives him a better opportunity to bark.

There is no perfect age to start with protection work.
Everything depends on the character of the dog, his drive, his
eagerness to work, his maturity: It is up to the owner and
helper to decide on the right moment to begin.
Personally, when I think the moment has come to start with
protection work, I will always take it easy. Generally, I prefer
using a harness so that the dog can make a lot of drive and
pull forward without choking as he might when using a collar.
This is also very important to keep the full bite when the dog
has his prey.
First, I want to find out if the dog is having good prey drive. I
don't want to bring out aggression in the beginning, because I
want to give the dog a chance to make a good, calm bite and
to have a good feeling. The first few times, I start with a tug of
jute because this stimulates the dog's prey drive so much
more.
A young Rottweiler who is biting out of aggression at a young
age is, in my opinion, not clear in the head and this will cause
some problems in the future for his training. This is
sometimes totally different with other breeds (for example,
Malinois) but still I don't like a lot of aggression with a young
dog.

What's very important to me when starting the protection work is
drive, good barking, to bring calmness in the bite and to teach
the dog to jump to get the tug while pushing in the bite. When
this all ends up in a good result, the jute tug is replaced by a
sleeve or short bite sleeve. I don't like to train too long on the
tug because I don't want the dog to get used to the easy feeling
of the tug.
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Of course, there are many ways to make good techniques and
power, like working with an elastic rope, so the dog is
continuously held tight when you do the escape of the decoy, or
pulling a weight behind the dog if you do the escape or long
attack.
But, as I said before, everything depends on the natural qualities
of the dog!
Mostly I start with teaching a "short" long attack before the
escape. I think it's important to teach the dog to make speed,
and I think this is easier for the dog in the long attack because
then he goes straight to the helper. What is of great importance
is to give the dog a good feeling and to make good drive. That's
why I start to do it from a shorter distance, sometimes from only
1 or 2 meters.

Of course, it's important that the dog is strong enough,
because the weight and the harder feeling of the sleeve could
surprise him and make him try to look for a softer part of the
sleeve. So make sure the dog is ready for it! When I'm
completely sure that the dog is willing to bite the sleeve (this
is not always the case with dogs, as we all know) then I give
the dog a break and the opportunity to get stronger and more
mature.

For the bark and hold, I always start in front of the blind and
when the dog is doing well there, I move and take him. That's
why you teach the dog to start to bark almost before he is at the
shelter, because he learned to bark outside and if something
goes wrong, you correct him outside the shelter, so he is not
getting any bad experiences in the shelter and this is important
for his guarding. Using a small sleeve can be helpful to get
better barking because then you teach the dog to bark more at
the helper and not at the sleeve. Sometimes I see dogs who
are not barking so well because they are so focused on the
sleeve that the “bark” is not coming out so well. If you use a
small sleeve, it can be easier to teach the barking. If you
confirm this “good barking”, you can change to a normal sleeve
after a while. Also, interesting to get good barking and bring up
drive is to go and do protection work in the forest. This way,
the dog brings out “new drives” because he is not in his “normal
training field”. This way, he has to move his limits which will
give more secure feelings and more drive.

Meanwhile, before I start with the serious part of protection
work, I keep the dog behind the fence for a few times or I tie
him to a pole, just to keep him awake!
When finally the dog is ready for the real training, I start with
the hold and bark, then work on a good quality bite, watching
for the things he is missing so I can start to work on them in
the future.

A good system is passing the dog when he is on the leash.
This is what I do, and in consequence the dog can only make
a bite when he is jumping at the right moment. Thais way,
you teach the dog to jump at the right time and to use his
power. This is important for every exercise!

Little by little, I start with control during the protection work. I
know there are many ways to make control on a dog; but, I think
a good one is working with positive rewarding with a clicker.
That way the dog learns how to act himself so you, as handler,
you don't have to break something to teach correct behaviour.
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Of course, sometimes some small corrections will be given,
necessary in my opinion, to make sure the dog also learns to
respect the commands and the handler and this can only be
positive for the future.

The handler should run again so the dog is getting rewarded
and you do the same again. This way, you can train the “out”
many times without making the dog nervous by taking every
time the sleeve away.
The same is with training sending away the helper. If the dog
makes “out”, you go to the dog so you train his guarding and get
him used to when you approach him after the out, the helper
gives a new bite. After a few time out, and giving the dog his
reward by giving him the sleeve, you do the “out” again and you
send the helper away. This way, you teach your dog that he
can stay calm when you go to him after “out” and still you can
train the “out” and train the sending away after the “out”. Too
many times, I see handlers who are always sending away the
helper after out when they go to their dog and you can see the
dog is getting nervous and showing bad behaviour when he
feels the handler approaching. On the other side, it can be
important for the dog to train the sending away after “out”
because the sending away is totally different for a dog to do it
after “out” or just when the dog is sitting calm beside you.
Interesting, after the “sending away the helper” can also be to
call the helper again in front of the dog and to bring the dog
again in guarding and give the dog a new bite. That way, the
dog will learn that the helper is coming back after you send him
away and that way he gets rewarded for staying with you and he
will learn to stay calm because he knows the helper is coming
back. All these things can be important, in my opinion, to
prepare the dog for trial. You can train the out many times,
and the sending away, and that way prepare the dog for the
program without doing it in such a way that your dog gets
nervous.

To teach the command "out," I start from the very beginning.
When I take the tug, I use the command "out" without any
pressure. I also teach this command in the obedience. Little
by little, he will learn this command and because there is
always a new game again after the out, he will learn that it's
interesting for him to come out. When the dog is biting the
sleeve, and he shows me that he really understands the
command when I want him to come out, I start with the work
on a helper.
When the dog is on the sleeve, I want the helper to stand
completely still and I first want the dog to hold his bite, so he
is not getting nervous when the helper stops working. Many
time, I will go to my dog when he is biting and support him
with a little touch or some supporting words because the dog
must learn it is only positive when the handler is coming to
the dog.
When I start this kind of work, I always stand
beside my dog to give the command "out," so there is nothing
coming from behind him which is really important for his
guarding in the future.

As I said at the beginning, it is not easy to write about protection
work because everything you do will depend on the dog. Every
dog is different and every dog's training will be different.
I hope that some of my personal training basic rules can be
useful for you.

If necessary, someone else is giving a correction with the
leash, but I stay close to my dog and give a normal
command. That way I can also help him in his guarding in the
beginning. When the dog comes out, the helper rewards him
by letting him bite again. Really important in this exercise is to
make sure that the guarding of the dog stays perfect, and
that you don't make him nervous. If the dog knows the
command and the sleeve is held calm when he is on the
sleeve, it can be very easy to train the “out” and “send away
the helper”. When the helper give the sleeve to the dog, the
dog can run and he is rewarded for his behaviour. Then you
take the sleeve and give the helper the chance to put the
sleeve on again. The helper can work the dog again and
you can do “out”. If this is ok, the dog gets the sleeve again.
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Rottweilers in Hawaii
By Brenda Ryan
piddleypooh@yahoo.com
People who own Rottweilers in Hawaii are like any other
Rottweiler owners anywhere else. Or, shall I say, we
would like to think we are like everyone else in the world.
Okay, with the exception that we are in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean, with the nearest continent about 2,000
miles away. Oh, and did I forget to mention something
else? We also don’t have rabies in this little place called
Paradise. This adds a unique and very challenging
aspect to dog ownership in our islands.
Every dog who enters our state, with the exception of
dogs from New Zealand, Australia, Guam and the British
Isles, must undergo a 120-day quarantine. There is an
exception to this rule. You can qualify for an immediate
release upon arrival at the airport, but that requires a
series of rabies shots and a blood titer test, which takes
approximately six months to complete prior to your dog’s
arrival in Hawaii.

In Quarantine

The Hawaii Quarantine Law makes importing a topquality breeding or working Rottweiler difficult for Hawaii
enthusiasts. For one, the cost for Hawaii Quarantine runs
approximately $1,500 for the 120-day duration; and
second, airfare into Hawaii from virtually anywhere is
roughly $1,500 or more, one way. So those of us who
live in the third most expensive state in the USA end up
paying three times the usual cost for one eight-week-old
promising puppy. I would say that fact alone would easily
qualify us as living in the most expensive state to own a
dog.

www.dbrfarms.com
Another obstacle Hawaii fanciers face is that many
breeders seem wary of exporting good, promising dogs to
Hawaii because of our Quarantine Law and the duration of
the quarantine stay. Let me just say that while I was the
show chairman of our specialty shows, I always tried to get
our judges to visit our quarantine station. The purpose of
the visit was so that they could see our quarantine station
and form their own opinions. While not the home
environment we would prefer for our arriving dogs, the
quarantine station is certainly not as dreadful as many
might imagine.
The quarantine station and kennels are constantly
monitored and kept clean by roving staff. The people who
work there are knowledgeable, experienced and helpful;
many of them are breeders, trainers and dog handlers
themselves. The kennels are large, cool, clean, and safe.
There is room enough for an entire family to sit down and
picnic with their dog during visits.
The gene pool and breeding programs in Hawaii are vastly
limited, partially because of our location and quarantine
laws. In addition, we are limited to three reproduction
veterinarian specialists on Oahu. In most cases, if you are
not a regular client of these veterinarians, they will not be
eager to help you.
Breeders here in Hawaii want to be like everyone else. We
want to improve on our dogs and have the option of
enhancing our breeding program with top bloodlines. Many
here have imported semen from the continental USA and
had positive results. The imported studs that I am aware of
who have been successfully bred here via frozen or fresh
chilled semen are:
- Am/Cdn/Int'l CH Mako von der Bleichstrasse, BH, CGC,
TT, HCT
- BIS/BISS CH. Cannon River Oil Tanker, CD
- Int. CH. 96’KS Furst Vom Wolfert Turm, SchH3
- Multi-BIS Select Am/Can. Ch. Von Marc's Dario v
Nelson, PT
- CH. Kostlich Maverick Von Ursa
- BISS/BIS CH. Gamegards US Marshall
In addition to importing promising puppies and frozen
semen, some people have also imported adults and older
puppies. By importing an older dog, there is less gambling
on the “finished product” where you can see more of how a
dog will turn out. Personally, I have not seen any adverse
effects on imported dogs after completing a quarantine
stay. In fact, our most recent Serbian import, Ando, enrolled
immediately into an obedience course with my husband
and graduated with the highest CD score. This is a dog that
only understood Serbian just months before!
We are like any other Rottweiler owners. We enjoy our
dogs with our families at the beach, hiking in the mountains,
or just sitting under a shaded tree at the park. Some
owners compete in AKC conformation shows, agility and
rally.
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was kind enough to meet up with some of us at a local
park. She and her dog Teufelhund “Tuff” von Shanbux
CGC, BH (Cornelius’s Bubba Corpren SchH III, IPO III, BH,
ZtP, CGC x Kosciuszko’s Xena CGC) are trialing for their
Schutzhund 1 in April 2009. This trial will be Shanna’s first
test for both her and Tuff, who she has trained since he
was an eight-week-old pup. We had a good turnout, with a
question and answer session followed by a short
demonstration of obedience work.

Schutzhund Gathering

Among the most successful breeders here of
conformation Rottweilers are Glenn and Marie
Fernandez of Maui. Their breeding program started out
with one dog and the Fernandezes have reached their
fifth generation of homebred Specialty Winning dogs. Of
special merit and worth mentioning is their late V-1
USRC Select Male Multi BIS/BISS CH Blackjack’s
Outlaw (CH Black-Jack's Echo x Von Rika Julep
Delight). Brix was by far the most successful
conformation Rottweiler in Hawaii to date, with 55 BOBs,
32 group placements, 7 Best in Specialty Show, and 2
Best in Show—All Breed.
Over eight years ago, while a police officer with the
Honolulu Police Department, I introduced my dog Maui
into the Drug Awareness Resistance Education
(D.A.R.E.) program, and visited elementary schools with
him. He was not a conformation dog, but we did obtain
his CD, TDI and CGC. It was a great opportunity for
people from diverse communities to get up close and
visit a well-behaved, obedient, and friendly
representative of the breed.

Hawaii consists of eight islands, and there a is a small
group of dedicated individuals who also practice
Schutzhund. There are two clubs here. One is located on
the island of Hawaii, and the other on Oahu, where I
reside. I was fortunate enough to have gotten in contact
with Shanna Manton, a member of the Oahu club.
Shanna is a member of The Aloha Schutzhund Club and

Puppy Match

There are numerous people here who are passionate about
the breed like you are. Many enthusiasts here have been
working steadily in breeding, showing, and training dogs for
decades. When you live on a rock in the middle of the
ocean, attending a large specialty show or talking to the
people and meeting the dogs you’ve only read about in
magazines turns into a long, drawn-out, planned expedition
in itself. That is, if you ever have any aspirations to see
them in person. Of course, this was all before the explosion
of the internet and PCs.
Now, with
such
advanced
technology,
we are
merely a
click away
from one
another,
regardless
of where we
Schutzhund Gathering
live in the
world today.
The internet
has provided us, and many other people located in isolated
locations, to bring our community closer together. It is my
belief and hope that our community of Rottweiler fanciers,
owners, breeders, and competitors will become more
friendly because of our ability to remain in contact with one
another through the internet and with global magazines,
such as TTRM. Hawaii is a tropical paradise in the middle
of the Pacific Ocean. We have our unique difficulties in
obtaining, owning, and breeding top-quality Rottweilers
because we live on an island. But we share the same
passion, love and interest that you do. So, I guess you can
say we ARE like everyone else after all.
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The Wonders of Water...
Hydrotherapy For Dogs
By Chrissie Diron (Vital K9 Pool)
www.vitalk9.ca
Hydro what? Hydro (as in water/aqua) therapy! In its simplest
form, hydrotherapy is the use of water to achieve therapeutic
benefit. This might be the alternating use of hot and cold
water sprays to stimulate circulation, or soaking in a tub for
relaxation. For the purpose of this article, though, we are
talking about canine pools.
I run a canine pool, the first of its kind on Vancouver Island,
Canada. The idea to venture into this world of wet dogs came
with me from the UK, where dog pools have been a steadily
growing therapeutic and recreational service throughout the
last decade. Maybe the UK's status as an island surrounded
by water fuelled by the nation's famous love of dogs created a
natural recipe for doggy paddling. Who knows? But there are
parallels to be drawn with Vancouver Island. Having
discovered the benefits of taking my dogs swimming in a pool
in England, I was not about to be denied this pleasure in my
new home. And so the Vancouver Island Therapy and Leisure
(VITAL) K9 POOL was born and now embraces some 50
dogs per week in its heated, indoor environs.
For those who have never set a paw in a dog pool before,
there is often much confusion. So here are the answers to the
most common questions we hear:
Who swims at a canine pool?
Well, dogs, obviously! All kinds are welcome, be they large,
small, fat, thin, purebred, crossbred, young or old. Our
smallest customer was a tiny Chihuahua and our biggest is an
English Mastiff. The age range covers 4 weeks to 18 years
and every level of ability is catered to, from couch potato pet
to avid dog sport competitor!

Helga Schmitt & Qualicum’s Charme on Bryloukis
(sewage, oil and algae, for example) and the environment is not
controlled, meaning that getting in and out of the water can be
difficult, the current can be unpredictable and there's no telling
what other animals you might encounter, nor how your dog
might react in an unexpected situation.
Why do most people seek out hydrotherapy for their dogs?
Common reasons for swimming a dog are relief from arthritis,
orthopaedic conditions, muscle and ligament injuries and
neurological disorders. Swimming helps with general
convalescence, weight reduction and even behavioural
problems.
Does my dog have to be ill or injured to benefit from
swimming?
Absolutely not! Recreational swimming is one of the best
activities your dog can take part in. Young pups can reap huge
benefits from exercising their growing limbs in a weightless,
impact-free environment and swimming is far harder than
moving on dry land, so a session in the pool is worth up to 5
times that on dry land! Think of how much puppy energy can be
safely expended this way.

Why pay to swim in a pool when the rivers, lakes and
ocean are free?
Warmth, hygiene and a controlled environment. The sea and
river temperatures most of the year are just not high enough,
the water quality can be very questionable and hazardous

Swimming is also an essential life skill. How often do dogs get
their first taste of the water by accidentally falling in a pond or off
a dock? This is not only terrifying, but it's potentially fatal.
Contrary to popular belief, not all dogs know how to swim! Like
all things in life, it is a skill that has to be practised. If a dog is
introduced to water in a safe, warm and positive way, the
association will be a good one and the lesson never forgotten.
This might be enough to save the dog's life one day, or better
still, your dog may learn to love the water and always be able to
enjoy it throughout his or her life. Swimming is safe exercise for
a pup, conditioning exercise for the canine athlete, essential
rehab following injury or surgery and great stimulation and
exercise for any dog in his geriatric years.
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So what exactly does hydrotherapy do for a dog?
Most people think of swimming as a physical activity, and
water does indeed stimulate and relax the body at a physical
level. Just look at all these wonderful benefits:

Endocrine system - metabolic functions are enhanced by
swimming, which affects the hormones that regulate many body
processes.
Lymphatic system - water can increase lymph drainage,
decrease inflammation and improve the immune system.
Respiration - The lungs and heart work very hard under the
pressure exerted by water - every breath requires more effort,
which is why even a short swim is a challenging workout! But
the strengthening effects of this and respiratory improvements
make it a safe and effective form of exercise.
Digestion - Swimming often stimulates digestive activity, which
provides nutrients to cells and helps clear out the digestive tract.
Urination - Swimming can increase the blood flow through the
kidneys, which helps to get toxins out of the body and regulates
water and electrolytes in the body.

Skin - water applies hydrostatic pressure. This can reduce
swelling and combined with limb exercise, it enhances
circulation. This in turn can improve skin and coat condition
and stimulate touch receptors.

Skeleton - Swimming allows an increased range of motion in a
non-gravity environment. This enables arthritic and injured joints
more movement and stretch without the shock waves caused by
impact on hard ground. Even the spine enjoys traction in the
buoyant atmosphere of water, which can help to free trapped
nerves.

Muscles - warm water increases the circulation of blood to the
muscles, which maximizes oxygen and nutrient supply and
flushes away waste (toxins). This makes muscles relax,
resulting in less pain and stiffness. Swimming encourages a
full range of joint motion in reduced weight conditions. This
improves muscle tone and promotes tissue repair without
unduly stressing any damaged areas. Muscle wastage begins
within three days of any immobilization, so swimming provides
safe exercise to prevent further weakness and helps rebuild
muscles that have deteriorated.
Nerves - water can calm and soothe the nervous system,
which decreases stress. It can also stimulate and re-establish
sensation channels (fire up messages to the brain!).
Circulation - warm water can increase body temperature,
causing blood vessels to dilate. This increases circulation and
detoxification. Buoyancy and hydrostatic pressure counter the
effects of gravity, helping blood to circulate from the
extremities. Soft tissue is compressed, which increases
circulation, lymph movement, oxygenation and respiration.

As if that wasn't enough to have everyone rushing to find their
nearest hydrotherapy facility, consider this:
Hydrotherapy has an emotional and spiritual element. Our
bodies are made up of a high percentage of water, so the sense
of well-being that accompanies being in warm water is profound.
Swimming is exciting, warm water is soothing, so whatever your
dog might get out of it (relief from pain, the joy of a fun activity,
the confidence of a new skill, freedom to move independently)
these are all positive things that decrease stress and promote
the release of endorphins, thus promoting healing and
happiness. So if your best friend needs relief from pain, has
some behavioural issues, is losing mobility, is bursting with
energy or needs help aging gracefully, a trip to the local canine
pool might just be the safest and caring thing you can do - water
truly does work wonders!
Useful links:
Association of Canine Water Therapy US
www.caninewatertherapy.com
Canine Hydrotherapy Association UK www.canine-hydrotherapy.org
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